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ABOUT KIERKEGAARD IN PROCESS
Kierkegaard in Process is the new Søren Kierkegaard Student Journal,
based at the University of Copenhagen. This journal will offer a
platform for undergraduate and graduate students to submit their
own research on Kierkegaard.
Kierkegaard in Process responds to the idea that very often students
have something great to say, and very often no platform to say it.
Kierkegaard in “process” emphasises the thought that one is never
really finished with the existential project Kierkegaard is
communicating and importantly, also that our student contributors
are underway with academia, not fully accomplished scholars.
Kierkegaard in Process further embodies both the thought that
everyone is a continuous student of life and that we as philosophy
students are also students of Kierkegaard.
At Kierkegaard in Process we wish to emphasise a reading of
Kierkegaard that regards religiosity as an inseparable part of the
authorship, but not as a Christian apologetic.
We believe Kierkegaard’s value is not only limited to the sphere of
philosophy and theology, but also literature due to his characteristic
style of writing and invaluable existential insights.
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INTRODUCTION TO KIERKEGAARD IN PROCESS VOLUME 1
We have the great pleasure of welcoming our readers to the very
first issue of Kierkegaard in Process. In the following pages you will
find an eclectic selection of student essays on Søren Kierkegaard
from institutions around the world. With this journal, it is our hope
and aim to provide a platform for research on Kierkegaard by and for
students. This vision is inspired by the idea that very often students
have something great to say, and very often no platform to say it.
In this maiden issue of Kierkegaard in Process we have curated a
selection of essays that display the width of Kierkegaard’s
significance, thus representing both literary, theological,
philosophical and anthropological approaches to the works of the
Danish thinker. We have chosen essays that in our opinion portray a
high level of independent thought and academic substance with
regards to the level of the authors, which span from undergraduates
to Ph.D’s. This first issue is then not only a collection comprising
essays with different foci and levels represented but also a sketch of
student thought on Kierkegaardian thought from seven different
academic institutions and six different countries.
The first issue starts off with a with a literary focus in Thomas
Grimes’s paper comparing Søren Kierkegaard’s three stages of
existence, particularly in Either/Or , with Karl Ove Knausgaard’s
progression of character in My Struggle. Grimes argues that
Knausgaard’s character of “Karl Ove” substitutes the religious stage
of existence, for a dedication to writing, art, and literature. Our
second paper, by Joshua Roe leans to the historical, using
Kierkegaard’s joint notions of “subjectivity is truth” and “subjectivity
is untruth” to engage with post-colonial discourses concerning
individual responsibility. We continue this literary and historical focus
in Troy Wellington Smith’s paper – an attentive discussion of 6 fen
endnu Levendes Papirer, Kierkegaard’s review of Hans Christian
Anderson’s Kun en Spillemand. Smith argues that – rather than
representing two opposing conceptions of the novel – Anderson and
Kierkegaard both offer a critique of superficial Danish “print culture”,
and subsequently, the novel “as a means of promoting the Danish
language”.
The next section consists of two essays in Danish, both with a focus
on Kierkegaard’s ‘Works of Love’ that however differ in the
interpretation of Kierkegaard’s concept of love, one with an
philosophical outset, the other theological: Nana Bech argues that a
non-theological reading provides us with a fruitful concept of love,
that in fact creates a closer relation between the self and other,
6
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whereas Houmark, through a critique of Buber’s critique of
Kierkegaard, seeks to show that Kierkegaard’s concept of love in fact
does not favour God over man, as Buber suggests, but emphasize the
necessary and ever-present relationship between man and man.
The last section is a collection of more typical philosophical
discussions of Kierkegaard’s, some monographical – like that of Page,
Doyle and Bargigia, that discuss the relationship between anxiety and
the self, Kierkegaard’s relationship to Socrates, and the relevance of
Kierkegaard’s concept of desire, - and some comparative like
Bluemink’s closing essay discussing the influence of Kierkegaard’s self
on Heidegger’s conception of “Dasein”.
We would also like to take this opportunity to thank our Academic
Advisers: Alison Assiter, Maria J. Binetti, Joakim Garff, René Rosfort,
and Jon Stewart. We greatly appreciate your support. We would also
like to thank everyone who submitted. We very much enjoyed
reading your papers. Finally, we hope you enjoy Kierkegaard in
Process.
Amanda Houmark
Barney Riggs
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UNDERSTANDING KNAUSGAARD AND KIERKEGAARD:
DOES MY STRUGGLE SHOW A PROGRESSION THROUGH
KIERKEGAARD’S THREE STAGES?
Thomas Grimes, BA,
University of Warwick, UK
Thomas.a.grimes@outlook.com

INTRODUCTION
I shall compare Kierkegaard and Knausgaard, with particular focus on
Either/Or and My Struggle, and argue that the character of Karl Ove
can be read as having progressed through Kierkegaard’s three stages
of the Aesthetic, Ethical and Religious modes. I shall trace this
character’s progression, and at the conclusion I shall show that Karl
Ove is best understood as a character that has endorsed a
substituted form of the religious mode – namely that of dedication to
writing, art and literature – in a world devoid of religious experience.
First I compare the respective texts style and form, before moving
onto the explication and application of Either/Or’s modes to the
different stages of Karl Ove’s life. In doing so, I shall challenge
Andersen’s conclusion that My Struggle is about succeeding to
establish the Ethical.

COMPARING FORM
There are some aspects of each text that will be useful to introduce
before the main analysis. My Struggle is a novel about Knausgaard’s
life, and is defined as ‘auto-fiction’. That is, the life events are
essentially true, except to the extent that he necessarily brings in
‘fiction’ in an attempt to render his representation of something as
honest; thus eroding the line between fact/fiction and makebelieve/reality1. Knausgaard has no precise goal in his project, merely
aiming to write great literature - though he certainly explores various
themes. His style has been described as “an immersive
environment”2, and he claims that he is “just describing life. I may
live that life wrong, but it certainly makes it more interesting to write
about than if I lived it right” and he hopes to “evoke a presence in

1

Online: http://flavorwire.com/496570/2014-the-death-of-the-postmodern-noveland-the-rise-of-autofiction (Accessed 28/4/16).
2
Online: http://www.lrb.co.uk/v36/n10/ben-lerner/each-cornflake (Accessed
28/4/16).
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the life of a character”3. His writing is a personal project, which may
coincidentally find some generalizable life-themes.
Either/Or is written by Kierkegaard, but (like many of his works)
published under a pseudonym4, and presented as a ‘found’ collection
of letters and fragments predominantly between two characters with
different life-philosophies, coming together in a dialogical form.
Kierkegaard is perhaps best understood as ‘Danish Socrates’ - he is
concerned about the lack of critical engagement people of his time
seem to show to important issues, especially faith. As such, the
dialogical form and pseudonyms force the reader to critically engage,
as what he says can’t be taken at face-value. He is writing to tackle a
generalizable problem, by encouraging a personal solution.
There are some recurring themes in Kierkegaard that I shall use to
track Karl Ove’s progression. Kierkegaard’s modes differ in how they
value: their relationship to time and to duty, their attitude to selfknowledge, and can be summarised as what their “struggle” is. One’s
“struggle” is best understood not as a goal but as a process. The
thing struggled against isn’t something to be overcome per se, but
the quality or form of resistance one is struggling in relation to gives
importance to the process itself – often fundamentally linked to the
subject’s life-view and derivation of meaning. In Kierkegaard’s terms
“each was great wholly in proportion to the magnitude of that which
he struggled” (Kierkegaard, 2006, p.13). With this introduction and
themes in mind I shall now track the progression, beginning with the
Aesthetical mode.

THE AESTHETICAL MODE
The aesthete is characterised by a series of witty, ironical and
disillusioned statements and passages from a despairing young man5.
He is in despair at the meaninglessness of life, and finds no solace in
traditional social values, which he holds in contempt (Kierkegaard,
2000, p.42). As such, he attempts to stave off his despair through a
detached seeking of the pleasurable and the interesting; avoiding
boredom, repetition and duty (Weston, 1994, p.77). This leads him to
be an “enigma” to himself and others, because he gets bored
studying himself, and the mystery accentuates the likelihood of being
interestingly affected by fate (Kierkegaard, 2004, p.47). However, he
realizes that any important decision he makes will preclude a set of
potentially pleasurable options, such that he would be in a state of
regret (Weston, 1994, p.78), hence commenting “whether you marry
3

Online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eC1wspgMOi8 (Accessed 28/4/16).
Victor Eremita (the victorious hermit).
5
All the modes are characterised as men. But historical context aside, there is no
philosophical reason they must be.
4
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or you don’t marry you’ll regret both” (Kierkegaard, 2004, p.54). The
solution to this is a detached utilisation of the arbitrary, so as to
choose without really committing oneself to the choice, thus always
succeeding in getting his “own way” (Kierkegaard, 2004,
p.30/Weston, 1994, p.78). This leads to a sort of detached momentfetishisation, whereupon what is relished is anticipation, and then
recollection of, a particular instance, particularly in romance (Hong,
2000, p.37). His “struggle” is thus against himself and his despair,
fighting “pallid, bloodless, glutinous nocturnal shapes” that he
himself gave “life and being” (Kierkegaard, 2004, p.45).
A strong appeal of this position is the seductiveness of the rhetoric –
it is witty, poetic and at times identifiable – particularly as to the
superficiality of social values and the meaninglessness of life. But this
seductive rhetoric reflects the character of Johannes the Seducer, a
man who seduces young women and then cuts off the engagement
for his own pleasure, and so perhaps we might doubt the true appeal
of his position. The ‘ethical’ character of The Judge, will later criticise
the position as somewhat desperate, ultimately with pleasure and
the interesting being rather weak consolations for a despairing life.
Reading My Struggle, I shall show how Karl Ove portrays evidence of
aesthetical characteristics, before showing his progression to the
other modes.

AESTHETICAL: KARL OVE
The main aesthetical aspects in Karl Ove are his disillusionment with
life, and attitude towards death6. Volume 1 of My Struggle is in fact
framed within judgements of the absurd nature of death. This is
repeatedly expressed by the aesthete, for example: “No one comes
back from the dead; no one has come into the world without
weeping. No one asks when one wants to come in; no one asks when
one wants to go out” (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.40). The sheer
indifference on the part of the world towards our desire for life and
meaning is embodied in My Struggle’s opening line: ‘“For the heart,
life is simple: it beats for as long as it can. Then it
stops.” (Knausgaard, 2014, p.3), and the closing one: “Death, which I
have always regarded as the greatest dimension of life, dark,
compelling, was no more than a pipe that springs a leak, a branch
that cracks in the wind, a jacket that slips off a clothes hanger and
falls to the floor” (Knausgaard, 2014, p.490). The heart doesn’t care if
it stops and the jacket doesn’t care if it falls to the floor. They are just
things that happen, characterising death for Karl Ove and the
aesthete as a sort of absurd accident, with their similar blunt ‘matter6

In addition his frequent glances sexually assessing other women (2013, p.79), and
an appreciation of his solitude (2014, p.28).
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of-fact’ phrasing accentuating that sentiment. This shows how the
mature Karl Ove has marked similarities with the aesthete’s view of
death.
In addition the mature aesthete’s exasperation of “how empty life is
and without meaning” (Kierkegaard, 2004, p.48) closely resembles
Karl Ove’s: “it didn’t matter, nothing mattered, I just walked around
the garden cutting the grass that had grown too tall” (Knausgaard,
2014, p.463). The comparison of life and death to arbitrary action
also suggests an ‘absurd’ figure7. His level of disillusionment also
seems to be worsening. He comments whilst holding a pair of
football boots that any meaning they had “was only a hangover from
my childhood…nothing in itself”, bemoaning his world is
“approaching closer and closer to meaninglessness” (Knausgaard,
2014, p.402). These judgments seem convincingly in line with an
aesthete’s disillusionment. It seems that eventually either he will
need to fully embrace the aesthetical and start arbitrarily controlling
experiences to retain a sense of novelty and pleasure, or progress to
make Ethical commitments8.
So we have some evidence that the mature Karl Ove has many
characteristics of an Aesthete. However, this characterisation alone is
insufficient for the mature Karl Ove, for he seems to also portray
characteristics of other modes. So we shall next investigate whether
the character can be read as having any Ethical commitments.

THE ETHICAL MODE
The Ethical section of Either/Or, is written by Judge William, directly
responding to the aesthete. In many ways the Judge is diametrically
opposite - he is a mature, duty bound, married man of society9.
These outward characteristics are the result of an existential choice
he has made – an Either/Or. He sees this choice as essential in staking
out a personality for oneself, contrasting to the fleeting aesthete’s
personality which he characterises as essentially a “nothing”
(Kierkegaard, 2000, p.71). This “choosing oneself” is intimately bound
7

The absurd is not the focus of this essay, but it is worth noting the Karl Ove seems
to fulfil Kierkegaard’s three criteria for the ‘Absurd Man’ of rejecting suicide,
rejecting God, and accepting his absurd condition. Broadly speaking it is the
combination of the tendency in the human condition to seek meaning in things,
especially so in life and in death, with the inability to find any. (See: The Myth of
Sisyphus, Albert Camus; The Sickness Unto Death, Søren Kierkegaard).
8
It is however worth noting that the voice of the mature Karl Ove is complex. He
might not write under different pseudonyms but he does write in different moods.
He elsewhere maintains that “meaning is not something we are given but which we
give” (2013, p.87) so we shouldn’t read these judgments of meaninglessness as
necessarily all-encompassing of his world view.
9
This can however be complicated. After all the aesthete is ‘ethically’ trying to
convince the reader for their own good, and the Judge claims his position is even
better ‘aesthetically’ (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.71).
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up with his concern for “knowing oneself” - one must know oneself
to reliably pursue the good (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.72). He admits that
in making this choice he doesn’t have such a wide range of options as
the aesthete, but insists that it is because of this that the choices he
does have are actually meaningful – the aesthete only has a wide
range of meaningless choices (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.73). He opposes
the aesthete’s indifference, instead acknowledging good and evil,
and so lives by certain Ethical principles and commitments - for
example marriage – which he considers for ‘eternity’. As such, the
Judge’s struggle is twofold. On one level, it is an internal struggle “to
bring the love out of oneself” and be good (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.70).
The other is a struggle against “time”, such that any Ethical
commitment “has its enemy in time, its victory in time, its eternity in
time” (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.71). He considers the ongoing struggle in
keeping his commitments as only further adding meaningfulness to
his position.
One of the potential criticisms of the appeal of the Judge’s position is
how unexciting the rhetoric is. He claims that by committing to these
principles and duties it imbues life with meaning, but it markedly
lacks the passion of the aesthete’s rhetoric. He claims he ‘has it all’ actually that married life “is more aesthetic” - since one is “living” it
and “has in itself the first love and thereby the faithfulness of the first
love” (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.71). But we don’t have to agree here – it
is doubtful the aesthete would. Another reason is that it also seems
to contradict the supposed gravity of the choice. Were one to make
an existential commitment, surely part of that is something is missed
out on. If the Judge’s position ‘has it all’ anyway it seems to take
away from the supposed significance in the first place. We shall now
see if the mature Karl Ove embodies any Ethical characteristics, using
Andersen as an interlocutor.

ETHICAL: KARL OVE
In his paper ‘Knausgaard/Kierkegaard: The Journey Towards the
Ethical in Karl Ove Knausgaard’s My Struggle’, Andersen argues that
“what we are witnessing is a staging of the ethical, where
Knausgaard, like Kierkegaard’s play with different identities and
personalities, tries to convince us and, perhaps, himself, that he,
indeed, has succeeded in establishing the ethical” (Andersen, 2014,
p.50). The main evidence he cites is his commitment to Linda, family
life and duty10.
10

Andersen also cites the character’s commitment to give up drinking. Interestingly
Knausgaard doesn’t stick to this commitment, which widens the cleft between the
author and narrator: http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2013/12/26/completelywithout-dignity-an-interview-with-karl-ove-knausgaard/ (Accessed 28/4/16).
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Indeed, the most convincing outward evidence is that Karl Ove is
married and has three children. Andersen argues it is “evident that
Karl Ove is committed: he has, so to speak, made a choice and
chosen himself in this relationship with Linda” (Andersen, 2014,
p.38). We can agree that marriage11 and having children is a
meaningful commitment on his part. It shows he values something
other than just pleasure and is over and above himself. He also
shows commitment to duty. He does substantial care work for the
children, washing them and taking them to school and nursery
(Knausgaard, 2014, p.35).
There are other more explicit expressions of at least an interest in
the Ethical. He criticizes the aesthetical value of pleasure and
endorses the Ethic’s value of meaning when he says “The question of
happiness is banal, but the question that follows is not, the question
of meaning” (Knausgaard, 2014, p.39)12. In addition, when he
chastises himself that “I had to apply myself harder[….] be a good
person. For Christ’s sake, being a good person, was that beyond
me?” (Knausgaard, 2013, p.81), it shows that he is struggling to
become “good”, and thus not “indifferent” (Knausgaard, 2013, p.81).
So there is certainly evidence of Ethical characteristics to Karl Ove.
The problem however is that Andersen overstates his case when he
claims that he “seems fully in line with Kierkegaard’s ethic stage”
(Andersen, 2014, p.38). Andersen is right to claim there has been a
progression to the Ethical in the character’s life. But he is wrong to
say that he fully succeeds, and he is wrong that this is his ultimate
goal. Karl Ove’s progression doesn’t end there, and Andersen’s
overall evaluation omits the significance of writing and literature.

CONFLICTING WITH THE ETHICAL
Andersen supports his claim, citing Eriksen, arguing that Karl Ove as
ethic “feels joy in fulfilling his duties towards his fellow human
beings” (Eriksen, 2013, pp.133-4). But this is evidently not the case.
For example he claims:
“when what has kept me going for the whole of my adult life, the
ambition to write something exceptional one day, is threatened in
this way my one thought, which gnaws at me like a rat, is that I
have to escape. Time is slipping away from me, running through my
11

Though even this contrasts to the Ethical “honest” relationship (EK 71), as
Knausgaard claims that ‘relationships are based upon lies and lies and lies and ideals
and thoughts of how it should be and that’s the only way to have a relationship. If
you don’t lie it collapses.” : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R7ucylZJTWs
(Accessed 28/4/16).
12

His phrasing of ‘what follows’ is also interesting for our purposes as it implies a
progression.
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fingers like sand while I…do what? Clean floors, wash clothes, make
dinner […] it is a struggle, and even though it is not heroic, I am up
against a superior force” (Knausgaard, 2014, p.35).

This passage is significant for a number of reasons. Firstly the
rhetoric of the passage is almost entirely un-Ethical. He is desperate,
expresses himself metaphorically and bluntly admonishes his duties
as an obstacle. It also contradicts the Ethic’s relation to time - he
feels like time is slipping away from him - his commitments are hardly
helping him conquer eternity as the Judge claims. Finally, Karl Ove
has characterised his struggle as something other than Ethical duty,
so this true goal is in conflict with it - “the ambition to write
something exceptional one day”.
Karl Ove is undoubtedly dedicated to his family and children. But
they are shown not be enough for fulfilment:
“perhaps even, at certain moments, joy. And isn’t that enough?
Isn’t it enough? Yes, if joy had been the goal it would have been
enough. But joy is not my goal, never has been, what good is joy to
me? The family is not my goal, either. If it had been, and I could
have devoted all my energy to it, we would have had a fantastic
time,[…] but then I would have to want it and in that case life
would have to revolve around nothing else. And that is not what I
want. I do everything I have to do for the family; that is my duty”
(Knausgaard, 2014, pp.38-39).

This passage firmly rejects both Aesthetical desire for pleasure and
the Ethical ‘family’ as his goal. He even acknowledges he could have
attained both if he wanted to. But he doesn’t. This is emphasized
when he says:
“when I look at a beautiful painting I have tears in my eyes, but not
when I look at my children. That does not mean I do not love them,
because I do, with all my heart, it simply means that the meaning
they produce is not sufficient to fulfil a whole life. Not mine, at any
rate” (Knausgaard, 2014, p.39).

This shows how reading Karl Ove’s mode is complex. He embodies
some Ethical characteristics but they’re not enough. Art, literature
and writing, are the higher value that he is truly struggling for.

ART, LITERATURE AND WRITING
It seems clear that the fundamental issue in analysing Karl Ove
through a Kierkegaardian lens is what to make of his dedication to
writing. He is after all a writer, and multiple times proclaims his
commitment to it. Typically thought of as an ‘aesthetic’ pursuit, I
shall open up a reading of it as Ethical commitment, but ultimately
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endorse an understanding of it as Knausgaard’s substitute for the
Religious mode.

WRITING AS AN ETHICAL COMMITMENT
We have seen that the most important part of the Ethical stage is to
face the choice of an Either/Or, and make a commitment on what
sort of person they want to be. Karl Ove-as-writer seems consistent
with this staking out of one’s personality. It doesn’t make sense to
consider this choice aesthetically as arbitrary – it is wholly meaningful
to him. It also seems to be the thing that ultimately keeps his
detachment from the world at bay. He claims “I’m not in connection
with the world—but in writing, I can be”13. The commitment to and
process of writing is his method to combat disillusionment. Another
aspect of the Ethic that Karl Ove seems to embody through his
writing is that of ‘knowing oneself’. His writing style embodies the
way he thinks explicitly. If the ethical individual “is transparent to
himself” (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.81) it seems that Karl Ove’s level of
self-awareness should qualify.
However there are a number of problems with Karl Ove’s writing
being considered as typically Ethical. One is that in the Judge’s terms,
the commitment to the Ethical is harmonious with a marital and civic
life. One chooses oneself, and commits to a marriage, and performs
various family and civic duties. But it is repeatedly shown in My
Struggle that Karl Ove’s commitment to writing is at odds with his
family life. For example:
“it soon reached a point where it was everything and writing was
all I did, I moved into the office, wrote day and night, sleeping an
hour here and there. I was filled with an absolutely fantastic
feeling, a kind of light burnt within me, not hot and consuming but
cold and clear and shining” (Knausgaard, 2013, p.62)

Not only is his description reminiscent of religious experience, but he
is shown to be obsessive. This obsession “had taken its toll on our
relationship, I slept in the office for six weeks, barely seeing Linda
and our five-month-old daughter” (Knausgaard, 2013, p.63). Then
when he eventually goes back to spend time with them he “couldn’t
do it” he is in “sorrow” and his “yearning to return was stronger than
my pleasure at the life we lived” (Knausgaard, 2013, p.63). His
commitment to his writing is shown be to the detriment of his
‘ethical’ commitment to marriage and raising his children.
This is also apparent in the very nature of the novels. It essentially
severed ties with his father’s side of the family and caused several
13

Online: http://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/6345/writing-emmy-struggleem-an-exchange-james-wood-karl-ove-knausgaard (Accessed 28/4/16).
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lawsuits. His wife, known to be emotionally unstable beforehand, had
a breakdown and had to spend time in a mental hospital14. We are
obviously yet to see what effect it might have on his children. The
point being that it is certainly at odds with what the Judge would
consider ‘Ethical’ and is in conflict with his other commitments.
This might lead us to three considerations. We could conclude that
Karl Ove has not yet succeeded in achieving the Ethic – perhaps he is
just not truly committed enough yet. This is presumably what the
Judge would think. We could also argue that perhaps the Judge’s
characterisations are too strict or even misleading – we might think
what is important is that an existential commitment is made, with
the tranquil family life being a potential but not necessary added
benefit.
I think an alternative Ethical reading Karl Ove’s commitments is
possible. However I shall instead endorse the full Kierkegaardian
progression – understanding the character in terms of the Religious
Mode. This is because there is strong evidence that his writing
commitment is a conflicting goal on his part, outside of the standard
Ethical sphere. On the other hand, this notion of a father that is
wholly committed to a pursuit at the detriment to his family life finds
appropriate comparison with the analysis of Abraham and Isaac
(Genesis:22) in Fear and Trembling and the Religious mode.

THE RELIGIOUS MODE
It is worth noting that for Kierkegaard, both the Aesthetic and the
Ethical modes of living were insufficient. In his later writings his main
topic of exploration is faith and the religious life. This is hinted at the
end of Either/Or through the sermon. It is strangely written, cloaked
in religious language, rhetorical questions and frequent reference to
God, in an enraptured style. It includes a reference to the Apostle
Paul describing the “perfect one” as someone who “boasts of his
weakness” (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.91) and maintains a repeated focus
on ‘knowing oneself’. Overall it claims that ‘true’ knowledge of
oneself leads one to the conclusion “that he is not capable of
anything at all” (Kierkegaard, 2000, p.91) and such “That in Relation
to God We Are Always in the Wrong”.
But on one level it seems odd to consider Karl Ove in the religious
mode. He is not religious and many of his views, for example on
death, are entirely at odds with it. Certainly a traditional religious
reading of him will be difficult. But a consideration of the religious
seems justified as he’s progressed through the other modes already,
14

Online: https://newrepublic.com/article/117245/karl-ove-knausgaard-interviewliterary-star-struggles-regret (Accessed 28/4/16)
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which would naturally lead us to the religious mode. The character
seems consistent with Kierkegaard’s analysis that the Aesthetical and
Ethical alone are insufficient for a happy or meaningful life. He is
shown to have some aesthetical characteristics like disillusionmentbut he doesn’t fully embody the life of an aesthete. He shows some
commitments to an Ethical life, but they conflict with his goal of
writing.
In addition, he clearly has some appreciation for the divine and the
religious15. He considers “in the context of the divine, humanness
was always small and insignificant, and it must have been because of
this perspective’s enormous import…that the notion of the divine
arose in the first place, and had now come to an end” (Knausgaard,
2013, p.88). Here his language is very reminiscent of the pastor’s in
describing the inferior relation of humans to God, so he seems to
have an understanding of what the religious mode might have used
to be. But we also see that he can’t have a direct relationship to the
divine because he considers it has come to an end. He talks of death
having lost meaning due to oversaturation, and that humanness,
once small and insignificant, has conquered all corners of the world
(Knausgaard, 2013, pp.87-88) – one can presumably read as life post‘the death of god’16. This is why, were he to follow the progression
and go beyond the Ethical, whose values he is clearly not satisfied
with, he would need a substitute for the Religious.
This sentiment is clearly expressed in an interview with James
Wood17. He claims “I am very interested in religious language,
religious art, and what happens when religion disappears, when we
lose any way to formulate the presence of the divine or the
experience of religious ecstasy”, later crucially adding that “for me, I
think I’ve just substituted literature and art for religion”. So it seems
that in a sense because he no longer has access to the traditional
religious mode, he has had to substitute one.
He elaborates on this with Jesse Baron18, talking about the value of
art versus the value of human life. He strongly maintains that art
should not be chosen at the cost of human life, comparing that
viewpoint to what the Nazis did - placing ‘art’ above humanity. So,
though a substitute, he (thankfully) wouldn’t go as far as Abraham
being committed to sacrifice his own son. Crucially however, he does
claim that an important part of literature and writing is about
15

He has also written extensively on angels for example.
For example, Thus Spoke Zarathustra: Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche.
17
Online: http://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/6345/writing-emmy-struggleem-an-exchange-james-wood-karl-ove-knausgaard (Accessed 28/4/16).
18
Online: http://www.theparisreview.org/blog/2013/12/26/completely-withoutdignity-an-interview-with-karl-ove-knausgaard/ (Accessed 28/4/16).
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“becoming independent and free, which is a premise for all art,
means to go against the social, the we, and since it is in the social
that morality is located, writing often is, and has to be, immoral.
That’s your different moral obligation”. So despite not being
prepared to absolutely go against social morality, he does place
literature in a similar sphere to Kierkegaard’s religious, as being
outside and often against the social values found in the Ethical mode.
This seems useful in a reading of the character Karl Ove.
It should be stressed however, that this is still only in the form of a
substitute. This is important for two reasons. The first is the
aforementioned nature of the balance. Unlike the religious mode, he
would never place literature fully above his children or family. His
aim after all is “to raise my kids and write good novels”19. The other
note is that it does not bring him the peace and tranquillity that one
might expect in a relationship with God.
So we might consider in what ways Karl Ove can be considered in the
Religious mode. This will be difficult because direct references to the
religious will obviously be rare. As such, it is helpful to consider it in
comparison to the key aspects of the other modes, to chart where
the progression might lead. The Aesthete wanted be an enigma to
himself, valued the pleasurable, disdained duty and fetishized
moments, and struggled against himself - all in what might be
characterised as a despairing but personal relation to meaning. The
Ethic emphasizes knowing oneself, values the social good, praises
duty and commitments, struggles against himself and against eternity
– all in what might be characterised as a meaningful social relation.
From this, we can understand the religious mode, as true knowledge
of oneself through the perspective of a relation to God, valuing
something outside the social good (namely faith and the religious),
and praising the ‘higher’ eternity of God with which he struggles – all
in what might be characterised as a meaningful personal relation.
All of this seems analogous to the way Karl Ove relates to writing.
Through his writing he not only displays acute self-knowledge, but
also the process of writing his life gives him a certain perspectival
truth on it – the necessity of invoking fiction to truly describe how he
experiences life. He values the process of writing and great literature,
and he explicitly describes it as a different moral obligation.
Literature’s relation to time isn’t eternal, but it is in a strong sense
above and beyond the social time commitments of the Ethic, having
meaning for hundreds of years.

19

Online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RI6PhzyBeWI (Accessed 28/4/16).
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This leaves us with our own reading of what Karl Ove’s struggle is,
and what sort of relation it is characterised as. For one, it is crucially
phrased as a personal relationship – it is, after all, ‘My Struggle’ not
‘The Struggle’. But why characterise his inner turmoil, his family life,
love and duty, his despair and his whole writing project as a struggle
at all? In Fear and Trembling we learn:
“Each was great wholly in proportion to the magnitude of that
which he struggled. For the one who struggled with the world
become great by conquering the world, and the one who struggled
with himself became greater by conquering himself, but the one
20
who struggled with God became greater than everybody”
(Kierkegaard, 2006, p.13).

Karl Ove is struggling against himself and his own despair, struggling
to be a good person, and struggling with something higher than all of
that – he is struggling with the process of writing and the task of
great literature – as such achieving a higher level of greatness.

CONCLUSION
A comparison of My Struggle and Either/Or gives a fertile space for
intertextual analysis. Whilst embodying aspects of the aesthetic,
ethic, and religious modes, considering Karl Ove’s utmost dedication
to writing, ultimately it seems the Ethic and the Religious are most
lucrative for philosophical excavation of Knausgaard’s work. He
seems to have made a meaningful choice, and staked out his
personality on being a writer, whilst knowing himself transparently
and living with a loving wife and children. Yet, there seem intractable
tensions between this, and the standard social values accorded by
the Ethic, that are best approached from the Religious mode. In this
way, one could see Knausgaard as a post-religious writer who has
substituted faith in God for literature and art, with the novels of My
Struggle being a symptom and representation of this.

20

Genesis 32:22-8, Jacob struggles with an agent of God, prevailing, thus earning the
name ‘Israel’ meaning ‘he who strives with God’.
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ABSTRACT
This paper uses the thought of Kierkegaard, in particular his joint
notions of ‘subjectivity is truth’ and ‘subjectivity is untruth’ to analyse
how post-colonial discourses engage with individual responsibility.
After a brief account of what Kierkegaard means by ‘subjectivity is
truth’, attention will be turned towards engagement in scholarship
that has used Kierkegaard in dialogue with post-colonialism, with
particular focus on the work of Emile Pederson Carson. From this, the
importance of moving from the text to individual lives will be
highlighted. Using this framework several post-colonial discourses
will be analysed with respect to the extent that they allow for
individual responsibility. In Edward Said’s account of ‘Orientalism’ it
will be shown that his account of individual responsibility is
underdeveloped. In contrast, Dipesh Chakrabarty’s notion of
Provincialising Europe offers greater potential in this respect. Finally,
Stuart Hall’s distinction between créolité/creolisation will show the
greatest sensitivity towards the individual, although it will be
suggested that further work is needed on the negative implications
of his thought, which resonates with the notion of ‘subjectivity as
untruth’.

INTRODUCTION
The animated television show South Park, known for its vulgarity and
uncompromising satire, in its nineteenth season launched a
sustained attack on the fashion for political correctness. The
underlying criticism is that people use the censuring of Western
superiority as a front to avoid personal responsibility. This problem
will be elaborated using Kierkegaard and his notion of 'subjectivity is
truth' as found in Concluding Unscientific Postscript. His notion is
particularly pertinent to post-colonialism because it also affirms the
incredulity of the objective discourse that is not genuinely universal.
There is an important distinction to be made between the truth of
subjectivity and the untruth of subjectivity, which affirms a kind of
value judgement and individual responsibility located in relativism.
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This framework will then be used to analyse the post-colonial
discourses
of
Orientalism,
provincialising
Europe,
and
créolité/creolisation. By considering the extent to which these
discourses reflect 'subjectivity is truth', the differences between
them will emerge. This analysis will indicate where the individual
stands after post-colonialism and to what extent these various
postcolonial discourses are susceptible to the avoidance of individual
responsibility.

KIERKEGAARD AND 'TRUTH IS SUBJECTIVITY'
The notion of 'truth is subjectivity' has popularly been misunderstood
as advocating an irreducible relativism in which there is no way of
challenging or criticising someone's personal truth. But it may come
as a surprise that in its context, Kierkegaard, or rather his pseudonym
'Johannes Climacus', writes: 'On the one hand, subjectivity is truth,
but, on the other hand, subjectivity is untruth' (1992, p.207).
Someone cannot then recourse to a simple affirmation that their
subjectivity is in itself true because it could also be untrue.
It is worth beginning by examining why he focuses subjectivity and
specifically distinguishes it from objectivity. In Kierkegaard's
contemporary Denmark, people assumed Christianity was
synonymous with being Danish and so did not consider whether it
had any influence on the way they lived their lives (other than
behaving as good Danes). This kind of objective truth is completely
different from acting in accordance with the truth; in other words,
knowledge does not imply action. Instead Kierkegaard wanted to
look at how people act as subjects on the basis of a truth:
'Objectively the emphasis is on what is said; subjectively the
emphasis is on how it is said' (1992, p.202). By focusing on
subjectivity, he is less concerned with the content of things and more
concerned about what it means for their lives. In the context of postcolonialism, the detachment of content can be directed towards
challenging the assumptions that drive the cultural superiority of the
West. However there is an important difference here between the
responses of Kierkegaard and post-colonial attitudes. Postcolonialists share the common method of establishing the
inadequacy of the 'Western' standards of judgement, which they
then attempt to correct by providing additional cases or phenomena
that do not, under analysis, fit the standards of Western society. This
methodology is notable for its focus on providing new content and
assuming that such content changes the way we understand the
world. In contrast, Kierkegaard's response is to look inwards and look
at the subjective structure of truth (Perkins, 2004).
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The problem with extra evidence is that it is used as a distraction to
avoid making a decision. This is illustrated with the example of a
person, lying on his death bed, waiting for the latest release of the
journal on Biblical history in order to make his mind up about
whether the Bible is true (Kierkegaard, 2009, p.21). Of course,
publication of the journal would not be the end of the matter and he
would have to wait for the next edition in case there were any
additional important findings. Could not the same temptation be
seen in post-colonialism? As Said claims that the 'Orient' is the
external other who disrupts our Western certainty; Chakrabarty
claims that Said missed the real other that is genuinely disruptive of
Western thought; or Hall claims that it is transitiveness, not particular
localities, that captures the true objection to Western civilization. By
evaluating each of their approaches in light of 'subjectivity is truth',
these approaches can be evaluated in terms of how they appreciate
subjective responsibility and encourage individual change.

THE HERMENEUTICS OF KIERKEGAARD AND POST-COLONIALISM
The dialogue between Kierkegaard and post-colonial discourses has
been very limited but examining the work done in this area will help
clarify how the idea of 'subjectivity is truth' needs to be applied and
avoid misappropriation of Kierkegaard's thought.
Emily Pederson Carson applies the thought of Kierkegaard to African
literature and in particular in the writings of Cheikh Hamidou Kane.
Her approach is to analyse the characters from within Kane’s novels.
She argues that, in particular, the character of Samba Diallo in
L'aventure ambiguë fulfils the criteria that Kierkegaard uses to define
the Knight of Faith, which is one of the characters that Kierkegaard
describes as manifesting genuine individual responsibility, acted out
in faith towards God (Carson, 2000, p.147). When the character of
Samba manifests individual responsibility he does so on the basis of
hybridity between European and African culture (Carson, 2000,
pp.150-1).
There is a basic problem undermining Carson's interpretation of
existentialism, which is revealed through the way Kierkegaard wrote
in order to change individual lives, not to simply create literature that
people enjoy reading: 'But one does not prepare oneself to become
aware of Christianity by reading books, or by world-historical surveys;
one does it by deepening oneself in existing' (Kierkegaard, 2009,
p.468). The purpose of his writing was to encourage people to put
down their books and change their lives; the idea of trying to find the
individual in other books completely defeats the point. Finding
individual responsibility in post-colonialism does not mean looking
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into literature or history and finding examples that fit Kierkegaard's
picture, rather it is the other way round, we need to find examples in
history and literature draw us out into reality. Consequently, the
post-colonial approach that contains the greatest potential for
individual responsibility may actually be the one in which individual
responsibility is more hidden.

EDWARD SAID'S ACCOUNT OF ORIENTALISM
Edward Said's (1935-2003) general argument is that the prevailing
value system is one in which Western culture and ideas are seen as
superior to Eastern ones. This idea is enforced through hegemony,
which is to say maintaining the distinction between East and West
(Said, 2003, pp.3-4). There are three ways identified by Said in which
Western hegemony is enforced.
Firstly, the narrative is developed that political culture was brought
to the East through the Imperial Powers (Said, 2003, pp.6-7). Said
offers the counter argument that political discourse has assumed
'neutrality' (2003, pp.9-11). It only counts discourses as political
when they accept the terms of debate laid out in Western political
discourse. This means that political systems in the Orient are
neglected because they do not fit into the conception of the political
employed by 'Western' political theorists (Said, 2003, pp.12-15).
The second way, in which hegemony is maintained, is through the
notion of the neutral standpoint. The problem with the neutral
perspective is that the actual perspective taken is biased, but in
passing for neutrality, it does not recognise its own biases. Instead
Said offers an approach in which he only looks at particular cultures,
namely the those affected by the colonialism of Britain, France and
America, rather than take an 'encyclopaedic' understanding of the
idea of Orientalism (2003, pp.16-7). At this point, Said contrasts his
approach with the early work of Foucault and his book The Order of
Things. Said argues that Foucault's approach is too broad and does
not focus on individuals, which he aims to provide a corrective
through uncovering Orientalism (Said, 2003, pp.22-3).
This second point of his method leads into the third aspect, in which
he endorses the 'personal aspect of his research. By this, he means
that he does not intend Orientalism to be merely an intellectual
exercise but is motivated by his personal experiences (Said, 2003,
pp.25-8).
At a cursory glance, Said appears to be a defender of the
Kierkegaardian focus on individual responsibility. However, there are
two important ways in which his characterisation of his personal
24
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approach departs from Kierkegaard. His critique of Foucault he
seems to assume a more individualist approach but he is not just
highlighting individual cases that counter Foucault's general
archaeology but that he is traces individuals that fall specifically
within Orientalism. In taking this approach he is not merely
examining individuals but drawing individuals into the general
category of 'Orientalism'.1 The impact of this is that any effect of
undermining Western hegemony occurs through the externality of
analysing the 'Orient'. In fact, Sen's critical response to Said is moot
because he effectively claims that Said needs more content to
counter the hegemony of Orientalism; which is reminiscent of the
aforementioned dilemma of the priest on his deathbed (Sen, 2005).
In contrast, for Kierkegaard (and the later Foucault) the process must
happen internally because any appeal to externality is conditional or
extra knowledge. The difference with Kierkegaard is that Said's basis
of personal experience is self-reflexive. The personal perspective he
takes, and in which we as the reader are drawn into, is focused on
himself. The effect of this is that our focus is on how his experience is
situated within Orientalism and consider our own only insofar as our
experience may resemble his. The process in which Said tries to
undermine Western hegemony is through himself and his personal
experience. In contrast, Kierkegaard negates himself by writing in
pseudonyms; the idea was that the reader had to focus more on
themselves because they would be less incline on examining the
author and their intentions. Said, in drawing the reader through his
personal experience lends itself towards evaluating his
comprehension of Orientalism rather than reflecting on our own
hegemony.
Said's argument, insofar as it draws on the idea of 'subjectivity is
truth', is limited because it depends on the concept of Orientalism,
which is both a general category and requires more knowledge and
understanding of the 'Orient'. Also Said's appeal to personal
experience weakens the force of potentially undermining Western
hegemony because the focus on himself detracts from how each
individual can respond to the problem of Orientalism. Neither of
these problems annihilates Said's argument, as they only draw on the
tendencies within his argument, but they show two ways in which
Orientalism needs to be developed differently in order to make it
more effective as a critique of Western hegemony.

1

For comparison, Sen argues that Said's depiction of Orientalism remains too
dependent on general landscaping (Sen, 2005).
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DIPESH CHAKRABARTY AND PROVINCIALISING EUROPE
Dipesh Chakrabarty begins his monograph Provincializing Europe by
identifying the Western tradition of historicism that is found in Kant,
Hegel and Fukayama. What they bear in common is a form of
historicising in which non-European development is seen in terms of
attaining the form of modernity realised in Europe, which is
exemplary in historical analysis of India. Chakrabarty's response to
Western historicism is not to deny or ignore the Western intellectual
tradition, but instead to 'provincialise' it. This idea is best explained
through the analogy of a geographical province. In making a place a
province the governance of the province is shifted from the province
itself to another place. In terms of provincialising Europe this means
taking from Europe its centre of power, but rather than relocating
the centre of power, Chakrabarty attempts to create a conception of
history in which there is no centre.
In order to perform the de-centring of Europe he combines different
Western traditions; especially the ideas of Marx and Heidegger. In
both of them he sees an important but incomplete critique of
Western modernity. For Marx, he correctly identifies the way in
which European modernity has oppressed the poor but in his
response he still endorsed the universal history of Europe. This has
the effect of neglecting the individual and leaving in place the power
structure which, Chakrabarty believes, holds the Western structure in
place (2000, p.18).
From Heidegger, Chakrabarty takes the idea of the 'not-yet', which is
a development from Heidegger's conception of temporality. The idea
of the 'not yet' referred to by Chakrabarty is found in Being and Time.
Here, Heidegger defines the concept as a 'lack of totality'
[Unganzheit]; although this could also be rendered as an unwholeness or incompleteness (1962, H 242). By this Heidegger is
referring to the impossibility of realising being. To understand the
being of something means understanding that thing within our
experience of it (Heidegger, 1962 cf. H 69-72). For example, in surfing
it is not enough to just read a book about it; one actually has to do it.
The same is true of Heidegger's understanding of death; in order to
understand that humans will no longer be, one has to experience
death, but this is impossible because once someone is dead they no
longer have experiences, or at very least, not the same kind of
experiences as when alive (Heidegger, 1962, H 235-7). For Heidegger,
realising being is completeness but because of the impossibility of
this experience, we are constantly in a mode of incompleteness.
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Accordingly, Chakrabarty takes this idea of incompleteness and tries
to incorporate it into the understanding of Europe, thereby
'provincialising' it. Without a totality, there can be no centre; so if
European modernity is incomplete then it also cannot be used as the
centre for historical interpretation. Chakrabarty criticises Heidegger
as falling afoul of the opposite problem to Marx, whereby his
discarding of history neglects the role of community (2000,
p.297n34). Thereby Chakrabarty objects against Heidegger's
dismissal of historical study as a way of approaching being. The
notion is that describing historical 'facts' says nothing about their
mode of existence, or what is the actual experience of history
(Heidegger, 1962, H 374-6). Furthermore, historical analysis detracts
from our understanding of being by distracting us in the content of
history.
In his response to Heidegger, Chakrabarty bluntly asserts: 'My
analysis remains at the level of what Heidegger called
"historiological"' (2000, p.297n34). His claim is that Heidegger's
ontological rejection of historicism should not mean that the study of
history stops. However Chakrabarty does not merely advocate that
the study of history should continue but also the stronger claim that
the study of history can interrupt and influence ontological analysis.2
Yet he does not sufficiently support this claim with an ontological
argument supporting the necessity of historical analysis. The lack of
such argumentation weakens Chakrabarty's claim but, irrespective of
whether he has really understood the depth of this claim, there is an
underlying serious criticism of Heidegger.
In order to elaborate this argument we need to once again turn to
Kierkegaard. Even though he is critical of those who use the historical
in order to avoid the existential question, Kierkegaard nevertheless
affirms the relevance of history. Many scholars have objected to
Heidegger's de-historicized ontological question that history, or other
content, is an essential part of experience from which ontology
cannot be effectively abstracted without loss.3
For Kierkegaard the truth of Christianity must be based on the
paradox of the eternal (for Heidegger read ontological) coinciding
with the historical moment. The merely eternal, detached from
history becomes a Christianity that is automatically assumed, as one
automatically assumes the identity of being a Dane (Kierkegaard,
2009, pp.314–8). The problem is that the eternal truth attached to
nothing in particular is assumed to exist everywhere and therefore
2

This point can be inferred from his claim that post-colonial scholarship should not
be seen as derivative of post-structuralism (Chakrabarty, 2000, p.7).
3
See, as examples: (Capelle, 2005; Wolfe, 2013, pp.123-6).
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already assumed. This argument can also be applied to the discussion
in Heideggerian scholarship that asserts that Being-towards-death
can refer to any 'death' of worldviews.4 The danger of this
interpretation is that the most trivial of moments becomes
equivalent to the deep realisation of ontological truth.
Kierkegaard thus describes the historical necessity of existential truth
in terms of a paradox, in which the existential truth is not the same
as the historical truth but neither is the existential truth completely
detached from historical truth. Returning to Heidegger then, the
ontological is not necessarily detached from historicism even though
historicism should not be mistaken for the ontological itself. This
means that it remains possible that Chakrabarty's approach could
uncover ontological truth even though it is historicist in method.
When Chakrabarty combines Marx and Heidegger, interpreting
Indian history through this combination, he develops a framework to
undermine the domination of European modernity. While it has not
been determined whether his approach actually advances individual
responsibility, it has nevertheless been shown that this is not ruled
out by his historicist approach.

STUART HALL AND CRÉOLITÉ/CREOLISATION
Unlike Orientalism or Provincialising Europe, the split idea of créolité
or creolisation is not directly aimed at destabilising Western
hegemony. Indeed créolité is a word that applies specifically to the
French Caribbean and its engendered cultures. This difference entails
a different conception of the individual and as such provides an
important third point of comparison with Kierkegaard.
Stuart Hall, the late professor of sociology at the Open University,
distinguishes between créolité and creolisation by considering
créolité as a specific phenomenon attached to its usage in the French
Caribbean, while creolisation refers to a more general model, but
even in this broader sense Hall restricts himself to the functioning of
creolisation within the Caribbean. The main distinction is that
creolisation refers to both the British and French Caribbean. This is a
departure from the conception of creolisation employed by Édouard
Glissant, who proposes creolisation for the whole world (Hall, 2003,
pp.27-30).
In general terms creolisation appears similar to the concepts of
hybridity, métissage and syncretism insofar as it shares their idea of
cultural mixing (Hall, 2003, p.27). The effect of cultural mixing is
coagulating because the new 'mixture' cannot be disassembled into
4

See, as an example: (McMullin, 2009).
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its constituent parts. This is also evident in Gruzinski's definition of
mestisaje, which he sees as a type of cultural hybridity in which a
new culture was created in North America that, while it displays
influences from European and Indigenous American cultures, is
essentially different from these cultures (2006, pp.114–5).
The difference between creolisation and other forms of cultural
hybridity is that creolisation has a distinctive and inalienable element
of transition. The new formation of mestisaje culture forms itself in a
stable location that does not have a 'yearning' back to its original
influence. This aspect of creolisation emerges with reference to
Derrida's notion of différance which describes not only
transformation, as is the case with other forms of cultural mixing, but
also the integral element of transitioning.
The idea behind différance is that different meanings can always be
created within language and that the creation of new meaning is an
essential feature of the malleability of language. This emerges from
the 'deferral' element of différance, which assumes the
indeterminacy of language by allowing it to be defined formally at
some later point (Derrida, 1982, p.8). For example, if I want to
understand what a 'beach' is and look it up in the dictionary I will also
have to understand 'sea' and 'land'. This forms an infinite regress in
which each word has to be defined by other words, which
themselves need to be defined. To deal with this, we may assume
that we already understand the words in the definition. This process
is a double deferral; the first deferral occurs when the dictionary
defers the original word to other words, then the second deferral
occurs when we put off looking up the words in the definition and
assume their definition.
The idea of différance and its implication of deferral posit the idea of
a final definition. This creates the 'yearning' that drives the
movement. But because there is no final definition in reality, the
movement is both endless, finding 'home' would be the
disappointing realisation that it is not the same as the idea of 'home',
and also creative, each attempt at definition includes a connotation
that may have a slightly different direction from the starting point.
Similarly, creolisation produces a new culture through its transition
to such an effect that it does not truly originate in the Caribbean. For
example, Rastafarianism developed in the Diaspora of Caribbean
migrants and has developed to such an extent that in its 'home' of
the Caribbean it is something that is foreign and, even if it is
assimilated, it is still not truly original to the Caribbean. In these
terms, creolisation is also distinct from créolité because it is not
attached to a particular place; in fact it is defined by not being fixed
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to any location. Consequently the cultures of creolisation lack a true
'home' and are always in a mode of transition.
In comparison to the Orientalism of Said, creolisation places greater
emphasis on individuality, as the transitiveness of culture cannot be
rendered in a general category such as the 'Orient'. On the other
hand, transition reflects the 'not yet' that Chakrabarty appropriated,
which also rejects final determination. Therefore creolisation is more
successful in recognising the individual than Orientalism and reflects
the conception of individuality found in provincialising Europe.
Returning to Kierkegaard, the issue remains of whether creolisation
may be more or less conducive for individual responsibility.
Essentially it is in a similar position to Chakrabarty insofar as
creolisation is consistent with encouraging individuality even though
it is not clear whether this has been realised. However, there is
another dimension of creolisation that provides further clarification
on the demands of individual responsibility in Kierkegaard. It was
seen earlier that Kierkegaard's 'subjectivity is truth' is opposed to
'subjectivity is untruth', which means that each subjective position
can be assessed internally to evaluate its 'truth' or 'untruth'. Hall
does not give any consideration to what 'untruth' would look like in
creolisation. This does not need to deny that cultures such as
Rastafarianism are indeed new cultures but suggests that this does
not end the analysis of its truth or untruth. Therefore creolisation, or
even provincialising Europe, would benefit from further examinations
of failed cultures. This would provide further clarification as to why
'new cultures' are genuinely both new and cultural.

CONCLUSION
We have seen that both Dipesh Chakrabarty and Stuart Hall may
provide grounds for recognising personal responsibility; unlike
Edward Said, whose use of generalisation stifles recognition of
individual responsibility. The notion of individual responsibility was
defined through Kierkegaard’s statement that ‘truth is subjectivity’,
which was set out to resist abuses of objectivity. One of these abuses
in evidenced in complacency, and in this respect, both Chakrabarty
and Hall have not demonstrated a positive contribution towards
individual responsibility. For Chakrabarty, his historical approach,
contra Heidegger, was seen to be consistent with the possibility of
uncovering the ontological 'truth' of incompleteness, even in face of
the danger that historicality is a distraction for ontological study. On
the other hand, Hall's dependence on transition in creolisation
indicates a further step of analysis; the new culture created through
transition needs to be analysed, in Kierkegaardian terms, for its own
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'truth' value and distinguished from cultures that manifest 'untruth'.
This heavily theoretical point may appear to be convoluted or even
as nostalgic for traditional values; so to elucidate this point let us
return to the example of South Park given in the introduction. The
show also attacks the emergence of 'gentrification' or 'hipster'
movements. They are characterised as exploiting the 'authenticity' of
urban communities for profit by displacing poorer residents for
wealthier clients who have a fantasy about urban life. Could this be
an example of the 'untruth' of culture creation? 'Hipster' culture fits
the definition of cultural mixing because it cannot be re-translated
back into its original influences but it is not clear that just all such
developments should be accepted as 'new cultures'.5 An analysis of
the negative manifests new cultural formations would help clarify
why the cultures examined in postcolonialism are distinctively worthy
of examination. This essay has shown that some postcolonial
discourses allow for individual responsibility; although more analysis
is needed on the negative implications.

5

Another concrete example of this could be the appropriation of culture in new
management practices. See: (Cederström, 2012).
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ABSTRACT
If, like many Kierkegaardians, one were only to read Af en endnu
Levendes Papirer (1838), Søren Kierkegaard’s review of Hans
Christian Andersen’s Kun en Spillemand (1837), without reading the
novel itself, it might be supposed that Andersen and Kierkegaard
represent two diametrically opposed conceptions of the novel as
such. Yet this essay will demonstrate that this is indeed not the case;
despite certain crucial differences, the two authorships share some
striking affinities in this respect. Kun en Spillemand anticipates
Kierkegaard’s (novelistic) pseudonymous authorship in both its
critique of a superficial Danish print culture and its adoption of the
novel genre as a means of promoting the Danish language.

*****
“In this instance both a separation and a
combination have taken place, and it almost
seems justified to speak of ‘elective affinities,’
since it actually appears as if the substances
choose one combination in preference to the
other”
(Goethe, 1988, p. 115).

If, like many Kierkegaardians, one were only to read Af en endnu
Levendes Papirer (1838), Søren Kierkegaard’s review of Hans
Christian Andersen’s Kun en Spillemand (1837), without reading the
novel itself, it might be supposed that Andersen and Kierkegaard
represent two diametrically opposed conceptions of the novel as
such. Yet this essay will demonstrate that this is indeed not the case;
despite certain crucial differences, the two authorships share some
striking affinities in this respect. Kun en Spillemand anticipates
Kierkegaard’s (novelistic) pseudonymous authorship in both its
critique of a superficial Danish print culture and its adoption of the
novel genre as a means of promoting the Danish language.
While seeking his fortune as a poor musician in Copenhagen,
Christian, the protagonist of Kun en Spillemand, dines regularly with a
royal lackey and his family. The narrator explains:
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In the lackey’s house, where he came, the elegant prevailed; that is
to say, it expressed itself in furniture. There was a brilliant book
collection; all the books were in morocco with gilt edges. But one
took them out—all right, then; it was several years of
Borgervennen which were thus bound (Andersen, 1837, vol.2,
1
p.53).

Like the splendid furniture, these finely bound books contribute to
the cultural capital of the lackey’s house. Indeed, in the passage
above, the narrator subtly implies that the book collection can be
considered part of the furniture. Yet upon closer inspection, this
elegance is a sham; underneath the beautiful binding is
Borgervennen, a periodical. While the prestigious covers give the
impression of tradition and permanence, their physical contents are
inherently ephemeral: newsprint, probably produced from highly
acidic pulp. Moreover, as a newspaper, the intellectual contents of
Borgervennen are ephemeral in that they have only contemporary
relevance.
In 1837, the year in which Kun en Spillemand was published, the
company of Copenhagen bookbinders ordered 135 brass stamps to
be cut, which were to be used in the gold-tooling of all
“masterbindings,” the bindings used as samples for would-be
bookbinders applying for membership in the company (Ilsøe, 1985,
p.273). This historical vignette attests to both the quantity and
quality of deluxe bookbinding in Golden Age Copenhagen. On one
hand, this passion for the book as art object might attest to the
period’s thriving print culture; on the other hand, it could be
interpreted as a venture in superficiality, which actually detracts
from a proper appreciation of the book as idea. In his satire on the
royal lackey—whose very title suggests a sort of cringing
pretentiousness—Andersen’s narrator targets a contemporary
Danish print culture that has overlooked the ideal aesthetic qualities
of the book in favor of its material aesthetic qualities.
Kierkegaard, in fact, would make a strikingly similar cultural critique
in his underappreciated book Forord, which was published under the
pseudonym Nicolaus Notabene on 17 June 1844. The work, fittingly
enough, begins with a preface to itself, which is followed then by
eight more prefaces, each for a respective imaginary book. In the first
of these, the pseudonymous author tells his reader:
See, all this have I done, and therefore I happily present my in
every respect particularly elegant and dainty New Year’s gift to an
esteemed public. I have neglected nothing in order to dare to

1

All translations from the Danish are my own. In them, I have prioritized accuracy
over readability.
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flatter myself that it will come to the reading world and especially
for every family which celebrates Christmas Eve and New Year’s
Eve conveniently, when it in every way will be able to serve as a
tasteful present, which even will be able to be mounted on the
Christmas tree itself by the help of a silk ribbon that is placed in the
gilded case. (Kierkegaard, 2014d, p.478)

According to Todd W. Nichol, this is a satire directed against J. L.
Heiberg, who had become Kierkegaard’s nemesis after writing
unappreciative and uncomprehending reviews of Enten – Eller (1843)
and Gjentagelsen (1843); the appearance of the word nitid (“dainty”)
in Kierkegaard’s discourse is a reliable indicator that Heiberg has
entered the author’s polemical crosshairs (1997, p.174). In the guise
of Notabene, Kierkegaard apostrophizes Heiberg in the fourth
preface, feigning adoration for his precious New Year’s gift book: “If
no one else buys this book, then the museum of art curios will buy it”
(2014d, p.486). Nichol writes that Urania: Aarbog for 1844, the New
Year’s gift Heiberg offered to his public:
was printed on good paper stock, with each page surrounded by a
black border; its binding was ornamented with gilt decoration. It
included a “Star Calendar for 1844” and an essay on the
astronomical year by J. L. Heiberg, along with contributions by such
Danish notables as theologian Hans Lassen Martensen, poet
Christian Winther, and writer Thomasine Christine GyllembourgEhrensvärd. (1997, p.174)

In his En literair Anmeldelse (1846), Kierkegaard excludes the latter of
these three authors from his critique of New Year’s gift literature,
even though her novels always appeared at Christmastime:
For whatever there can be objected to making a so fortuitous
season into a fair-season, and especially from a so fortuitous
reason as that one needs gifts, as if Danish literature were nothing
other than gift-literature; Hverdags-Historien has never in that
manner come at Christmastime; its own importance must prevent
an offensive misunderstanding, if not already its modest,
unassuming appearance prevented every misunderstanding of the
first glance. (2014g, p.20)

Even though Gyllembourg’s production is part of the Heibergian
culture industry, Kierkegaard excuses her work for appearing at
Christmastime. Unlike the lavish Urania, Hverdags-Historien has an
unpretentious, everyday aspect, which is well-suited for the rest of
the year. On the other hand, Heiberg’s Urania and its parody,
Notabene’s tree-ornament, lose their raison d’être when the
Christmas tree—as in Andersen’s tale—is consigned to the attic.
Kierkegaard further satirizes the ephemerality of New Year’s gift
books in Notabene’s third preface, in which the pseudonymous
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author celebrates the second printing of his imaginary New Year’s
gift book:
The author who satisfies the Christmas and New Year’s season, he
has not lived in vain; the book that is bought at Christmas and New
Year’s season was not written in vain—how much more then the
author who satisfies in the month of January, and the book which is
bought in the month of January. (2014d, p.485)

Yet for the author whose books only sell at Christmas and New Year’s
all is indeed vanity, in that s/he has labored to produce ephemera.
That this ephemera is wildly overpriced is indicated in an
announcement later in the same preface: “This second print run is
unchanged, and is sold for the cheap price of three marks, or oneeighth of the published price of the first print run” (Kierkegaard,
2014d, p.485).
Although Heiberg’s New Year’s gift is much more prestigious than the
royal lackey’s Borgervennen, in an essential sense they prove to be
equally ephemeral, their gilt covers notwithstanding. A more famous
Kierkegaardian pseudonym, Johannes Climacus, also makes a similar
critique of bookbinding in Afsluttende uvidenskabelig Efterskrift
(1846). In an imagined confabulation with a spy, Climacus is told that
a new hymnbook for the Danish Church might be unnecessary. One
could venture “a provisional attempt by letting the old hymnbook be
bound in a new way, to see if the altered binding should not do it,
particularly if one were allowed to put back on it: The New
Hymnbook” (Kierkegaard, 2014b, p.434). None of these cases of
inauthentic print culture pertains to the novel per se, but
nevertheless they are relevant to Andersen and Kierkegaard’s
concentric philosophies of the novel. For these authors, the novel
qua book is not merely an aesthetic object, much less an ornamental
one; instead, as this essay will demonstrate, Andersen and
Kierkegaard both conceive of the authentic novel as a means of
effecting actual change in the real.
For instance, both Andersen and Kierkegaard use the novel to affirm
Danish as a literary language. Andersen goes about this task
negatively, critically turning his narrator’s eye on Danes who prefer
German literature to Danish, such as Hr. Knepus, Christian’s music
teacher, and his wife, Madame Knepus. That these characters are
unsympathetic—and that their reading tastes are to be despised—is
apparent once one recognizes that they are based on Andersen’s
dreaded teacher, Simon Meisling, and his wife, Mrs. Meisling. The
disorder of the Knepus household recalls that of the Meislings, where
Andersen once stayed. Elias Bredsdorff writes that the latter:
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seems to have been unbelievably dirty. . . . The privy served both as
a larder and a pigsty . . ., and when there were some left-over meat
balls Mrs Meisling would put them into the drawing-room
cupboard, where nails and starch and all sorts of other things were
kept . . . . (1975, p.56)

When Christian is shown to his bedroom in chez Knepus, he finds the
sort chaos his author did in the home of the Meislings:
The greatest space in here assumed a great bookcase with books,
among which were found Wieland’s works and Schulz’s Handbuch
der Physik; the rest occupied itself with the musical. An old epitaph
with all its carved saints, as had shone on a tomb in the Franciscan
Church, but at its breakdown was bought, stood as a sort of screen
before the end of the rather short bed, which seemed composed
of a kneading-trough and an armchair. Behind the epitaph hung a
smoked salmon and some bundles of candles; close by stood a
butter-cask. Two chairs and a table constituted the rest of the
furniture. (Andersen, 1837, vol.2, pp.49-50)

Moreover, just as Mrs. Meisling was “constantly at war with her
servant girls” (Bredsdorff, 1975, p. 55), so is Madame Knepus. In the
novel, the lady of the house sneaks through the window into
Christian’s bedroom “in order to steal from herself” (Andersen, 1837,
vol.2, p.59). Having made a bet with the servant girl that she could
make a certain amount of butter serve the needs of the household
for an entire week, Madame Knepus supplements her allotted
portion with nocturnal trips to the storeroom, where Christian now
sleeps. This sort of dishonesty is attributed to the historical Mrs.
Meisling, who had her maid steal Dr. Meisling’s rum for her, and then
blamed the maid when her husband complained of it running out
(Bredsdorff, 1975, pp.55-56).
Furthermore, Madame Knepus “read in the meantime novels from
Limkilde’s and Hempel’s subscription library and followed literature
as well as it could be done in a provincial town” (Andersen, 1837,
vol.2, p.51). Here the narrator hints that Madame Knepus might
prefer the cosmopolitan tastes of the Danish capital to the more
domestic ones of the provinces. (This supposition will be
substantiated below.) By identifying Madame Knepus as a patron of
subscription libraries, Andersen’s narrator is perhaps tapping a trope,
common to eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English literature,
that subscription or lending libraries offered a young, female
readership light, sensational, or sentimental novels (Carpenter,
1998). In this case, such novels are also probably German.
According to Bredsdorff, Meisling “usually went to bed at eight
o’clock after making punch, which he drank in bed while his wife read
one of Scott’s novels aloud to him” (1975, p.55). Likewise, as the
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narrator describes Knepus in bed beside the steaming punch bowl,
“From time to time he drank from his glass; he peered into an optical
glass; the servant girl must look after changing the pictures when he
nodded; Madame Knepus read at the same time aloud from a
German classic” (Andersen, 1837, vol.2, pp. 48-49). Between the
historical anecdote and the novel, the national literature differs, but
the portraits on the whole share an uncanny resemblance. (In any
case, it is decidedly not Danish literature that Meisling/Knepus has
his wife read.) The interest that German literature holds for Hr.
Knepus is questionable, however, since he soon falls asleep listening
to it. Hr. Knepus reports that this is a nightly routine (Andersen,
1837, vol.2, p.49). By giving an unsympathetic pedant modeled on his
feared former teacher a taste for ostensibly boring German
literature, Andersen asks his reader to question the validity of the
preference, prevalent among Danes, for German literature over
Danish.
Such disregard for one’s national literature is by no means confined
to the petit bourgeois. When the Count returns to his lavish home in
Copenhagen after witnessing the death of his childhood horse, the
narrator’s eye lingers on:
the mahogany bookcase, in which only distinguished authors were
found, that is to say: Goethe, Racine, Swift, but not a single Danish
book, as one often finds like this with our so-called higher class a
kind of show library, which indicates taste, but if this really is
found, is learned first by conversation. That there in addition stood
a whole row of “Taschenbücher” was not exactly a good auspice.
(Andersen, 1837, vol.2, p.28)

This is Andersen’s narrator at his most acerbic, and at his most classconscious. Here he strongly implies that the exclusion of Danish
literature from the libraries of the Danish elites is by no means a
matter of that class having more highly refined critical standards. On
the contrary, nobles like the Count collect great works of foreign
literature, not to read them, but merely to flaunt them. Such a
tendency strongly anticipates the pretentious Royal Lackey and the
volumes of Borgervennen that he has had bound in gilt-edged
morocco. The narrator then suggests that poseurs such as the Count
are easily revealed for who they are in conversation, for there they
betray their abject ignorance. Boldly questioning the nobility’s
precedence in questions of aesthetics, the narrator insinuates that
they are higher only in name and title. Although some may prove
themselves to be true connoisseurs by displaying aesthetic
discernment in conversation, the narrator expresses his doubt that
the Count might do so, as he has a row of Taschenbücher
(“paperbacks”) on his mahogany bookshelf. Thus, while the Count
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might have an impressive library, it is likely that his tastes tend more
to the cheap German paperbacks he has placed alongside the
canonical Goethe, Racine, and Swift. Hence, the distinguished Count
proves himself to be no better than Madame Knepus, who will make
her appearance a few chapters later. A patron of a subscription
library, she, too, is most likely a reader of Taschenbücher.
Later, when Naomi, Christian’s orphaned childhood playmate, moves
to the baronial house of her adoptive father, the reader is told:
There was much read, and yet the acquaintance with the country’s
literature was limited only to Adresseavisen and the original pieces
that the family got to see in the theater on the subscription night;
on the other hand, one always heard here enthusiasm over one or
the other English novel—“Oh, that is quite superb”—and yet it
often stood under what our own literature produced. (Andersen,
1837, vol.2, pp.143-44)

Not unlike the royal lackey, the members of the Baron’s household
read Danish literature only in the ephemeral, vulgar form of the
newspaper. Just as the Knepuses neglect novels written in their
native language in favor of those in a foreign tongue, so do the
Baron’s people, although they seem to prefer the English over the
German. Andersen thus implies that ignorance of Danish literature is
a problem that cuts across the class structure in Denmark.
In Af en endnu Levendes Papirer, Kierkegaard faults Andersen for
making bald assertions, such as the one in the last clause of the
passage quoted directly above. Kierkegaard writes of Andersen’s
novel that “single propositions stick out like hieroglyphs, which at
times are the object of a devout veneration” (2014a, p.32).
Nevertheless, Kierkegaard, in the case of his own production, would
come to agree with Andersen on the superiority of Danish literature
to much—if not all—of that published in Europe. Implicit in this
journal entry from 1849 is Kierkegaard’s supposition that he has
excelled many of his European peers by producing an imperishable
work of world literature: “Oh, when once I am dead—Frygt og Bæven
[1843] alone will be enough for an immortal name as an author. Then
it will be read, even translated into foreign languages” (2014i, vol.22,
p.235).
While the United States Library of Congress has placed Stadier paa
Livets Vei (1845) under subclass B for general philosophy, this
classification speaks more to the early reception of Kierkegaard’s
work in the United States than it does to the book itself or
Kierkegaard’s intentions for it. Rather, as a sequel to Enten – Eller,
Stadier paa Livets Vei should—for this and for other reasons—belong
to the same subclass: PT, for Germanic literature. Such a
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misclassification is not a case of simple carelessness. On the contrary,
it represents a fundamental failure on the part of the catalogers at
the Library of Congress to grasp the history of the novel as such in all
of its richness and complexity. George Pattison writes,
At first glance many English-speaking readers might well fail to see
any resemblance between what I have called Kierkegaard’s novels
[Enten – Eller, Gjentagelsen, and Stadier paa Livets Vei] and what
they are accustomed to think of as a novel. The narrative is minimal,
and what there is of it is constantly interrupted by long sections of
philosophy, aesthetic criticism, psychological analysis—even a
sermon. Far from all this excluding these books from the rank of
“literature,” however, it rather highlights the very strong connection
they have with the novelistic traditions of German Romanticism, and
virtually all of Kierkegaard’s (to us) outlandish techniques can be
traced back to Romantic models. (1987, pp.210-11)
The influence of German romanticism is evident in Christian
Molbech’s definition of Roman (“novel”) as “an imagined narrative in
prose of greater proportions and more compounded inventions”
(quoted in: Guedes Rossatti, 2014, p.245). According to Gabriel
Guedes Rossatti, this definition would suggest “that in Kierkegaard’s
time the novel as a genre was understood as something in between a
single, sustained narrative and a collection of short stories” (2014,
p.245).
If Stadier paa Livets Vei can then be considered a novel, one may
directly compare Andersen’s and Kierkegaard’s respective
philosophies of the novel in praxis. To wit, both employ the novel as a
means of promoting Danish as a legitimate literary language. But
while Andersen takes a negative, satirical approach to his defense of
Danish literature in Kun en Spillemand, Kierkegaard opts for a positive
one, offering an encomium to the Danish language at the end of his
novel Stadier paa Livets Vei. There the pseudonym Frater Taciturnus
writes, “Some of my countrymen think that the mother tongue is not
supposed to be capable at expressing difficult thoughts”
(Kierkegaard, 2014j, p.450). Tacit in this remark is the question of
German’s position as the heir apparent to Latin as the scientific
language of Denmark. Kierkegaard’s stubborn adherence to Danish in
this regard can be traced back to his doctoral dissertation, Om
Begrebet Ironi (1841). On 2 June 1841, he applied to the king for a
special dispensation to file his dissertation in Danish instead of Latin.
In his petition, he cited the precedents of Martin Hammerich and
Adolph Peter Adler, the only two other doctoral candidates who had
previously been allowed to write their dissertations in Danish.
Kierkegaard assured the king that he was not seeking this permission
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because of any weakness as a Latinist; in fact, he had taught Latin
himself, and the public defense, in any case, would be conducted in
Latin. Instead, it was because Latin was inappropriate for the
discussion of modern irony that Kierkegaard had begun writing in
Danish (Hong, 1989, p.xi). In fact, the necessity for Danish becomes
readily apparent when one considers that “[t]here is a justified
tradition in Kierkegaard scholarship for arguing that the most
compelling form of irony in On the Concept of Irony is only indirectly
visible, that the book itself is an irony” (Soderquist, 2013, p.4).
In Kierkegaard’s novel Stadier paa Livets Vei, Taciturnus seeks to
undermine the supremacy of German as a scientific language by
pointing out the advantageousness of Danish irony. For Kierkegaard,
Danish is:
a mother tongue which does not pant, suffering from the difficult
thought; and that is why that perhaps some think that it cannot
convey it because it makes the difficulty easy by pronouncing it; a
mother tongue which does not puff and sound strained when it
stands before the inexpressible, but busies itself in jest and
earnestness until it is expressed[.] (2014j, p.450)

This dialectic of jest and earnestness is precisely that of irony in the
Kierkegaardian authorship. Through the prank of the pseudonymous
masquerade, Kierkegaard earnestly practiced his authorial maieutic,
assisting his reader in her rebirth into a higher existential sphere.
Only a mode of indirect communication, such as irony, is capable of
expressing the inexpressible, i.e., the religious. As the pseudonym
Johannes De Silentio writes of Abraham in Frygt og Bæven, “Speak he
cannot, he speaks no human language. If he himself understood all of
the earth’s tongues, even if the beloved understood them, he cannot
ever speak—he speaks in a divine tongue; he speaks in tongues”
(Kierkegaard, 2014e, p.202).
If the religious sphere is incommunicable, the religious author can
only authentically reach his reader indirectly. Thus, rather than the
objectivity of a scientific handbook, the religious is best served by the
subjectivity of drama, fiction, and poetry. If Andersen’s alter ego
Christian was “only a fiddler” (Andersen, 1837, vol.3, p.133),
Kierkegaard, by his own admission, was “only . . . a poet” (2014i,
vol.22, p.77). Yet it was only as a poet that he could undertake his
evangelical mission; and it was only in his archly ironic mother
tongue that he could be poet. Latin and German, the linguae francae
for the communication of scientific results, were unsuitable for an
authorship rooted in the very depths of the poet’s subjectivity. Now
one must recall that Digter, the Danish word for “poet,” can be
construed more broadly to mean “writer, author”; in other words,
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when Kierkegaard referred to himself as “en Digter,” he identified as
a writer of long prose fiction, that is to say, a novelist. Thus, although
Kierkegaard derided Andersen’s efforts as novelist, he nonetheless
seems to have imitated him in enlisting the novel both in a defense
of Danish as a viable literary language and in an attack on the shallow
print culture of Golden Age Denmark.
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ABSTRACT
In the following paper I argue that the Christian love which we meet
in Kierkegaard's Works of Love do have some significant qualities, but
that it is necessary to read it without aiming for God. The work is
radical, yet not radical enough: the emphasis on an absolute duty
towards God ends up corrupting love itself and thus undermining the
entire concept of love as well as our relations towards others: the
closer we move towards God, the farther we get from each other.
We even risk a concept of love which allows violence towards the
other person as well as love itself. By taking up central themes of
Kierkegaard's concept of Christian love I attempt to read Works of
Love without the presumption of an absolute duty towards God.
Rather than decreasing the responsibility, this removal of a divine link
will instead increase our responsibility towards others. Whereas the
search for God will eventually end up in a calculation which interferes
with the central emphasis on selflessness, the annihilation of any
divine authority can indeed clear the love from any risk of
calculation. A non-theological reading of the work can thus provide
us with a fruitful concept of love.

*****
“Men den Kjerlige kan ikke regne.”
(Kierkegaard, 2013, s.178)

Dette forunderlige udsagn fra det ellers både foruroligende og
faretruende værk Kjerlighedens Gjerninger skal vi i det følgende
undersøge rækkevidden af. Vi skal se, hvor langt vi kan forfølge det,
og hvad vi støder på undervejs. Tesen for analysen er, at Kierkegaard
netop ikke følger denne tanke ubetinget, men at der derimod er
beregning på spil i hans kristne kærlighedsbegreb. Kærligheden hos
Kierkegaard har en grænse; grænsen går for ham ved Gud, idet Gud
ifølge denne tænkning er kærlighed. Mennesket kan aldrig selv blive
kærlighed, men må, fordi Gud elsker menneskene, påtage sig den
pligt, der består i at ligne Kristi kærlighed i gerning. Men netop i
identifikationen af kærlighed med Gud ligger problemet, idet
ophavet såvel som målet herved bliver Gud - en i sidste ende
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transcendent instans, som ikke er hverken af eller i denne verden.
Han er absolut forskellig fra menneskene, og derfor vil vi aldrig kunne
nå længere end til at ligne ham i gerning og lede hinanden imod Gud
– en figur, som i religionen tillægges absolut autoritet.
Ikke desto mindre er afsættet for den følgende analyse tillige det
værk, som analysen gør op med, for i Kjerlighedens Gjerninger møder
vi betragtninger om kærligheden, som rummer muligheden for et
kærlighedsbegreb, der netop går ud over eller måske snarere
allerede ligger uden for beregnelighedens mulighed.
Med udgangspunkt i nytestamentlige beskrivelser af kærligheden
udbygger Kierkegaard et system for, hvorledes mennesket bør
efterligne Guds oprindelige kærlighed og således blive den kærlige.1
Det er et system, for Kjerlighedens Gjerninger adskiller sig fra den
ellers væsentlige og afgørende del af Kierkegaards tænkning, der
består i paradokset og absurditeten. De to ord nævnes ikke én eneste
gang i værket. Nok handler den kærlige i frygt og bæven, men dette
element nævnes kun for blot at vise sig ophævet til salighed i
selvtilintetgørelse over for Gud. (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.275) Den
kærlige er sikret.
Kjerlighedens Gjerninger er på mange måder et radikalt værk. Var det
udkommet i dag og ikke for 169 år siden, havde advarslen formentlig
lydt, at det var forvanskende, fundamentalistisk og farligt. At et værk,
der omhandler kærligheden i dens gerninger, skulle være farligt, kan
måske undre. Det lyder da tilforladeligt nok?
Når jeg alligevel tillader mig at fremføre ovenstående antagelse, så er
det, fordi Kjerlighedens Gjerninger omhandler en helt bestemt form
for kærlighed. Den kærlighed, der fordres i værket, er den specifikt
kristne næstekærlighed, agape. Kærlighedens krav til den enkelte er
at blive den kærlige og herigennem ligne Kristi liv i handling.
Fordringen er så absolut, at den principielt ikke kan indfris – den
kærlige må end ikke vige tilbage for martyriet: “Den christelige
Selvfornegtelses Tanke er: opgiv Dine selvkjerlige Ønsker og Attraaer,
opgiv Dine egennyttige Planer og Hensigter, saa Du i Sandhed
uegennyttigt arbeider for det Gode – og find Dig saa i, just derfor at
være afskyet næsten som en Forbryder, forhaanet, bespottet, find
Dig saa i, hvis det fordres af Dig, just derfor at blive henrettet som en
Forbryder, eller rettere, find Dig ikke deri, thi det kan man næsten
nødsages til, men vælg det frit. (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.194)
1

Denne metode, hvor bibelcitater udfoldes snarere end at kritiseres bidrager til
værkets religiøse snarere end filosofiske karakter; indstillingen til Det Ny Testamente
er i Kjerlighhedens Gjerninger grundlæggende dogmatisk. I den foreliggende analyse
foreslår jeg en kritisk læsning af Kierkegaards værk uden hensyn til et dogmatisk
gudsforhold. Formålet med dette er at styrke centrale dele af kærlighedsbudskabet.
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Intet krav er for stort for den kristne kærlighed, end ikke den kærliges
frie valg af døden i kærlighedens eget navn. Kravet synes radikalt,
absolut – men ikke absurd eller paradoksalt. Inden for den logik, der
ligger til grund for den selvfornægtende kærlighed, er fordringen
fuldt ud konsistent, og dette gør netop faren så meget desto større.
Faren for hvad? Faren for en kærlighed, der ikke viger tilbage for at
slå ihjel i eget navn – og end ikke afstår fra at ofre sig selv. Havde der
endnu været en rest af tvivl, et modsætningsforhold, en forskel, så
ville vi have en kærlighed, som kunne rumme alt – undtagen ofret af
selve kærligheden. En kærlighed, der ville kunne hævde og
opretholde sig selv. En sådan kærlighed kræver nødvendigvis, hvad
jeg her vælger at kalde en afteologisering – den må være uden
henvisnig til Gud, for i det øjeblik den kærlige identificerer
kærligheden med Gud, får vi en kærlighed, der søger det ene, det
absolutte – og følgelig må udjævne, ensarte og tilrettelægge livet
denne absolutisme, som ender med at undergrave selve
kærligheden.
Til trods for den radikalitet, som kristendommen fordrer af den
kærlige i Kierkegaards tolkning, kan man spørge sig selv, om værket
er radikalt nok. Dette er udgangspunktet for følgende analyse.
Kjerlighedens Gjerninger hører i den grad til Kierkegaars religiøse
forfatterskab; den kristne kærlighed, der fordres, agape, adskiller sig
fra alle andre former for kærlighed, der 'blot' er forskellige afarter af
forkærlighed. I sidste ende skal den kærlige ikke elske for sin egen
eller for Næstens skyld, men for Guds skyld.
Hvad vi kan tage med os derfra er kærligheden i dens
uberegnelighed. Denne er imidlertid ikke taget langt nok ud i hans
kærlighedsbegreb. Der er belønning for den kristne kærlige – i det
hinsides: Derrida påpeger i Dødens Gave, at den bibelske sandhed i
ordlyden “Din fader, som ser i det skjulte, skal lønne dig”, gentages
ikke mindre end tre gange i Matthæusevangeliet. Derridas tese er, at
gentagelsen er til, fordi budskabet må læres udenad [par cœur],
netop fordi det er ufatteligt. Det må viderebringes uden formidling,
som en “beseglet besked”. I den modgang, som den kristne møder i
verden, kan det ikke forstås, at hans anstrengelser vil blive lønnet –
og følgelig må det tros i stedet: “Det handler om at lære “udenad”
hinsides nogen mening. (Derrida, 2007, s.114)
Men med Matthæus' ord om, at Faderen tids nok (eller netop
hinsides det tidslige) skal lønne den kristne, gives netop en
indrømmelse af beregningen – der er tale om en uforståelig
beregning, men ikke desto mindre en beregning. Således når den
kristne kærlighed kun det hinsides, Evigheden, i hvilken kærligheden
ved at være blevet pligt er 'evigt betrygget'.
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Vi skal i det følgende derfor se nærmere på, hvad der sker, hvis
kærlighedens uberegnelighed tages hele vejen til det dennesidige,
denne endelige verden, hvori intet er sikkert, bestandigt eller varigt,
men derimod usikkert, foranderligt og uforudsigeligt. Med dette blik
på det dennesidige er forsøget at nå et mere redeligt begreb om
kærlighed. Hvor langt rækker kærlighedens formåen i denne verden?
Kan vi finde en kærlighed, som ikke lover nogen løn hverken i det
jordiske eller i evigheden, og som netop af denne grund er en
oprigtig kærlighed med blik for det andet menneske og ikke blot for
Guds skyld, dette dæknavn for det fortvivlede menneskes egen
frelse?
Ikke desto mindre skal vi i det følgende vende blikket imod netop de
beskrivelser, som Kierkegaard kommer med af kærligheden i
Kjerlighedens Gjerninger. Vi skal se på, hvorledes kærligheden kan
forstås som et opgør med beregneligheden som sådan. For at
udstykke vejen til en sådan kærlighed skal vi se nærmere på
kærligheden som et gældsforhold (eller negationen af dette), på
ofringens økonomi, på betydningen af mellembestemmelsen (eller
fraværet af denne), på kærligheden som uegennyttig, og endelig på
betydningen af kærligheden som opbyggelig.

KAN KÆRLIGHED GENGÆLDES?
Kærligheden beskrives i Kjerlighedens Gjerninger som et
gældsforhold, men ikke i den gængse forstand af ordet “gæld”, hvor
dette almindeligvis betegner et forhold, i hvilket vi ved at modtage
noget bringes i gæld til giveren. En sådan gæld er grundlæggende et
regnskabsforhold, som kan gøres op og udlignes. Kærligheden er
derimod for Kierkegaard netop det punkt, hvorved alt bliver vendt på
hovedet; her indstiftes gælden ikke ved modtagelse, men tvært imod
ved at den kærlige elsker. Idet han udviser kærlighed, føler han sig
samtidig grebet af kærligheden, hvorved en uendelig gæld indstiftes:
fordi kærligheden er uendelig, er gælden følgelig et uendeligt
forhold. Den gæld, som tilvejebringes i kærligheden, er ikke alene
umulig at komme ud af; det er ligefrem en pligt at forblive i den, for i
det øjeblik, den kærlige vil have gengældt sin kærlighed, så ophører
han med at være kærlig: “sæt han [den kærlige] tilføiede »see nu har
jeg betalt min Gjeld«: var dette da ikke ukjerligt, koldt og strengt talt,
var det ikke, om jeg saa tør sige, en Uanstændighed, som aldrig
burde høres og heller aldrig høres i den sande Kjerligheds gode
Selskab!” (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.178) Så længe der tænkes i
gengældelse, er der således blot tale om et købmandsforhold som
alle andre. For at blive i kærligheden må gælden bibeholdes.
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Det afgørende ved at bibeholde gælden er for Kierkegaard, at det
modsatte, at kræve gengældelse for den kærlige gerning,
nødvendigvis vil indebære selvhævdelse; så længe der består et
gældsforhold imellem menneske og menneske, består tillige idéen
om dit og mit, hvilket netop er i strid med det kristelige budskab, at
kærlighed ikke søger sit eget. (1 Cor. XIII, 5) “Kjerlighed søger ikke sit
Eget; thi i Kjerlighed er der intet Mit og Dit. Men Mit og Dit er blot en
Forholds-Bestemmelse af “Eget”; er der altsaa intet Mit og Dit, saa er
der heller intet Eget; men er der slet intet Eget, saa er det jo umuligt
at søge sit Eget.” (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.264) Kierkegaard slutter i
ovenstående således: der er intet eget – følgelig må det være
umuligt at søge sit eget. At der intet eget er, beror imidlertid på en
art kontrakt. Vi kan vedtage, at der er eller ikke er et eget.
Kierkegaards tanke om, at der intet eget er, er gunstig for et begreb
om kærlighed, der ikke kan regne eller er uberegnelig – men den gør
sig ikke nødvendigvis gældende i verden.
Dette betyder imidlertid ikke, at der ikke er eller kan være kærlighed
til; tvært imod har kærligheden potentiale til netop at være den kraft,
som gør, at vi kan overvinde idéen om ejerskabsforhold som sådan.
Men ophæver vi det egne i Kierkegaards kristelige forstand, så er der
tale om en absolut ophævelse – også af selvet. Mennesket
forsvinder, og tilbage er alene den hævdede kærlighed, en kærlighed,
der ved egen kraft har nihileret den kærlige. Ophæver vi i stedet
Kierkegaards dikotomi imellem kærlighed og den kærlige, så giver det
ikke længere mening at tale om kærlighed uden den kærlige – så er
kærligheden alene til i kraft af, at der er en kærlig, af hvem den kan
opelskes. Vi kan fortsat tale om et uendeligt gældsforhold –
forskellen er, at der ved benægtelsen af Guds plads i kærligheden
ikke længere er tale om en uendelig gæld til en transcendent gud,
som lover frelse i det hinsides, men om en gæld til det andet
menneske. En gæld, som er lige så uendelig som gælden til en gud,
idet vi således kan hævde at stå i et uendeligt gældsforhold til
hinanden.

OFRINGENS ØKONOMI
Den kristne kærlighed indskriver sig, trods sin hævdelse af, at den
kærlige ikke kan regne, endnu i en økonomi, en ofringens økonomi,
som Derrida beskriver den i henhold til Abrahams ofring af Isak:
“At ofre økonomien, foruden hvilken der ikke findes et frit ansvar
eller en fri beslutning (…) er ganske vist i det tilfælde [Abrahams]
en ofring af oikonomia, nemlig hjemmets lov (oikos) (…) ens
nærmeste kærlighed og affektion. Dette er øjeblikket, hvor
Abraham giver tegn til den absolutte ofring, nemlig ved at give sine
nærmeste døden, ved at dræbe den absolutte kærlighed [min
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kursivering] over for det, der er ham kærest, hans eneste søn;
dette er øjeblikket, hvor ofringen så godt som er fuldbyrdet (…) i
dette nu (…) giver Gud ham hans søn tilbage og bestemmer ene og
alene, ved en absolut gave, at genindskrive ofringen i en økonomi,
ved hvad der herefter forekommer at være en belønning.”
(Derrida, 2007, s.112-113)

Abraham ofrer altså selve oikonomia, hjemmets lov, loven for det
private, det egne, idet han dræber kærligheden til sit allerkæreste;
han elsker Isak, idet han ofrer ham, og netop kun i kraft heraf kan der
overhovedet siges at være tale om et offer – her bliver der tale om et
offer af selve kærligheden. Abraham giver ikke først afkald på sin
kærlighed for derefter at kunne dræbe Isak, men netop ved at
vedblive at elske sin søn leverer han det mest ultimative offer til sin
Gud.
Jeg vil hævde, at identifikationen af kærligheden med Gud imidlertid
ikke er nødvendig for at der kan tales om at ofre for kærligheden;
uegennyttigheden er derimod det, som er nødvendigt for at der kan
være tale om kærlighed. Ofringen kan være et offer af det andet
menneskes agtelse for én i det tilfælde, hvor der handles imod det
andet menneskes vilje - af kærlighed til vedkommende. Der kan
tænkes situationer, i hvilke vi vurderer vores egen dømmekraft
højere end medmenneskets og derfor vælger at sætte relationen og
dermed vores egen andel på spil, at ofre vores egen part. Her er der
tale om en ofring, men ikke i økonomisk forstand, fordi der vitterlig
ikke kan regnes med nogen gengæld eller belønning. Der er ingen
forsikring, fordi der ikke hævdes noget hinsides. Vi kan ikke vide os
sikre på, om den anden senere vil takke2 os og således gengælde –
eller om offeret forbliver et offer, idet vi sætter relationen på spil.
Inden for denne afteologiserede kærlighed kan der således ikke
regnes med ofringen; den er tilstede, men uberegnelig. Vi loves ingen
evig salighed – forhåbningen om denne må vi give afkald på. Hvad vi
vinder, er til gengæld sikringen imod en voldelig kærlighed, en
kærlighed, der er villig til at ofre det andet menneske og endog sig
selv – under påberåbelse af netop kærligheden. Et sådant offer kan
den redelige, afteologiserede kærlighed aldrig tillade. Grænsen går
her ved ofringen af kærligheden for kærligheden, som aldrig vil
kunne forsvares.

MELLEMBESTEMMELSENS ANONYMISERING
Kærligheden til Gud kommer hos Kierkegaard til udtryk gennem den
ubetingede, uegennyttige kærlighed til alle andre mennesker, når
2

Gengældelse må her tages i videst mulig forstand, således at takken (re-merciment,
som er nært beslægtet med merces, løn (Derrida, 2007, 126) ) tillige er at forstå som
en form for gæld eller aflønning.
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Gud eller Næsten sættes som mellembestemmelse. (Kierkegaard,
2013, s.144)
Men hvad bliver der af det andet menneske, når målet til syvende og
sidst er Gud? Ganske vist siges det, at Gud er kærlighed. Men der
siges samtidig, at kun Gud er kærlighed, og netop derfor må den
kærlige, som ligner Gud i efterfølgelsen af Kristi handlinger, men som
ikke desto mindre aldrig vil blive kærlighed, hengive sig til ham frem
for til det andet menneske. (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.359) Den måde,
hvorpå vi skal elske andre mennesker, må inden for den kristne
kærlighed således nødvendigvis gå gennem Gud for at være sand.
I det følgende skal vi se nærmere på distinktionen imellem
næstekærlighed og forkærlighed for at undersøge, hvorvidt
Kierkegaards fordring om uegennyttig kærlighed alligevel kan lære os
noget om, hvorledes vi bør elske andre mennesker. Jeg vil vove den
påstand, at mellembestemmelsen, som Kierkegaard insisterer på,
'Gud' eller 'Næsten', frem for at bringe os tættere på den anden,
snarere tilvejebringer et upersonligt forhold til det andet menneske.
Sat på spidsen: jo mere vi nærmer os frelsen, des mere fjerner vi os
fra vores medmennesker.
Dog lyder opfordringen, at hengivelsen skal være til Gud frem for til
medmennesket, netop af den grund, at kærligheden ikke søger sit
eget. (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.263) Denne uegennyttighed er for
Kierkegaard ikke mulig at opretholde i relationen til andre
mennesker. Vi skal nu se nærmere på, hvorvidt fordringen om ikke at
søge sit eget kan bibeholdes i en kærlighed, der ikke har Gud som
mellembestemmelse.
En sådan uegennyttig kærlighed uden Guds tilstedeværen kunne se
ud således: den uegennyttige kærlighed, som ikke søger sit eget, og
som derfor elsker den anden næstekærligt, elsker således ikke ved at
spørge til, hvem Næsten er3. Kvaliteten i Kierkegaards
næstekærlighedsbegreb er, at det helt undgår problematikken om,
hvem Næsten er, idet han ikke gør det til et spørgsmål om den
anden, men til et spørgsmål om mit forhold til det andet menneske: i
næstekærligheden skal jeg slet ikke søge Næsten, men derimod gøre
mig selv til det andet (det vil sige ethvert andet) menneskes Næste.
Dette gør jeg ved at elske alle andre mennesker ubetinget: “Den jeg
har Pligten mod er min Næste, og naar jeg fuldkommer min Pligt
viser jeg, at jeg er Næsten. Christus taler nemlig ikke om det at
kjende Næsten, men om det selv at blive Næsten, at bevise sig at
være Næsten, som Samaritaneren beviste det ved sin
3

Idet Næsten principielt må være alle andre mennesker, hvis vi skal undgå absurde
argumenter om, hvad der gør mine nærmeste til mine nærmeste, baseret på
familiære, geografiske eller andre arbitrære og kontingente forhold.
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Barmhjertighed.” (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.20) Trods denne frugtbare idé
om næstekærlighed, indeholder dens kristne islæt imidlertid en fare,
et potentiale til at slå over i vold. Faren ligger i det uanselige, men
altafgørende ord pligt. Hos Kierkegaard har kærligheden den
omsonste beskaffenhed at være pligt: du skal elske, du skal elske
Næsten ved gennem ham at elske Gud, og det er over for Gud, at du
nærer absolut ansvar og pligt. Vi risikerer med dette næstebegreb at
øve vold på det andet menneske i vores bestræbelse på at opfylde
pligten over for Gud:
“Der er kun Een, et Menneske med Evighedens Sandhed kan elske
høiere end sig selv, det er Gud (…) Det er Ugudelighed, om noget
Menneske vovede at elske sig selv saaledes, eller vovede at elske et
andet Menneske saaledes, eller vovede at tillade et andet
Menneske at elske ham saaledes. Dersom den Elskede eller
Vennen bad Dig om Noget, som Du, netop fordi Du elskede
redeligt, bekymret havde overveiet, at det var til hans Skade: da
skal Du bære et Ansvar, hvis Du elsker ved at adlyde istedenfor at
elske ved at negte Ønskets Opfyldelse. Men Gud skal Du elske i
ubetinget Lydighed, selv om det han fordrer af Dig, maatte synes
Dig Din egen Skade, ja skadeligt for hans Sag; thi Guds Viisdom er
uden Sammenligningens Forhold til Din, og Guds Styrelse er uden
Ansvarets Forpligtelse i Forhold til Din Klogskab; Du har blot
elskende at lyde. Et Menneske derimod skal Du kun, – dog nei, det
er jo det Høieste – altsaa et Menneske skal Du elske som Dig selv;
kan Du bedre indsee hans Bedste end han, da skal Du ingen
Undskyldning have i, at det Skadelige var hans eget Ønske, var hvad
han selv bad om.” (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.27-28)

I kærlighed til Næsten skal vi altså ifølge Kierkegaard handle imod
dennes ønske, hvis Gud fordrer det af os, også når fordringen
forekommer den kærlige skadelig.
Bibeholder vi Kierkegaards begreb om Næsten som den, vi handler
næstekærligt over for, og som skal indbefatte alle andre mennesker,
men udelader pligten over for en ekstern autoritet, som ingen andel
har i kærlighedsforholdet, så består alene fordringen om at handle
over for Næsten i overensstemmelse med hvad der kan forsvares
uden henvisning til andet end vores kærlighed og agtelse over for
den andens interesse.

UBEREGNELIG ELLER UTILREGNELIG KÆRLIGHED?
Kierkegaards begrundelse for, at kærligheden må have karakter af
pligt, er at den kun således er “evigt betrygget”. (Kierkegaard, 2013,
s.36) Herved vinder den bestandighed, og kommer således til at
udgøre et bånd imellem det timelige og det evige. Problemet er, som
vi har set i det forrige, at der er tale om en pligt, der rækker ud over
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menneskets fatteevne, og som fordrer, at vi handler ud fra en
fordring, som vi ikke selv kan stå inde for, men alene må tro.
Spørgsmålet er imidlertid, hvorvidt det overhovedet er ønskværdigt,
at kærligheden bliver bestandiggjort; det er netop at gøre den
beregnelig. Jeg vil her skelne imellem kærligheden som henholdsvis
uberegnelig og utilregnelig, idet jeg vil argumentere for, at den altid
vil være uberegnelig; vi kan ikke beslutte os for at elske. I den
forstand er det egentlig en fejlagtig betegnelse at kalde en
afteologiseret version af næstekærlighed for næstekærlighed; vi kan
beslutte os for at tage ansvar for vores Næste, men ikke for at elske
dem. Derimod kan vi gøre kærligheden tilregnelig. Muligheden for
dette beror netop på beslutningen – beslutningen om at påtage os et
ansvar, ikke over for Gud, men over for det menneske, der møder os.
I ansvaret gør vi det muligt for den anden at stole på os – ikke I
beregnelig forstand, således at der skulle kunne finde en udveksling
af tjenester sted, som kan gøres op, men i ubetinget forstand i troen
på og tilliden til, at den anden vil handle uegennyttigt over for os. Et
sådant forhold beror ikke på en slutning; en slutning kan man
deducere sig frem til. En beslutning sker derimod ikke af
nødvendighed, men er en viljes- eller frihedshandling.

AT OPBYGGE KÆRLIGHED
“Men Kjerligheden opbygger.”
(1 Cor. VIII, 1)

Hvis der er ét sted i Kjerlighedens Gjerninger, hvor antagelsen om en
guddom i påfaldende grad synes overflødig, så er det, når
Kierkegaard taler om, at kærlighed opbygger. Han karakteriserer her
det opbyggelige til forskel fra det, der blot bygges til, ved at det
opbyggelige er opført fra gunden: “At opbygge er dannet af »at
bygge« og Tillægsordet »op«, paa hvilket altsaa Eftertrykket maa
ligge. Enhver, der opbygger, han bygger, men ikke Enhver, der
bygger, opbygger. Naar saaledes en Mand bygger en Fløi til sit Huus,
saa siger man ikke, han opbygger en Fløi, men han bygger til (...) At
opbygge er altsaa fra Grunden af at opføre Noget i Høiden. Dette
»op« angiver vistnok Retningen som Høide; men kun naar Høiden
tillige omvendt er Dybde, sige vi at opbygge.” (Kierkegaard, 2013,
s.213-214) Han benytter her et bogstaveligt eksempel, nemlig det at
bygge et hus. Dog hævder han, at kun kærlighed egentlig kan siges at
opbygge. (Kierkegaard, 2013, s.215) Det mærkværdige ved, at han
hævder, at opbyggeligheden alene tilfalder kærligheden, og at
kærligheden igen er ensbetydende med Gud, er, at det synes helt
problemfrit at tænke sig en opbyggelig kærlighed, der alene er
baseret på antagelsen om, på troen i, at kærligheden findes. I en
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senere beskrivelse ligner Kierkegaards kærlighed et rent
intersubjektivt forhold, vel at mærke et forhold alene mellem
mennesker uden antagelsen om en Gud: “den Kjerlige forudsætter, at
Kjerligheden er i det andet Menneskes Hjerte, og just ved denne
Forudsætning bygger han Kjerligheden i ham op – fra Grunden af,
forsaavidt han jo kjerligt forudsætter den i Grunden.” (Kierkegaard,
2013, s.219) Med denne tese om kærlighedens opbyggelighed får vi
forudsætningn for en kærlighed, der nok må tros, må forudsættes,
for at kunne siges at være der. Kierkegaards tese er, at kærligheden
allerede foreligger, idet den er skænket af Gud, og at det herfra er
menneskets pligt og ansvar at opbygge den. Denne antagelse lægger
imidlertid igen en pligt over for Gud over på mennesket, en pligt, som
ikke tjener kærligheden i dennes jordiske beskaffenhed, men en
kærlighed hinsides verden. At antage, at kærligheden ikke på forhånd
er skænket af Gud medfører imidlertid mindst lige så meget ansvar;
således bliver det menneskets ansvar at bringe kærligheden ind i
verden – ved at forudsætte den i det andet menneske. Dette
forpligter os, ikke på Gud, men på hinanden.
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ABSTRACT
This paper seeks to explore the relationship between the thought of
Buber and Kierkegaard on the topic of subjectivity and
intersubjectivity. Through a refusal of Buber’s criticism of
Kierkegaard, I argue that Kierkegaard is not, as Buber claims, an
‘acosmic’ thinker, who favours the single individual’s relationship to
God at the expense of the relationship to the Other. A reading of
Kierkegaard’s edifying authorship, especially Works of Love will show
that his understanding of Christianity entails a necessarily loving and
committed attitude towards the neighbor. This will lead to a
discussion of the two thinker’s differing ideas on the origin of truth in
connection to authenticity.

*****
INDLEDNING OG AFGRÆNSNING
Da Martin Buber i 1923 udgav sit hovedværk ’Jeg og Du’
præsenterede han ikke kun et originalt filosofisk bidrag, men også en
tidsdiagnose af mellemkrigstidens Tyskland. Buber oplevede en
foruroligende og pludseligt almindelig evne i sin samtid til at
umenneskeliggøre medmennesker, et skift i menneskets måde at
forholde sig til andre mennesker på, som på mange måder var i
samklang med det filosofiske fokus på fremmedgørelse, der også sås
hos tænkere som Kierkegaard og Heidegger. Jeg og Dus skitsering af
menneskets måde at forholde sig til verdenen omkring sig var en
hovedrepræsentant for den såkaldte dialogfilosofi, der med sit
tyngdepunkt
i
det
mellemmenneskelige
udgjorde
en
perspektivforskydning med ikke kun en filosofisk og teologisk
dagsorden, men også et politisk budskab og opråb, der insisterede på
netop det filosofiske og teologiskes forbindelse til det levende
samfund.
I denne artikel ønsker jeg at kort at klargøre dette
mellemmenneskelige felt hos Buber i sammenligning med Søren
Kierkegaards tanker om samme emne, for på den måde at diskutere
hvorvidt Bubers kritik af Kierkegaard som præsenteret i ’Die Frage an
den Einzelnen’ er berettiget. Jeg skal argumentere for at Bubers kritik
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af Kierkegaard er fejlslagen, og desuden bemærke hvorledes den
egentlige forskel mellem de to ikke skal findes i intersubjektiviteten,
som Buber hævder, men i subjektiviteten qua deres forskellige
religiøse overbevisninger. Jeg vil således forsøge at tydeliggøre
Bubers tanke om dialogen som meningsskabende overfor
Kierkegaards tanke om selvforhold som næstekærlighed.

GRUNDORDENE
Med Jeg og Du præsenterer Buber en ontologi, der har sin bund i en
enhedstanke: et ønske om at udlægge den verden mennesket
oplever som en sammenhængskraft, der forbinder os alle i det fælles.
Når Buber skriver ”Die Beziehung zum Menschen ist das eigentliche
Gleichnis der Beziehung zu Gott” (Buber 1923, s. 122) må det da
forstås at værket dels er en beskrivelse af menneskets måder at være
i verden på, men også en opfordring til at forstærke en bestemt
måde – det religiøst betonede forhold til den Anden. Bubers måske
mest kendte bidrag til filosofien er denne opdeling af menneskets
forskellige måder at forholde sig til verdenen (og dermed sig selv) på,
de såkaldte ’grundord’; som Jeg og Dus første linjer lyder: ”Die Welt
ist dem Menschen zwiefältig nach seiner zwiefältigen Haltung. Die
Haltung des Menschen ist zwiefältig nach der Zwiefalt der
Grundworte, die er sprechen kann. (…) Das eine Grundwort ist das
Wortpaar Ich-Du. Das andre Grundwort ist das Wortpaar Ich-Es.”
(Buber 1923, s. 9)
I det førstnævnte citat ses det hvordan verden kan fremstå forskelligt
for mennesket alt efter dets forhold til den. Menneskets oplevelse af
verdenen er afhængig af dets tilgang til den. Rammen for disse
oplevelser sættes enten ved Jeg-Du eller Jeg-Det-forholdet, som hver
repræsenterer to forskellige tilgange, to måder at engagere sig med
verdenen omkring sig, der hver muliggør radikalt anderledes
oplevelser. Allerede her spores kimen til dialogfilosofien, da Buber
ikke taler om et isoleret Jeg, der forholder sig til objekter ’derude’,
men en vekselvirkning mellem et selv, den måde dette selv vælger at
stille sig i et forhold på og målet for dets opmærksomhed.
Mennesket står således i en dialog med verdenen.
Buber nærmer sig allerede begreberne ti år før udgivelsen af Jeg og
Du i værket ’Daniel’, hvor disse forhold kaldes ’virkeliggørende’ (som
der bliver til Jeg-Du-grundordet) og ’koordinerende’ (som der bliver
til Jeg-Det-grundordet). (Bergman 1991, s. 217-219; Søltoft 2000, s.
50) Et menneske der eksempelvis forsøger at finde vej i en ny by
forholder sig koordinerende fordi vedkommende sammenligner,
systematiserer, erfarer og vurderer indtryk. Modsætningen er et
menneske, der fordyber sig i noget eller nogen og giver hele sit
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nærvær til denne relation: den virkeliggørende forholdemåde skelner
ikke ting fra hinanden, da blikket ikke er abstraheret – engagementet
i forholdet er altomsluttende og der er hverken plads til eller relevans
for en erfaring, der ville give form på forholdets status i rum og tid.
”Der Erfahrende hat keinen Anteil an der Welt. Die Erfahrung ist ja ’in
ihm’ und nicht zwischen ihm und der Welt. Die Welt hat keinen
Anteil an der Erfahrung. Sie lässt sich erfahren, aber es geht sie nichts
an, denn sie tut nichts dazu, und ihr widerfährt nichts davon.” (Buber
1923, s. 12) Det temporale og spatiale er i sig selv tilknyttet den
koordinerende modus, da de netop kræver en bevidsthed, der har
blik for disse faktorer – de optræder indenfor en erfaring, ikke
indenfor et opslugt nærvær: ”Den Menschen, zu dem ich Du sage,
erfahre ich nicht. Aber ich stehe in der Beziehung zu ihm, im heiligen
Grundwort. Erst wenn ich daraus trete, erfahre ich ihn wieder.
Erfahrung ist Du-Ferne.” (Buber 1923, s.16) Jeg-Du-forholdet er da
umiddelbart, forstået på den måde at det ikke kan medieres: Jeg-Duforholdet er en ’Beziehung’, hvor Jeg-Det-forholdet er et ’Verhaltnis’.
(Søltoft 2000, s. 47)
Jeg og Du er, som titlen antyder, en udlægning af dette
mellemmenneskelige felt, som for Buber betyder autentisk,
umiddelbar og gensidig væren. Dette skal udfoldes i det følgende.

SOCIAL ONTOLOGI: ZWISCHEN
Når Buber i sin ontologiske udredning undersøger det
mellemmenneskelige felt, som Jeg-Du-grundordet repræsenterer, er
det fordi denne intersubjektivitet ligger før skabelsen af det enkelte
individ. Jeg’et er ikke en isoleret eksistens, der indtræder i et forhold
med den Anden. Jeg-Du-forholdet er forudgående, mennesket er
først i forholdet til den Anden, førend det udskilles og subjektiviteten
indtræder: ”Es gibt kein Ich an sich, sondern nur das Ich des
Grundworts Ich-Du und das Ich des Grundworts Ich-Es.” (Buber 1923,
s. 10) Den kontakt, der opstår i Jeg-Du-grundordet opstår dermed
ikke i kraft af et individ, der vælger at indtræde i en særlig form for
forhold: muligheden af dette forhold ligger ikke hos mennesket, men
hos Gud: ”In jeder Sphäre, durch jedes und gegenwärtig Werdende
blicken wir an den Saum des ewigen Du hin, aus jedem vernehmen
wir ein Wehen von ihm, in jedem Du reden wir das ewige an, in jeder
Sphäre nach ihrer Weise.” (Buber 1923, s. 13) Det er således ånden,
dette ’evige Du’, der etablerer det felt, der opstår i Jeg-Du-forholdet.
På den måde bliver det muligt for begge parter i forholdet at indgå i
relationen på lige fod, da ingen får særstatus ved at have sat
forholdet eller være den dominerede del i det.4 Dette felt mellem
4

Theunissen 1984, s. 273
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(zwischen) gør det muligt at Jeg-Du-forholdet hverken opløser det
ene menneske i det andet eller kun adskiller dem: ”That spiritual
activity is not in the I but between the I and the Thou signifies, for
Buber, (…) not that the I embraces the spirit, but the spirit the I.”
(Theunissen 1984, s. 277) Zwischen bevarer hvert individ i dets
egenart, men ved indtrædelsen i dets sfære forbindes den enkelte
nødvendigvis med den Anden. Som vi skal se senere minder dette
begreb om ånd i zwischen meget om Kierkegaards
’mellembestemmelse’ og den opbyggelige kontaktform i kristen
kærlighed, men først må Bubers zwischen uddybes.

SUBJEKTIVITET OG INTERSUBJEKTIVITET I JEG OG DU
Intersubjektivitet og subjektivitet hos Buber er uløseligt
sammenbundne. Forholdet til den Anden går forud for en individuel
selvforståelse, jeg’et bliver først til et selv i adskillelsen fra den
umiddelbare relation til et Du. På den måde går intersubjektiviteten
forud for subjektiviteten.5 Bubers Gudsbegreb ’det evige Du’
grundlægger det mellemmenneskelige forhold, det guddommelige er
allestedsnærværende i det relationelle og mulighedsbetingelsen for
det. På den måde er både subjektivitet og intersubjektivitet religiøst
funderet: nok er Jeg-Du-forholdet flygtigt, men det evige Du er ikke –
det er altid tilstede, for at mennesket på den måde altid har et Du at
forholde sig til, en mulighed for altid at forholde sig til verden i et JegDu-forhold. Det intersubjektive har da prioritet over subjektiviteten,
da zwischen er centrum i mødet med den Anden, ikke et jeg: således
er dét at blive et selv en relationel opgave, der bekræfter det
guddommelige i ethvert møde.

GENSIDIGHED
Den gensidige, umiddelbare fordybelse i Jeg-Du-forholdet er
betingelsen for den enhed, som det evige Du muliggør – det
guddommelige er at finde i denne enhed af dualitet, det
guddommelige fungerer som det centrum forholdet får sin kraft og
mening fra: ”Die Gemeinde baut sich aus der lebendig gegenseitigen
Beziehung auf, aber der Baumeister ist die lebendige wirkende
Mitte.” (Buber 1923, s. 56) Mennesket kan ikke indtræde i et sådant
forhold alene, den bevægelse kræver dialogen og det andet
menneske – det felt som zwischen både er og åbner er præcis et
møde, og er på den måde et felt, der selvstændigt kun kan åbnes af
5

Theunissen bemærker vanskeligheden ved denne teori om gensidig konstitution: :
”If one takes him at his word, it is not possible to make out how the I constitutes the
Thou and, in conjuciton therewith, how the I is supposed to be constituted by it. In
order to be able to constitute the Thou, it, for its part, would already have to be
there. According to the theory of reciprocal constitution, however, it cannot be
there without the Thou, which it has first to constitute.” (Theunissen 1984, s. 286)
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Gud: ”realization demands one’s entire spiritual and physical
strength. If one were to engage in realization alone, one would cease
to be a person and would become a God.” (Bergman 1991, s. 222) I
dette citat ser vi også hvordan Jeg-Du-relationen altså ikke åbnes ved
hvert møde menneske og menneske imellem: det er en særlig måde
at engagere sig i et nærvær på, som desuden ikke er begrænset til
mennesker, men som fordrer en total indtrædelse med hele ens
væsen6 . Dét øjeblik nærværet forvandles til en abstraheret tanke om
hvad nærværet er, sker der et skift fra Jeg-Du til Jeg-Det-sfæren: Det
betyder dog ikke at Buber ringeagter overgangen til Jeg-Det-sfæren,
som nødvendigvis sker: ”Jedem Du in der Welt ist seinem Wesen
nach verhängt, Ding zu werden oder doch immer wieder in die
Dinghaftigkeit einzugehn.” (Buber 1923, s. 25) Verden er som nævnt i
de første linjer af Jeg og Du tvefoldig, problemet er altså ikke at
mennesket konstant fluktuerer mellem de to forholdemåder, men at
balancen mellem de to skævvrides eller misbruges. Jeg-Det-sfæren
kan fungere som en flugt fra JegDu-sfæren hvis sidstnævnte ikke
anerkendes – for eksempel ved at forsøge at opstille en objektiv
ontologi som platonisk idealisme. For Buber er en sådan hverken
mulig eller ønskværdig, da den vil være en illusion om at mennesket
kan sige noget, der ikke præcis siges i en kontekst betinget af
mennesker. Den eneste ontologi mulig for Buber er da social: at
sætte parentes om mennesket i en forklaring af verdenen, er en flugt
fra verdens tvefoldighed ind i en illusion om, at den skulle være
enfoldig, at kun Jeg-Det-sfæren skulle være tilstrækkelig og
udtømmende. For at opsummere kan vi altså foreløbigt definere
Bubers filosofi i Jeg og Du som en social ontologi med sin rod i det
religiøse – det Evige Du. Jeg-Du-sfæren er en enhed, der bevarer
dualiteten i dialogpartnerne, som fordrer et fordybet og gensidigt
nærvær. Jeg-Du-sfæren er en åbning af et gudskonstitueret
zwischen, som danner det centrum, hvorom subjektivitet og
intersubjektivitet formes i og med Jeg’et først bliver til i mødet med
et Du
Gensidigheden er ikke i samme grad essentiel hos Kierkegaard, som
den er hos Buber, da den enkelte i det religiøst betonede forhold til
Næsten kan ’opbygge’, uanset om forholdet er gengældt. For dem
begge gælder det dog, at det autentiske forhold til medmennesket
har netop denne opbyggelige karakter, som Kierkegaard beskriver
som en ’kjerlighedens gjerning’7 og Buber som ’det eksklusive
6

Buber argumenterer også for at mennesket kan indtræde i et Jeg-Du-forhold til fx
et træ eller dyr, hvilket nok er årsag til den klareste kritik af ham. Se fx Søltoft 2000,
s. 48-50
7
”den Kjerlige forudsætter, at Kjerligheden er i det andet Menneskes Hjerte, og just
ved denne Forudsætning bygger han Kjerligheden i ham op – fra Grunden af,
forsaavidt han jo kjerligt forudsætter den i Grunden.” (SKS, 9,219)
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nærværs under’: ”Ausschliesslichkeit ersteht wunderbar Mal und Mal
– und so kann er wirken, kann helfen, heilen, erziehen, erheben,
erlösen.” (Buber 1923, s. 22) For dem begge gælder det, at den
autentiske intersubjektivitet har Gud som mellembestemmelse og
derfor kan opbygge og se det andet menneske i sin helhed. Der
burde således være etableret en foreløbig forståelse af Bubers
ontologi gennem grundordene. Denne forståelse skal i det følgende
tjene som baggrund for en diskussion af Bubers kritik af Kierkegaard.

AKOSMISK KRITIK
Buber lægger ikke skjul på sin filosofiske gæld til Kierkegaard, men
bruger alligevel væsentlig flere kræfter på at lægge afstand til hans
tænkning end på at diskutere deres filosofiske ligheder. Buber
forholder sig først meget aktivt til sit forhold til Kierkegaard i det lille
værk ’Die Frage an den Einzelnen’ fra 1936, tretten år efter
udgivelsen af Jeg og Du.
I Die Frage an den Einzelnen udkrystalliserer Buber sit eget syn på
forholdet mellem den enkelte og den anden igennem en ganske
alvorlig kritik af Kierkegaards syn på subjektivitet, der for Buber er så
skævvredet, at den bliver ’ukristelig8. Kritikken går på at Kierkegaard
lægger så stor vægt på det særlige forhold mellem den enkelte og
Gud, at forholdet til den anden falder helt i baggrunden og
nødvendigvis bliver uvæsentligt. Buber baserer denne kritik på en
forholdsvis snæver og biografisk læsning af Kierkegaards
forfatterskab, hvilket efter min mening fører til en kritik, der overser
helt fundamentale aspekter ved Kierkegaards forståelse af socialitet
og etik.
Bubers kritik af Kierkegaard lægger i særlig grad vægt på citatet fra
’Synspunktet for Mit Forfatterskab’, der lyder: ”Enhver skal forsigtigt
indlade sig med »de Andre«, væsentligen kun tale med Gud og med
sig selv”9 (SKS 16, 86). For Buber kondenseres Kierkegaards forståelse
af den enkeltes Gudsforhold i dette stykke, der viser at den sande tro
adskiller den enkelte fra den anden, ved at gøre forholdet til Gud så
eksklusivt, at det udelukker mellemmenneskeligheden: ”Thus the
question of an essential relation between him and the other is
eliminated as well. He has no essential relation except to himself (…)
To teach an acosmic relation to God is not to know the creator.”
(Buber 1936, s.58-59) Dette står i stærk kontrast til Bubers egen
overbevisning, om at tro skaber både en ubetinget eksklusivitet og
ubetinget inklusivitet – forholdet til Gud er nødvendigvis en
8

“Kierkegaard, the Christian concerned with ’contemporaneity’, with Jesus, here
contradicts his master” (Buber 1936, s. 59)
9
Det må desuden nævnes at Kierkegaard med dette citat mener at den enkelte må
forvare sig for ikke at dømme andres Gudsforhold og i stedet fokusere på sit eget
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enestående begivenhed, unik for hvert eneste menneske, men dette
forhold skaber også et forhold til den Anden. En tro, der udelukker
den Anden er for Buber i modstrid med næstekærlighedsbuddet,
hvilket han altså anser Kierkegaard for at kompromittere. Godt nok
betoner Kierkegaard med kategorien ’den enkelte’ den opgave, det
er at blive et selv, som for Buber er en afgørende inspiration, men
Kierkegaard risikerer med dette eksklusive Gudsforhold dels at gøre
forholdet til den Anden uvæsentligt, dels at relativisere etik. (Sajda
2011, s. 44)
Buber mener altså, at Kierkegaards kategori om den enkelte
resulterer i et akosmisk forhold til verden, fordi opgaven at blive sig
selv fordrer et eksklusivt Gudsforhold, hvilket ikke er tilfældet for
jødedommen, hvor forholdet til Gud er sidestillet med et forhold til
den Anden. (Buber 1936, s. 63) Relationaliteten er da mere radikal
for Buber, forholdet til den Anden kan næsten forstås som en
kraftmåler for ens forhold til Gud, fællesskabet er et absolut religiøst
anliggende. Det etiske er således indeholdt i det religiøse, ligesom
intersubjektiviteten, som tidligere nævnt, er mulighedsbetingelsen
for subjektiviteten. Buber finder en adskillelse mellem disse
kategorier hos Kierkegaard, ikke kun i det nævnte citat, men også i
eksempelvis ’Frygt og Bæven’, hvor han ved den religiøse suspension
af det etiske i Troens Ridder, ser at det religiøse får forrang over det
etiske.10 Sajda bemærker hvordan denne kritik på sin vis er dels
forståelig, dels forfejlet på grund af en manglende evne hos Buber til
at se motivationen for Kierkegaards fokus på den enkelte. Buber har
en tidsdiagnostisk dagsorden med sin filosofi, der skal tjene til at
styrke de mellemmenneskelige relationer, for på den måde at undgå
den potentielt farlige kollektivisme, han så overalt i datidens Tyskland
(Sajda 2011, s. 44 og 50); Kierkegaard havde på samme måde en
skadelig samfundstendens for øje igennem hele sit forfatterskab, der
vedvarende harcelerer mod manglen på inderlighed i det religiøse –
hvilket jeg dermed vil give Sajda ret i fungerer som udmærket
forklaring på Kierkegaards fokus på den enkeltes gudsforhold,
fremfor eksplicit at tematisere det intersubjektive, der slet ikke i
samme omfang var hans primære fokus.
Desuden vil jeg argumentere for at Buber simpelthen tager fejl i sin
udlægning af socialitet hos Kierkegaard. Hans læsning af Kierkegaard
10

Bubers Gudsforhold må ifølge ham selv aldrig betegnes som etisk. Etik handler om
pligt og skyld, hvilket betyder at hvor end etik er nødvendigt, er mennesket allerede
sat i en uløselig spænding: for Buber er ord som ’bør’, ’skyld’ og ’pligt’ knyttet til en
fremmed, ikke den nære i Jeg-Du-forholdet. Jeg-Du-forholdet handler om
ansvarlighed og anvisthed fremfor etik, hvor det evige Du er garanten for
virkeliggørelsen af nærværet: dette nærvær kan ikke sættes på etisk princip og gøres
til pligt. På den måde kan man forstå Bubers møde som et spontant
kærlighedsforhold. (Søltoft, s.65)
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baserer sig på et begrænset udvalg af tekster, som ikke
repræsenterer den grundlæggende socialitet, der danner
udgangspunktet for hele idéen om den enkelte. Faktisk ender Buber
med ganske radikalt at underspille lighederne mellem ham selv og
Kierkegaard, hvor de ellers på mange måder er enige om selvets
relationelle karakter.
Som det fremgår i Kierkegaards sene tekster er der slet ikke tale om
et hierarki af stadier, hvor det etiske ligger under det religiøse,
tværtimod er de to så tæt forbundne, at de hver især må give sig til
kende i den anden. (Søltoft 2000, s. 70) Intersubjektiviteten er da
forbundet med det religiøse som hos Buber selv, det inderlige,
eksklusive Gudsforhold er ikke en verdensløs eller akosmisk isolation
for den enkelte hos Kierkegaard: ”i Kjerlighed til Næsten er Gud
Mellembestemmelsen, elsk Gud høiere end Alt, saa elsker Du ogsaa
Næsten og i Næsten ethvert Menneske; kun ved at elske Gud høiere
end Alt kan man i det andet Menneske elske Næsten. Det andet
Menneske, dette er Næsten, der er det andet Menneske i den
Forstand, at det andet Menneske er ethvert andet Menneske”. (SKS
9,64) På grundlag af dette vil jeg da forstå Kierkegaards Gudsbegreb
som både eks- og inklusivt.
Kierkegaard lægger vel nok mere vægt på nødvendigheden af
adskillelsen fra mængden end Buber gør, men det betyder ikke at
Kierkegaards vægtning af de mellemmenneskelige forhold er mindre
end hos Buber: Kierkegaards Gudsbegreb er i alle aspekter hængt op
på mennesket som et socialt væsen, hvis religiøsitet ikke bare kan,
men skal udtrykkes i forholdet til den Anden: ”Thi christeligt
forstaeet er det at elske Menneskene at elske Gud, og det at elske
Gud at elske Menneskene: hvad Du gjør mod Menneskene, det gjør
Du mod Gud, og derfor, hvad Du gjør mod Menneskene, det gjør Gud
mod Dig.” (SKS 9, 376)
Passager som denne, der understreger kristendommens
næstekærlighedsbud i Kierkegaards forfatterskab, virker enten
ulæste eller ignorerede af Buber, da de klart understreger at
Kierkegaards forståelse af kærlighed og Gudsforhold er dybt
sammenfaldne og i alle henseender implicerer medmennesket.
Bubers kritik ville være mere retfærdiggjort, hvis hans anke var at
Kierkegaards subjektivitet baserede sig på Gudsforholdet – for selvet
bliver først et konkret selv i relationen til Gud11, men da ville han
ligge under for samme kritik selv: Buber har en lignende tanke om, at
subjektiviteten (og dermed den autentiske intersubjektivitet)
muliggøres af forholdet til det Evige Du: ”Was ist das ewige: das im
11

Dette ses eksempelvis i den kendte syntesebestemmelse fra Sygdommen til
Døden.
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Jetzt und Hier gegenwärtige Urphänomen dessen, was wir
Offenbarung nennen? Es ist dies, dass der Mensch aus dem Moment
der höchsten Begegnung nicht als der gleiche hervorgeht, als der er
in ihn eingetreten ist. Der Moment der Begegnung ist nicht ein
‚Erlebnis‘, das sich in der empfänglichen Seele erregt und selig
rundet: es geschieht da etwas am Menschen.“ (Buber 1923, s. 129)
Buber forståelse af Kierkegaard som akosmisk bunder også i en
biografisk læsning af Kierkegaards eget liv, navnligt hans brudte
forlovelse med Regine Olsen, som Buber anså for at være et brud
med alle personlige relationer. Denne del af Bubers kritik skal af
pladshensyn ikke uddybes, da der er bred enighed om at den ikke er
væsentlig. Se fx Søltoft 2000, s.67-69 og Zeigler 1960, s.91

BUBER OG KIERKEGAARD
Som det fremgår i det foregående udspringer både Buber og
Kierkegaards samfundskritik af et syn på den tiltagende,
fremmedgørende måde at forholde sig til sine medmennesker på: for
dem begge hindrer denne fremmedgørelse et autentisk forhold til
den anden og til Gud. Det autentiske liv består netop i ikke at være
fremmedgjort fra præcist disse forhold, men derimod i at være
eksistentielt engageret i dem.12 Både Buber og Kierkegaard anser da
intersubjektiviteten og de religiøse aspekter af den for at have
uundgåelig og afgørende betydning for det enkelte menneskes måde
at være i verden på: ”mein wesentlichstes Anliegen, die enge
Verbundenheit der Beziehung zu Gott mit der Beziehung zum
Mitmenschen”. (Buber 1923, s. 145-146)
Relationen til Gud og til den Anden falder altså sammen hos både
Buber og Kierkegaard: begges Gudsbegreb er relationelt bestemt,
Gud forsøges ikke forklaret som en selvstændig entitet, men bringes
på begreb ud fra det enkeltes menneske forhold til ham. På den
måde søger ingen af dem at forklare Gud, men bevarer det
paradoksale ved at tro, som jo netop er en beslutning mod fornuften,
der ikke må ophæves, da ”det er med vores forståelse, at vi ikke
forstår”13. Theunissen bemærker i denne sammenhæng, at det
virker overflødigt at tale om Gud, når det kun er den relationelle
mellembestemmelse der omtales, aldrig Gud i sig selv: dette leder
ham til at definere Bubers filosofi som ’ontoteologi’ i stedet, da
filosofien ikke kan forklare subjektivitetens skabelse, da den jo netop
12

Hos Buber præsenteres denne fremmedgørelse i hyppigheden af Jeg-Detforholdet, hos Kierkegaard eksempelvis i Spidsborgerens ubevidste fortvivlelse eller
Æstetikerens trodsige fortvivlelse.
13
Grøn, Arne (2010). ”At forstå – og at forstå.” I J. Garff, E. Rocca & P. Søltoft (red.):
”At være sig selv nærværende: festskrift til Niels Jørgen Cappelørn” (s. 100-115)
København, Kristeligt Dagblags Forlag
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ligger hos Gud og dermed er udenfor filosofiens domæne. (Welz
a
2015 , s. 128) Theunissen omtaler ikke Kierkegaard i denne kontekst,
men det kan diskuteres hvorvidt han vil være sårbar overfor samme
kritik, da Kierkegaard slet ikke på samme måde som Buber forsøger
at opstille en ontologi. Kierkegaard erklærer sig eksplicit som en
kristent orienteret skribent, ikke filosof, hvilket da begrænser og
henviser hans filosofiske meditationer over subjektivitetens ophav til
et religiøst domæne på forhånd.14 (SKS 7, 186-187) Bubers
ontologiske projekt udfordres altså af hans samtidige religiøse
projekt15, i og med vi ser, at Jeg-Du-forholdet ikke kan bære sig selv,
men har brug for det Evige Du til at bære det: dette betyder at ”den
sande subjektivitet ikke [er] primært ontologisk begrundet, men først
og fremmest religiøst funderet.” (Søltoft 2000, s.78) Det
guddommelige er da for Buber inkluderet og tilstede i alle
menneskelige forhold. Det er svært at forestille sig at Bubers
zwischen ikke skulle være inspireret af Kierkegaards
mellembestemmelse, hvilket for begges vedkommende resulterer i
en dialogisk fremstillingsmåde og en dialogisk filosofi: hos Buber i
den åbenlyse betoning af det mellemmenneskelige forholds
betydning, hos Kierkegaard i måden at tiltale sin læser som Du og i
den kristne etik fremstillet fx i Kjerlighedens Gjerninger. Det
intersubjektive er altså for Buber og Kierkegaard en bevægelse både
ind- og udad, som bevæger den enkelte mod det sande Gudsforhold
og dermed mod et autentisk forhold til sine medmennesker. (Welz
2007, s. 474)
Ved at tilbagevise Bubers kritik af Kierkegaard kan det altså siges om
dem begge, at de er enige om, at mennesket ikke kan forstås i
isolation fra den anden, men at disse forhold tværtimod udgør den
eksistentielle mening, også i et religiøst perspektiv: “it is only in
relation to other persons and to God that life gains direction and
meaning. (…) Life becomes meaningful when the self is put aside and
a concern for the other takes precedence. (…) The uniqueness of
each life is upheld through relationship. Individuality is achieved
when the self accepts the directive of God to turn to and help other
persons.” (Oppenheim 1999, s. 274) Det kan dog nok nævnes at
Buber lægger større vægt på fællesskabets betydning for udviklingen
14

Dette ses fx helt tydeligt i Afsluttende Uvidenskabeligt Efterskrift, hvor Johannes
Climacus omtaler subjektiviteten som det at finde en sandhed for sig selv i
lidenskabelig inderlighed, som oversættes til at vælge at tro på Gud – og
dermed på sig selv og den Anden, som det så elaboreres på i netop Kjerlighedens
Gjerninger, men egentlig i hele forfatterskabet; Sygdommen til Døden behandler
eksempelvis den negative mulighed af subjektivitet, Begrebet Angest
mulighedsbetingelsen og vejen mod troens afgørelse, altså subjektiviteten.
15
Dette ses udkrystalliseret hos Zeigler: ”Buber takes his fundamental stand, here
that his ontology is determined, whereas, as has been stated, Kierkegaard’s position
is ultimately rooted in his view of the relation of man to God” (Zeigler 1960, s.82)
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af subjektivitet end Kierkegaard, som tager fællesskabet for givet og i
langt højere grad fokuserer på udskillelsen som nødvendig for
subjektivitetens udvikling – og dermed for en autentisk
genindtrædelse i fællesskabet. Socialiteten er da Bubers absolutte
fokus og Kierkegaards konstante baggrund – hvilket egentlig virker
naturligt taget deres forskellige dagsordner taget i betragtning, men
ikke desto mindre vigtigt at bemærke, da subjektiviteten i lige så høj
grad er en bagvedliggende faktor for Buber som intersubjektiviteten
er den sande kraftmåler og retning for Kierkegaards Gudsforhold. Jeg
mener således, at Bubers kritik af Kierkegaard er klart fejlagtig og
løsrevet fra en læsning af forfatterskabet som helhed.
Jeg vil altså med min læsning hævde at Buber, trods divergerende
religiøse tilhørsforhold og samfundskritiske foki, underspiller
ligheden med Kierkegaard og at hans kritik af ham til dels baserer sig
på en overfladisk og biografisk læsning. Bubers zwischen har så
meget tilfælles med Kierkegaards mellembestemmelse, både hvad
angår Gudsbegreb og vægtningen af det intersubjektive, at den
radikale forskel Buber ser i den akosmiske Kierkegaard, fremstår
skævvredet. Buber vægter nok det relationelle aspekt højere end
Kierkegaard, som med en mere eksplicit kristen dagsorden,
begrænser sine filosofiske betragtninger til en religiøs kontekst, der
dog alligevel bidrager med almene eksistentielle refleksioner.
Denne læsning kan udfordres, hvilket eksempelvis ses hos Leslie
Zeigler, der i artiklen ”Personal Existence: A Study of Buber and
Kierkegaard” understreger den radikale forskel mellem netop Buber
og Kierkegaard med udgangspunkt i deres forhold til Hegel.

ENHED ELLER DUALITET?
Zeigler læser Buber og Kierkegaard til at være uenige om hvorvidt
tænkning og væren kan forenes, da hun forstår Buber som enig i den
hegelianske tanke om, at modsætninger kan ophæves i en ny enhed,
hvorimod Kierkegaard modsætter sig præcis denne tese, da visse
anliggender, som fx tro, ligger udenfor det medierbare og derfor ikke
kan ophæves: det er helt afgørende at bevare modsætningen i dette
tilfælde, da paradokset – at Gud legemliggjorde sig i Jesus og ofrede
sin søn for menneskets evige salighed – ikke må ophæves, men
netop skal bevares som paradoks, noget for forstanden absurd16.
Hvis det forsøges ophævet, er det ikke længere tro, men et forsøg på
objektiv viden om det guddommelige. For Kierkegaard, som mener
subjektiviteten udvikles gennem Gudsforholdet, er sandhed da et
spørgsmål om hvorledes den enkelte forholder sig til det
umedierbare: ”Her er en saadan Definition paa Sandhed: den
16

Se også Sajda 2011, s. 52
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objective Uvished, fastholdt i den meest lidenskabelige Inderligheds
tilegnelse, er Sandheden, den høieste Sandhed der er for en
Existerende. (…) Men den givne Bestemmelse af Sandhed er en
Omskrivning af Tro. Uden Risico ingen Tro. Tro er netop Modsigelsen
mellem Inderlighedens uendelige Lidenskab og den objektive
Uvished. (SKS 7, 187)

SANDHEDENS OPRINDELSE
Dette står i kontrast til Bubers tanke om sandhed, der for ham, ifølge
Zeigler, må findes i fællesskabet: ”Buber holds that truth is a matter
not of appropriation as constitutive of one’s own existence, but of
participation or sharing in being.” (Zeigler 1960, s. 89) Hvor
Kierkegaard understreger, at den enkelte må forstå sig selv som
eksisterende, dvs. engagere sig i det religiøse selvforhold, bliver
subjektivitet for Buber et spørgsmål om engagement i fællesskabet.
Jeg vil give Zeigler ret i, at Buber og Kierkegaard adskiller sig i kraft af
deres tanke om hvor sandhed – og dermed subjektivitet – må findes,
men samtidig hævde at den hegelianske pointe kan udfordres, når
Buber selv understreger vigtigheden af at vedligeholde det religiøses
paradoks: ”Die 'religiöse' Situation des Menschen, das Dasein in der
Präsenz, ist durch ihre wesenhafte und unauflösbare Antinomik
gekennzeichnet. Dass diese Antinomik anauflösbar ist, macht ihr
Wesen aus. Wer die These annimmt und die Antithese ablehnt,
verletzt den Sinn der Situation. Wer eine Synthese zu denken
versucht, zerstört den Sinn der Situation. (...) Wer irgendwie anders
als mit dem Leben den Widerstreit der Antinomik austragen will,
vergeht sich gegen den Sinn der Situation. (Buber 1923, s. 114) Dette
styrker vel snarere end svækker forholdet til Kierkegaard, der set i
foregående paragraf ligeledes understreger paradokset.
Filosofien bag sandhedens oprindelse fremhæver, som Kajon
påpeger, forskellen mellem jødedommen og kristendommen.
Sandheden er for Buber at finde i fællesskabet qua den jødiske tanke
om nedarvet, religiøs lære, hvor Kierkegaard understreger den
personlige appropriation nødvendig før virkeliggørelsen af den i
fællesskabet. (Kajon 2015, s.105) Bubers indvending mod
Kierkegaards forståelse af subjektivitet er da, at han gør den til en
personlig erkenden, en ’sandhed der gælder for mig’17, hvor Buber
ønsker at subjektiviteten findes i samhørigheden, i fællesskabet –
ikke i udskillelsen og genvendelsen til den. ”Buber holds that truth is
a matter not of appropriation as constitutive of one’s own existence,
but of participation or sharing in being.” (Zeigler 1960, s. 89)
17

”Det kommer an paa at forstaae min Bestemmelse, at see, hvad Guddommen
egenlig vil, at jeg skal gjøre; det gjælder om at finde en Sandhed, som er Sandhed
for mig3, at finde den Idee, for hvilken jeg vil leve og døe” (SKS 17,24)
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Kierkegaards subjektivitet er umulig for Buber, fordi meningen,
sandheden findes i dialogen, ikke i den enkeltes reflekterende
selvforhold. (”The logos, that is, the meaning of being that dwells in
the substance of the word, men share in common” Zeigler 1960, s.
90) Samtalen er en måde at skabe ‘sand’ eller ‘meningsfuld’ eksistens
på. For Kierkegaard bliver denne ’fællesskabets subjektivitet’ en
udslettelse af den enkelte som eksisterende, den enkelte får ikke
muligheden for gennem selvforholdet at forstå sig selv – dette
kræver en udskillelse. Det store skel mellem Buber og Kierkegaard
skal da findes i tanken om hvor sandheden skabes – i fællesskabet
eller i det religiøse selvforhold: de er begge enige om at subjektivitet
og religiøsitet er bundet op på forholdet til andre mennesker:
intersubjektiviteten er for så vidt ikke problemet, selvom Buber
antager det: skellet er at finde i subjektivitetens ophav.18 ”It is quite
true that for Kierkegaard, man’s essential relation is with God. It is
this which constitutes man as man, one is not a person first, who
may then enter into relation with God; one becomes a person only in
relation to God.” (Zeigler 1960, s. 91) står i modsætning til Bubers: “it
is not through knowledge of God that we know men; it is through
men, or through the world, that we know God.” (Ibid.) – forskellen er
altså at subjektiviteten – som for dem begge skabes i forholdet til
Gud – for Kierkegaard først må findes i den enkeltes Gudsforhold, for
Buber igennem forholdet til fællesskabet. Det kan således formuleres
som et spørgsmål om rækkefølge: findes Gud – og dermed mig selv igennem den Anden, eller findes den Anden igennem Gud? Åbner
intersubjektiviteten op for subjektiviteten eller omvendt? For
Kierkegaard er Gud den eneste lærermester, hvorimod fællesskabet
for Buber bliver vejen mod Gud. (Oppenheim 1999, s.262) Det må
dog nævnes at denne vej da er for individet, hvilket altså betyder at
Buber i benægtelsen af det enkeltstående Jeg ”still [is] granting more
significance to the person as such than the realm of between would
seem to allow.” (Zeigler 1960, s. 88) For Kierkegaard ville dette
fællesskab blive en mængdebetegnelse, en gruppe af abstraherede
individer, ikke konkrete personer.

KONKLUSION
Jeg vil således konkludere at ligheden mellem Buber og Kierkegaards
tanker om subjektivitet og intersubjektivitet er langt mere udtalt end
Buber selv læser den. I forholdet til medmennesket har begge et
tyngdepunkt i det guddommelige, om end det argumenteres for
forskelligt: vejen til Næsten går nødvendigvis igennem Gud, som
muliggør et autentisk forhold, der opbygger hele personens væsen,
18

”Whether we approach the problem from an analysis of truth of from an analysis
of the meaning of love, the category of ‘the individual’ does not embody
renunciation.” (Zeigler 1960, s. 92)
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ikke kun dele af den. Jeg forstår da Kierkegaard som en entydigt
kosmisk tænker, der dog i sammenligning med Buber anser
subjektivitet for at kræve mere selvindsigt end Bubers fællesskab kan
give.
Bubers fjende er da nok mere Frygt og Bævens ’Troens Ridder’ end
Kierkegaard selv: Buber og Kierkegaard er enige om at Gud er
mulighedsbetingelsen for den autentiske intersubjektivitet, men, i
kraft af deres forskellige tanker om sandhedens oprindelse, uenige
om etikkens karakter. Dette aspekt af Buber og Kierkegaards tanker
om intersubjektivitet fremhæver en radikal forskel mellem de to på
trods af deres enighed om at livet får mening og retning i mødet med
den Anden og Gud.
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ABSTRACT
In this short paper, I examine the notion of a Kierkegaardian self,
drawing my focus upon the opening passages of The Sickness unto
Death and The Concept of Anxiety as a whole. Central to the
discussion is the self’s relation, not to itself, but to the fact that it is a
relation between finitude and infinite. This has been extracted from
the opening of The Sickness unto Death, and combined with the idea
of freedom from The Concept of Anxiety, to illustrate how
Kierkegaard’s self differs from other thinkers. Although not
emphasised, it will be apparent to the reader how the self correlates
to the Schellingian self in the Freiheitsschrift, and within Schelling’s
larger Naturphilosophie as a whole. The main argument thus put
forth in this short paper is that the self is dependent on the power
that established it, and only through a reconciliation of the self’s
ground in establishing power, and its independence from this
ground, is the self quantified as self.

*****
Kierkegaard begins The Sickness unto Death19 with a concise and
dense explanation of the self. He states that “the human being is
spirit” and further, “spirit is the self” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.43). What
does Kierkegaard, or rather, the pseudonymous Anti-Climacus20
mean by this, what is the self and what is spirit? This is the question
that I will answer in this paper. In order to do so, I will answer in a
twofold manner. Firstly, I will deconstruct the first few paragraphs of
SUD, where Kierkegaard provides a description of the self. I will then
expand upon this notion of the self by considering the idea of
anxiety. I will draw upon The Concept of Anxiety21, in order to
understand why Kierkegaard considers anxiety to be a positive aspect
of life, and I will argue that this is due to how it is linked to the self.
19

Abbreviated to SUD.
Kierkegaard’s pseudonymous author of SUD. Although Kierkegaard’s use of
pseudonym is intriguing, a discussion of this is beyond the scope of the present
writing.
21
Abbreviated to CA.
20
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Moreover, throughout this short paper, I will address various
contemporary scholars and interpreters of Kierkegaard, in the
attempt to shed further light on the concept of the self, by either
agreement or through critique.
Let us thus begin with the dense opening passage of SUD.22 The
pseudo-Hegelian23 passage of Anti-Climacus’ reveals the outline of
the self, which is later expanded upon throughout the whole of SUD.
As stated, it begins with “the human being is spirit… spirit is the self”.
The criteria for a self is therefore to be a human being, and to be
qualified as spirit. Moreover, Kierkegaard describes this self as
relational, yet it is not the relation to itself, “but the relation’s
relating to itself”. The self is not therefore defined as an idea of selfconsciousness or pure self relation. More precisely, the self is that
which relates to itself as a synthesis. The self is not the synthesis
itself, for Kierkegaard, this is the human being.24 Rather, the self is
that which understands itself to be the unity of these synthesised
terms. The self is a human being with spirit, by virtue of how it relates
to itself, and critically, how it relates to that which created it.
When the self relates correctly to the something other than itself,
“the self is grounded transparently in the power that established it”.
It is crucial to note that “the self is grounded” in that which
“established it”. For the self to be grounded in the power, implies an
essential dependency. Kierkegaard states that the self even has “total
dependence” on the grounding power. Although Kierkegaard writes
this to explain why someone cannot be another self25, it may appear
too strong to state that the self has total dependence on the
grounding power. If this was the case, then the individuality of the
self would itself be totally dependent. This would then imply that the
individualised elements of the self, are mere illusion. The self would
then be inescapably and completely dependent on that “which
established it”. Although this may be too strong an expression of
dependence, it is clear that the self must necessarily be dependent
on an other, on something external to it. As James states, the
“relation of dependence is that of a created being to that which
22

The following is a condensation of the beginning of SUD, all references are to be
found on pages 43-44, unless otherwise stated.
23
James recognises that the beginning of SUD could represent “a parody of the
impenetrability of Hegelian prose” due to its being “clothed in pretentious
philosophical jargon” (James, 2011, p.587). I however, will attempt to break through
the density of the passages, to provide a clear insight into Kierkegaard’s ‘self’.
24
“A human being is a synthesis of the infinite and the finite, of the temporal and
the eternal, of freedom and necessity” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.43).
25
“For this latter formula is the expression of the relation’s (the self’s) total
dependence, the expression of the fact that the self cannot by itself arrive at or
remain in equilibrium and rest, but only, in relating to itself, by relating to that which
has established the whole relation” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.44).
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created it” (James, 2011, p.592). The dependence that occurs for the
self, is therefore related to its past. The self only has a past, and only
exists, due that ‘which established it’, and must therefore have ‘total
dependence’ in this sense.
The question must then be asked: What is the power that established
the self? Alfsvåg argues that Kierkegaard’s establishing power can
only be understood to be the Christian God, and further that the self
that is described is the figure of Christ.26 However, Kierkegaard
emphasises faith, rather than Christianity per se.27 It may be the case
that, if Kierkegaard is discussing only a Christian relation to God, then
it is not the common Christianity, but rather a certain way of being a
Christian.
However, from a position outside of Christianity, it must be noted
that Alfsvåg raises a significant point. “If the relation to the eternal
were irrelevant in the sense that the human self established itself…
‘Who do I want to be today?’ would then be the only significant
human question” (Alfsvåg, 2014, p.378). Alfsvåg then goes on to
clarify that “any attempt at a deeper understanding of despair
presupposes the establishment of the self though its relationship
with the eternal” (Alfsvåg, 2014, p.378). Therefore, even without a
direct reference to Christianity, it is indisputable that the self is
dependent on another created being, and further, on something
‘eternal’. Whether one considers this as Alfsvåg does to be the
Christian God, or from the position of understanding the totality of
nature to be the creative force that “established the whole relation”.
It must therefore be emphasised that the self is dependent on an
other. In the self’s reflective and relational nature, it does not merely
self-relate, but necessarily relates to something other than itself, and
it is “grounded” in this power.28 Moreover, regardless of whether we
relate to a transcendent God (Christianity). or to the realm of nature,
it is the relation, how we relate, that appears to be the most
significant thing for understanding the self.
1. The self, as expressed within the beginning of SUD, can
therefore be summarised as follows:
2. The self is not a fixed entity, it is a relation.
3. This relation is not merely reflective of itself, although, the
self recognises that it is a finite individuated self.
26

“The approach chosen in The Sickness unto Death is thus a kind of via negativa
through which the author explores the psychological consequences of faith’s
absence in the hope of evoking recognition in his readers, thus finding an indirect
route to shows the relevance of a Christ-centred anthropology” (Alfsvåg, 2014,
p.376-7).
27
See: Kierkegaard, 1989, p.76.
28
“Such a derived, established relation is the human self, a relation which relates to
itself, and in relation to itself relates to something else” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.43).
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4. The relation is thus between the self qua human being, and
the self in relation to that which formed everything, God.29
The most crucial aspect that makes a human being spirit, and thus a
self, is how it relates to its temporal humanity, and its eternal
dependence and unity with the grounding power.
Before I turn to discuss anxiety, I would like to summarise the
discussion of the self in SUD in the following manner. In order to
clarify the definition of the self, which is presented so densely, I
propose to illustrate it through the means of an example of an
imaginary sphere.30 If one imagines a sphere surrounded by infinite
space, the self is not the sphere itself. Nor is it the surface area (the
relation) that touches the external space. The self is rather, the
recognition of a finite sphere within the infinite space. The
awareness of both the reality of the external space, which the sphere
is dependent upon, and the reality of the sphere as a limited part of
the infinite space. Furthermore, the interaction of the internal (the
sphere) and the external (the space surrounding the sphere).
I will now discuss the notion of anxiety as described in The Concept of
Anxiety (CA). The question that I am focusing on here is: What does
the concept of anxiety tell us about the self, as presented in SUD? In
CA, Kierkegaard focuses on the story of Eve and Adam, in order to
discuss how sin, or evil “came into the world”.31 It thus brings a new
dimension to the idea of the self that we have been forming in this
short paper. Anxiety is intimately related with the spirit of a human
being. Kierkegaard enquires as to the character of spirit, and how it is
to be understood, and the answer that he provides is that “it relates
itself as anxiety” (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.44). Therefore, it must be
made clear from the offset, that the notion of anxiety is central to
the self. This is so because it is the expression in the individual self, of
the third term in the synthesis discussed in SUD – this is spirit.32
Kierkegaard writes that “anxiety, however, is an expression of the
perfection of human nature” (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.72). Anxiety is
therefore something positive and unique to human beings, and to
the self. This is due to what anxiety reveals. The feeling of anxiety is
“the anxious possibility of being able” (Kierkegaard, 1980, 44). It is
the self’s recognition that it is not a fixed or determined entity, but
rather, that it is capable of becoming. This can be seen to be
implicitly present in the self as defined at the beginning of the SUD,
29

The creative power.
This is by no means a perfect example, however, I aim to demonstrate a clear
metaphor for the self, as presented in SUD.
31
See: Kierkegaard, 1980, p.32-33.
32
“Spirit is a friendly power, since it is precisely that which constitutes the relation”
(Kierkegaard, 1980, p.44).
30
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as it is described as a ‘relation’ rather than as a substance.33 The self
is the synthesis between, on the one hand, temporal necessity qua
individuated human being, and on the other hand, eternal freedom,
which “established the whole relation” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.43).
Anxiety is thus the mediator between human existence, and spiritual
life.
Anxiety, in the individual’s life, presents itself as “freedom’s actuality
as the possibility of possibility” (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.42). Thus the
feeling of anxiety, of being anxious, demonstrates to the individual
that they have the ability to choose. As Assiter states: “For
Kierkegaard, the self becomes anxious because of her awareness of
this wide open character of the future” (Assister, 2015, p.89). The
self becomes anxious, as it is able to see that its future holds
possibilities that the self can actualise. In so far as the self is able to
exist with an awareness that it partly has a life outside of necessity,
the self is differentiated from the beast.34 This conveys why anxiety is
an expression of the human being’s perfection. Although there may
be indications that nature, and creatures have a degree of freedom,
human beings have a sense, and recognition of their freedom, and
this may be what qualifies them as spirit.35 In the awareness of
freedom, the self is able to understand oneself as “grounded
transparently in the power that established it” (Kierkegaard, 1989,
p.45). Furthermore, this is how Kierkegaard describes the ‘formula
for faith’36, the ability to see the possibility of freedom, and to
recognise oneself as dependent on that creative power.
Anxiety is thus a feeling within the self, that it has the possibility to be
able to choose. As Fitzpatrick notes “anxiety manifests itself in our
possibility of existence, our experience of being able” (Fitzpatrick,
2014, p.871). Kierkegaard discusses this in CA with regards to the
story in Genesis of Eve and Adam, however, “how sin came into the
world, each man understands solely by himself” (Kierkegaard, 1980,
p.51). It is to be understood in each individual, only by themselves, as
the feeling of anxiety. The feeling of freedom’s possibility is active
within each human being. She cannot understand this by means of
scientific explanation37, but only through the feeling in herself. It
33

In CA, Kierkegaard writes that spirit unites the synthesis “of the psychical and the
physical” which echoes what is later illustrated in SUD. (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.43).
34
“The possibility of this sickness [anxiety, despair] is man’s advantage over the
beast” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.45).
35
“That there are children in whom this anxiety is not found proves nothing at all,
for neither is it found in the beast, and the less spirit, the less anxiety” (Kierkegaard,
1980, p.42).
36
“The formula for faith: in relating to itself and in wanting to be itself, the self is
grounded transparently in the power that established it” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.79).
37
“Between these two moments lies the leap, which no science has explained and
which no science can explain” (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.61).
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illustrates that she is spirit, and she is able imagine her own future.
Therefore, anxiety is a positive element in an individual’s life that
demonstrates to her that she stands in relation to the power that
created her. This power thus provided her with the ability to choose
between potential possibilities.
To conclude, anxiety adds depth to the concept of the self. Anxiety
portrays how the self is active in its own becoming. The self has the
capability to be able to choose between possibilities, and make these
its own. The concept of the self, cannot then be a fixed idea, but
rather it must be “the relation’s relating to itself” (Kierkegaard, 1989,
p.43). The self, in SUD, relates to its relation in the anxiety it feels
towards a variety of possibilities. Therefore, the discussion of spirit
and anxiety in CA adds clarity to the self that is described in the
compact beginning of SUD. In regards to the metaphor of the sphere
in space, the awareness of freedom would demonstrate its ability,
not to be another shape as it cannot be other than itself, but its
future location, or potential events, would be in part, due to its own
doing.38
The self is thus dependent on the power that established it. I have
suggested that this can be conceived as either the Christian God, or
as the whole of nature. The crucial aspect is how one relates to the
creative power. To have an appropriate relation for Kierkegaard, is to
have faith. One must be aware of one’s ‘grounding’, and recognise
that they are dependent and ‘grounded’ in the creative power.
However, there is still possibilities that are open to them as a created
being. This is felt through the anxiety of freedom’s possibility of
possibility. I have demonstrated in this short paper, that
Kierkegaard’s self in SUD is intimately related to the power that
‘established the whole relation’. Furthermore, I have linked this
discussion with an investigation into the notion of anxiety in CA. I
have done so in order to provide at least a root to the answer of the
question of what a self is for Kierkegaard, in SUD and CA.

38

A human being cannot be other than itself. Just as a self cannot be another self,
but can only change within itself as an individual.
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ABSTRACT
The Socrates of Plato’s dialogues consciously chooses to reside in both
the material world and the spiritual realm. With regard to the former he
is finite, just a man; with regard to the latter he is infinite, a divine
emissary who not only communes with the oracle of Delphi, but also
with his very own Daimon or spiritual guide (Kierkegaard, 1960, p.74).
This study will begin by showing how Kierkegaard builds upon the finite
and infinite aspects of Socrates’ subjectivity by bringing the pure aspect
of his true self to light (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.225). Ultimately,
Kierkegaard uses the third aspect of Socrates’ subjectivity as a means of
reaffirming the supremacy of transcendence. The second part of this
paper will endeavour to show how Kierkegaard – indirectly and directly –
knocks Socrates off the pedestal that he had so dutifully and respectfully
erected for him.

*****
KIERKEGAARD AND SOCRATES
The primary thesis of this paper will take the form of an exploration of
the true nature of Kierkegaard’s early relationship with Socrates.
Kierkegaard’s claim is that along with the finite and infinite constituents
of Socrates’ subjectivity is an even more elusive one, that is, his pure
transcendent consciousness. He builds upon the idea of these three
aspects of Socrates’ true self in his attempt to reaffirm the notion of
transcendence (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.225). Kierkegaard’s claim is that the
pure aspect of Socrates’ subjectivity goes beyond the idea of the good to
“the idea of the good as the infinite negativity” (Kangas, 2007, p.13). It is
on the strength of this claim that he argues that the transcendent good,
pure consciousness, infinite absolute negativity, or irony, makes its entry
into the material world through the existence of Socrates. Kierkegaard
believes that it is the ‘third’ aspect of Socrates’ subjectivity that causes
the difficulty associated with trying to grasp the true nature of the
ancient philosopher (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.9). In contrast to our given
form of reality, Kierkegaard sees Socrates’ true self as a form of
transcendence or the withdrawal of essences, which is why it remains
79
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withdrawn or invisible in existence. He does argue however, that
existence as transcendence can be experienced fleetingly or
momentarily by the individual in time as the øieblikket: the moment,
instant, or sudden (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.87).
The secondary thesis of this paper will examine the trajectory of the
bond that exists between Kierkegaard and Socrates. This investigation
will begin by exploring Kierkegaard’s solution to the Socratic problem.
The question is, whether or not he really manages to locate – through
the consideration of the views of Socrates’ own contemporaries – the
“historical actual Socrates” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.9). The viability of
Kierkegaard’s solution is vitally important because if his idea of an
historical actual Socrates is not a plausible one, then I will argue that
Kierkegaard’s Socrates collapses back into Plato’s Socrates; and
therefore, contrary to Kierkegaard’s own claim, his Socratic viewpoint is
really a Platonic one. If this truly is the case, then it follows that
Kierkegaard has failed to secure Socrates’ position on the pedestal that
he so painstakingly erected for him. The secondary thesis will also expose
the manner in which Kierkegaard’s later work impacted upon the nature
of his relationship with the ancient philosopher. Ultimately, I will aim to
show that it is only through the recognition of the limitations within the
Socratic version of truth, that Kierkegaard’s author Johannes Climacus
eventually comes to realise the necessity of moving beyond the Socratic
view of immanent truth, in order to reach the higher view of the
transcendent absolute truth. This is the direct blow issued by
Kierkegaard, which officially heralds the dethroning of Socrates.

I-A) THE PRIMARY THESIS
Kierkegaard sees Socrates as the personification of “real beginning” in
two senses: first, as a radical beginning—infinite absolute negativity—
which he regards as “the original possibility, of philosophy” (Kangas,
2007, p.12); and second, as representing the historical departure point
for speculative thinking.1 Infinite absolute negativity, or Irony, in

1

Here Kierkegaard states that “the real difficultly with Hegel’s view of Socrates is
centred in the continual attempt to show how Socrates interpreted the good, and
what is even more wrong in the view, as I see it, is that it does not accurately adhere
to the direction of the trend in Socrates’ life. The movement in Socrates is toward
arriving at the good. His significance in the world development is to arrive there (not
to have arrived there at some time). His significance for his contemporaries is that
they arrived there. Now, this does not mean that he arrived there almost toward the
end of his life, but that his life was a continual arriving at the good and having others
arrive at this. But in so doing he also arrived at the true, that is, the true-in-and-foritself, at the beautiful, that is, the beautiful-in-and-for-itself, in general, at being-inand-for-itself as the being-in-and-for-itself for thought. He arrived at this and was
continually arriving at this” (Kierkegaard, 1980, pp.235-236). See also, The Concept
of Irony, pp. 216-217. Here Kierkegaard states that with regard to speculative
philosophy, Socrates, “himself, however, does not go on board but only prepares the
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Socrates’ case is best understood as something which oscillates between
his empirical self and his ideal self. According to Kierkegaard, the latter
on its own would make Socrates a philosopher, and the former would
make him a Sophist, Kierkegaard argues that: “what makes him more
than a Sophist is that his empirical ‘I’ has universal validity” (Kierkegaard,
1989, p. 128). What this means is that Kierkegaard recognises, through
the persona of Socrates, the ‘givenness’ of pure phenomena. He claims
that it is only through the living, or ethical, example of Socrates that we
are exposed to a living, or finite form, of this irony or negativity in all its
divine infinitude: an irony which, as he explains, allows nothing to
endure.2 Kierkegaard sees this nothing that endures as the everlasting
backdrop of existence. He argues however, that it is the emergence of
the self-consciousness (reason) that in fact heralds the negation, or
withdrawal, of transcendent existence in the first place. The problem
with seeing Socrates as merely a philosopher, as the ideal ‘I’, is that
Kierkegaard wants to make a clear and sharp distinction between
Socrates and Plato. He sees philosophers like Plato, and Hegel, as the
personification of speculative philosophy; and he wants to ensure that
the most that Socrates can ever be accused of is being the starting point
of, what came to be classified as, speculative philosophy (Kangas, 2007,
p. 36).3
It is the pure aspect of Socrates’ subjectivity that Kierkegaard is
interested in: not only the idea or the form of the good, but also “the
idea of the good as the infinite negativity” which can only be grasped as
the withdrawal of essences (Kierkegaard, 1960, pp.79-80). Kierkegaard is
ultimately interested in the notion of transcendence which, he argues,
emerges as a groundless ground; or, even as a ground that ungrounds
(Kangas, 2007, p.13). He sees Socrates’ idea of beginning as non-being as
“the infinite beginning, nothing what neither is, nor is not, infinite
absolute negativity”, and he believes that the minute the individual is
conscious of something in the world, real or true existence has already
disappeared (Kangas, 2007, p.38). So, it is ultimately the transcendent
aspect of Socrates subjectivity that Kierkegaard is trying to bring to light.
ship for embarkation. He himself still belongs to an older formation, and yet a new
one begins with him”.
2
Kierkegaard states that: “In irony, however, since everything is shown to be vanity,
the subject becomes free. The more vain everything becomes, all the lighter,
emptier, and volatized the subject becomes...For irony, everything becomes nothing,
but nothing can be taken in several ways. The speculative nothing is the vanishing at
every moment with regard to the concretion, since it is itself the craving of the
concrete, its nisus formativis [formative impulse]; the mystic nothing is a nothing
with regard to the representation, a nothing that nevertheless is just as full of
content as the silence of the night is full of sounds for someone who has ears to
hear” (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.258).
3
Here Kangas states that “what marks the difference between the Socratic
standpoint and every speculative standpoint, then, is that it abandons the demand
or expectation that the absolute can be brought to intuitive apprehension. Socrates
allows a radical non-knowing” Kangas, 2007, p.36).
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He is clearly aware of the difficulties (or paradox) involved in trying to
conceptualise the transcendent aspect that constitutes Socrates
subjectivity. He states in the introduction to The Concept of Irony that –
with regard to any attempt to fix the true picture of Socrates – “indeed,
it seems impossible or at least as difficult as to picture a nisse with the
cap that makes him invisible” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.12).
Kierkegaard does not regard the Socratic form of non-being as a
privation, or a lack of being. Instead, he sees this form of non-being as
something that falls between the contraries of being and becoming, as
the space in between these two contraries. This in-between space can be
grasped as a placeless place, and this ‘placeless place’ as a ‘groundless
ground’, can be grasped as existence, irony, or transcendence.
Kierkegaard argues that this form of existence emerges from a preconscious experience (Kierkegaard, 1980, pp.48-49), and while this
experience is prior to consciousness, Kierkegaard sees it as the very
condition, or point, from which consciousness emerges (Kangas, 2007,
p.13). What this means however, is that while it is the experience of the
absolute, at a certain point in time, which actually allows consciousness;
the emergence of self-consciousness also coincides with, and ironically
heralds, the withdrawal of true existence (Shmuëli, 1971, p.11).
Kierkegaard writes that infinite negativity can be understood as
something that:
“Negates the phenomenal, not in order to posit by means of
this negation, but negates the phenomenal altogether. It
runs back instead of going out; it is not in the phenomenon
but seeks to deceive with the phenomenon; the
phenomenon exists not to disclose the essence but to
conceal it” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.212).

The idea that Kierkegaard wants to convey here is that once we are
conscious of something in the world, real or true existence has already
disappeared; and all that remains after this process is the possibility or
the potential to know and to actualize the pure phenomena in the
material world (Elrod, 1973, p.222). He also equates this description of
absolute infinite negativity with God, as one who creates the world
continually, and whilst continually creating, withdraws and remains
invisible. Kierkegaard also argues, in the persona of Vigilius Haufniensis
(CA; 30), that although God, or transcendence, remains withdrawn or
invisible in existence; existence as transcendence can still be experienced
fleetingly or momentarily by the individual in time as the øieblikket: the
moment, instant, or sudden (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.87; 1989, p.190).4

4

Each of these terms can and will be used interchangeably throughout the course
of this work.
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I-B) THE MOMENT (ØIEBLIKKET)
Kierkegaard compares the experience of the øieblikket, or the moment,
to a blink of an eye. This analogy conveys the idea that it is a fleeting
designation of time (Kangas, 2007, p.200n14).5 His author Haufniensis
explains that this designation of time is a finite moment which is engaged
in a key or crucial conflict: it is a moment where time is touched by
eternity (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.87). In the experience of the øieblikket,
what the individual intuitively feels is the collision of the absolute infinite
with the finite, or the absolute breaking into the finite flux of time, which
amounts to the individual’s experience of absolute transcendence. Of
course it is due to the infinite nature of the absolute that it cannot be
grasped by the individual’s finite intellect. Kierkegaard’s belief is that any
attempt to try and grasp an idea that is beyond reason can only end in
failure (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.58; Kangas, 2007, p.23). His author Climacus
confirms that “the supreme paradox of all thought is the attempt to
discover something that thought cannot think” (Kierkegaard, 1962, p.46).
Reason finds itself in the midst of this paradox every time it collides with
what is unknown, and this is why the absolute nature of Socrates cannot
be contemplated. What happens at this point, in the experience of the
øieblikket, is that reason reaches its limit. What this means is that
contrary to the immanent view of truth which can be grasped by reason,
the transcendent truth neither is, nor is not possessed, but is instead
something that one is capable of intuitively possessing for a moment,
and something that one is always about to possess rationally.

II-A) THE SECONDARY THESIS
In The Concept of Irony Kierkegaard accepts the difficulty implicit in the
establishment of certainty about the phenomenal aspect of Socrates. His
approach to solving the Socratic problem is an investigative one: his plan
is to tackle the problem by investigating the views provided by Socrates’
closest contemporaries: Xenophon, Plato, and Aristophanes. In the
attempt to try and fix the true picture of Socrates, Kierkegaard places the
ancient philosopher’s identity under the spotlight of these three
conflicting interpretations.6 It is from these disparate threads of
5

Here, Kangas explains that “it has become more customary to translate øieblikket,
which means literally the glance of the eye, as ‘the moment’. I prefer ‘the instant’ in
order to underscore the central conceptual meaning of the term: it points to a
discontinuity, a suddenness. The term ‘moment’ more suggests continuity and
duration, a span of time. An instant passes before one even knows it as there; a
moment, though ephemeral, lasts.” See also Kierkegaard, S. (1980). The Concept of
Anxiety, p.87. The Concept of Irony, p.190. Cooper, J. M. (1997), Plato’s Parmenides
156d-e, Plato’s Complete Works, p. 388.
6
The Concept of Irony, with Continual Reference to Socrates is Søren Kierkegaard’s
PhD dissertation. He entered the University of Copenhagen in October 1830, and in
September 1841 he publicly defended his dissertation.
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evidence, that he hopes to piece together a whole picture of the
historical actual Socrates. 7 Kierkegaard’s attempt to solve the Socratic
problem begins by asking this simple question: “what is the relation
between the Platonic and the actual Socrates?” (Kierkegaard, 1989,
p.29). He states directly that this question is an important one, and so for
this reason it should not be dismissed or ignored. Throughout the course
of part one of the Concept of Irony, Kierkegaard embarks upon an
extensive and intricate analysis, not only of Plato’s relation to Socrates
but also of the accounts given of Socrates in the respective works of
Xenophon and Aristophanes (Kierkegaard, 1989, pp.53-54). It seems as
though Kierkegaard’s aim throughout his analysis is to examine these
varying interpretations of Socrates and contrast them with the Platonic
view in an attempt to uncover, what he considers to be, the whole view
of Socrates. He concludes that the doctrine of Xenophon pulls Socrates
down to the “lower levels of the useful” and, that the doctrine of Plato
elevates him into “the supra-mundane regions of the idea” (Kierkegaard,
1989, pp.127-8). It is, however, the third aspect of Socrates’ subjectivity,
the aspect which lies in between these two descriptions that is of
particular interest to Kierkegaard and as has already been stated, the
intermediary between the ideal ‘I’ and the empirical ‘I’—albeit invisible
and so difficult to grasp—is irony.8
According to Matthew P. Bennett’s study: Kierkegaard’s ‘triangulation’ of
the three classic authors is really intended to construct a space where
the reader can “perform the necessary change of perspective to see the
real Socrates” (Bennett, 2009, p.18). According to Kierkegaard this space
7

In Retrieving the Ancients: An Introduction to Greek Philosophy (2004) Roochnik
explains that the controversy surrounding the life of Socrates arises because he did
not write anything of his own ideas down. It is for this reason that we are dependent
upon the views provided by his closest contemporaries. Roochnik states that with
regard to Plato, a further problem emerges; it is impossible to tell whether Plato’s
Socrates is meant to reflect the historical Socrates or is strictly being used as a device
to represent Plato’s own views. Roochnik explains that “the other sources are
Xenophon (428-354 BC), who associated with Socrates in his youth, and wrote The
Apology of Socrates, Memorabilia, and the Symposium, all of which are accounts of
his life. The comic poet Aristophanes wrote a play, The Clouds, which was
performed in 423 BC, and features a caricature of Socrates” (Roochnik, 2004, pp. 8081).
8
Here Kierkegaard explains that “if we consider irony as it turns against all existence,
here again it maintains the contradiction between essence and phenomenon,
between the internal and the external. It might seem now that as the absolute
negativity it would be identical with doubt. But one must bear two things in mind—
first, that doubt is a conceptual qualification, and irony is subjectivity’s being-foritself; second, that irony is essentially practical, that it is theoretical only in order to
become practical again—in other words, it has to do with the irony itself and not
with the irony of the situation. Therefore if irony gets an inkling that there is
something more behind the phenomenon than meets the eye, then precisely what
irony has always insisted upon is this, that the subject feel free, so that the
phenomenon never acquires any reality for the subject...in irony the subject is
continually retreating, taking every phenomenon out of its reality in order to save
itself—that is in order to preserve itself in negative independence of everything”
(Kierkegaard, 1980, p.257).
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lies between the varying accounts of the aforementioned ancient
authors. Towards the conclusion of his own investigation, Kierkegaard
states that it was never his intention to single out one Socratic view over
the others. His belief is that none of these descriptions have in any way
tried to reproduce Socrates; instead each version has simply attempted
to interpret him. Kierkegaard explains that his own intention from the
very beginning of his analysis was to present—what he considers to be—
the ‘whole’ view of Socrates. He claims that the whole view can only be
seen by allowing the development of the three views to reach “a final
point of confrontation” (Kierkegaard, 1989, p.155). He suggests that an
explanation of the “final point of confrontation” that exists between the
three ancient authors could provide us with the possibility of reconciling
the three views. Kierkegaard seems to believe that by identifying the
inconsistency between the varying descriptions of Socrates, that he has
procured the possibility of explaining the inconsistency between these
views. All that is left to do is to provide an overall view that corresponds
to the discrepancy between the three different views of Socrates. His
claim is that from the very beginning of his analysis, the final view has
hovered over each exploration as a possibility. What this means is that,
in some sense, the whole view already existed even prior to the analysis:
“but this can scarcely be otherwise, since the whole is prior to its parts”
(Kierkegaard, 1989, pp.155-6). What Kierkegaard is alluding to here, is
that the final view, being antecedent, has existed all along.
Matthew P. Bennett suggests that Kierkegaard’s solution to the Socratic
problem is no more than a feeble attempt to justify the fact that it is his
own perspective of Socrates as irony that has been directing his
argument from the very beginning (Bennett, 2009, p.20). Kierkegaard’s
defence would be that if he had conducted the analysis in any other way,
then the element of contemplation would have been lost. His belief is
that the element of contemplation is of vital importance in “breaking the
spell of misunderstanding” (Bennett, 2009, p.22).9 Ultimately, he holds
that it is only through the power of contemplation that the mistakes,
with regard to the true nature of Socrates, can be resolved. In other
words, it is only through this process of contemplation that the individual
is offered the opportunity to grasp the pure phenomenon: which in this
case is the actual Socrates. Kierkegaard’s argument is based on the idea
that because the answer, “Socrates’ existence is irony”, seems to remove
the problem of the conflicting interpretations from the ancient
philosopher, it must therefore be the right answer and “thus it
9

Here Bennett states that this notion of ‘active contemplation’ “does not simply
amount to appreciating that Socrates had such an effect on his contemporaries;
rather, this active contemplation is the engaged state of personal affection that the
interpreter of Socrates must enter into himself in order to fully comprehend the
Socratic character[...] Socrates’ character was partly constituted by his intoxicating
personal effect on those around him” (Bennett, 2009, p.22).
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simultaneously appears as a hypothesis and as the truth” (Kierkegaard,
1989, p.127).
I would argue, in support of Bennett’s view, that Kierkegaard’s solution is
little more than a hypothesis. His view seems to be so blinkered or so
obscured that he cannot see that the problem of Socrates’ identity is not
based solely on the idea that irony (being transcendent/invisible) is
impossible to grasp securely. It is not even about whether or not he puts
forward a plausible interpretation of what he considers to be the actual
Socrates. The truth of the matter is that Kierkegaard has neither
provided a convincing, nor a satisfactory solution to the problem of the
identity of Socrates throughout the course of his discussion in The
Concept of Irony. In terms of the Socratic problem, it seems fair to say
“that there is no royal road to a knowledge of Socrates, anymore than
there is justification for throwing up our hands and treating him as a
myth” (Lacey; quoted in Vlastos, 1980, p.49).10 In terms of Matthew P.
Bennett’s argument, Kierkegaard’s triangular analysis of the three
portrayals of Socrates – provided by Socrates’ closest contemporaries:
Xenophon, Plato, and Aristophanes – while designed to overcome the
problems of accuracy that accompany the comprehension of Socrates’
elusive, or ironic personality, actually ends up complicating the Socratic
persona even further (Bennett, 2009, p.19). When one takes the
disharmony of truth that results from the three depictions of Socrates,
and then combines all of this confusion with the elusive nature that
Kierkegaard describes, it seems next to impossible to secure an accurate
account of the ancient philosopher’s character. Also, if Kierkegaard is
right that Socrates’ embodiment of irony means that his behaviour is
constantly at odds with his true nature, then the respective literature
that Kierkegaard uses in his investigation is doomed to failure.
It is for these reasons that it can be argued that any depiction of Socrates
remains unreliable, and that Kierkegaard’s attempt to locate Socrates in
the empty space between the classical writings was, from the very
outset, a fraudulent exercise. Bennett argues that the supposed attempt
to “induce active contemplation” is really just Kierkegaard’s way of
ensuring that the reader accepts his version of Socrates. With or without
the support of Bennett’s argument, my belief from the very beginning of
this analysis has been that Kierkegaard’s Socrates – the one that he is
consistently referring to in both his early and later works – is in truth,
10

Lacey writes: “My conclusion is an unexciting one. There is no royal road to a
knowledge of Socrates, any more than there is justification for throwing up our
hands and treating him as a myth. The early Plato is rightly regarded as our main
source, but no source can be trusted or ignored entirely, and no source can be
assumed equally reliable throughout. We simply have to go about it the hard way
and examine the available evidence ad hoc for the particular problem that we
happen to be concerned with” (Lacey; quoted in Vlastos, 1980, p.49).
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Plato’s Socrates. This is because the Socrates that Kierkegaard
constantly refers to in his authorship is always referenced to Plato’s
dialogues, which shows that Kierkegaard is well aware of the fact that his
actual Socrates consistently collapses back into Plato’s Socrates
(Kierkegaard, 1989, pp.123-4). My claim that Kierkegaard’s Socrates is
really Plato’s can be supported by Gregory Vlastos’ observation that:
“Xenophon’s is a Socrates without irony and without paradox”. Vlastos
argues that if you “take these away from Plato’s Socrates, [and] there is
nothing left” (Vlastos, 1980, pp.1-4). If one considers this account, then
the irony and paradox, both of which Kierkegaard believes personify
Socrates, are in truth Plato’s creation. It is on this basis that I believe it is
fair to say that Kierkegaard’s Socrates has to be Plato’s. What this means
is that Kierkegaard’s failure to secure Socrates’ true identity ends up
being the indirect blow that knocks Socrates right off his Kierkegaardian
pedestal.

II-B) KIERKEGAARD’S MOVE BEYOND IMMANENT TRUTH
There is no disputing the fact that Kierkegaard, and his author Climacus,
are both devoted to and inspired by the philosophical ideas of Socrates.
Kierkegaard, in the spirit of Socrates, understands the absolute as the
source or ground of intelligibility. Kierkegaard’s problem, however, is
that any attempt that Socrates makes to recollect an idea of the
absolute, or to bring the absolute to presence, only ever enables him to
know ‘that it is’. As was already noted in the primary thesis of this paper,
the power of reason does not have sufficient power to bring infinite
negativity to consciousness. It is the recognition of this problem that
enables Climacus to see just how limited Socrates is when it comes to
stating what the absolute is. He concludes that Socrates is limited
because ‘what it is’ is precisely something that cannot be known
(Kierkegaard, 1960, pp.181-8). It is this recognition of the limitations
within the Socratic version of truth that leads Johannes Climacus to the
profound realisation that it is necessary to move beyond the Socratic
view of immanent truth, in order to reach the higher view of
transcendent truth.
The scale of the problem with Socrates’ view of knowledge emerges
within the works of Johannes Climacus. In these works Kierkegaard’s
author sets about questioning the Socratic assumption that the
individual’s coming to know something is merely a matter of bringing to
consciousness something that is latent within himself. Climacus
respectfully critiques Socrates’ philosophical viewpoint regarding the
highest truth (Kierkegaard, 1960, pp.184-188). He eventually reaches the
conclusion that Socrates’ idea of knowledge – that the truth can be
located within each individual – is not the ultimate one. Throughout the
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course of The Philosophical Fragments Kierkegaard’s author presents his
reader with a thought experiment in an attempt to reveal the truth that
Socrates’ immanent view of knowledge needs to be corrected. He argues
that contrary to Socrates dedication to the truth as immanent, the truth
has to be brought to us from outside (Kierkegaard, 1962, p.77).
Climacus argues that it is because man is truly living in error that he is in
serious need of a teacher. He does not, of course, mean a teacher in the
Socratic sense, but rather a teacher who is himself in possession of a
truth which man does not possess. For Kierkegaard’s Climacus, this
teacher is God. The reason that God must be the teacher is because God,
unlike the rest of mankind, is not in error. The truth that God teaches
man, according to Climacus, is ‘the absolute paradox’ of Jesus Christ in
terms of a God-man. That is, the paradox of God being simultaneously in
time and beyond being in eternity.11 Kierkegaard’s author argues that “if
one is to believe this paradox, God Himself must give him the condition
for doing so by giving him ‘a new organ’ of apprehension—that of faith”
(Kierkegaard, 1962, p.18). What this shows is that while it is true to say
that Kierkegaard 1) recognises Socrates’ role as a divine emissary, and 2)
argues that the transcendent good, pure consciousness, infinite absolute
negativity, or irony, makes its entry into the material world through the
existence of Socrates; it is also true to say that he later states both
directly and indirectly, that while he remains devoted to Socrates, he
believes that it is necessary to move beyond him in order to reach the
true wisdom of revelation (Kierkegaard, 1980, p.9, p.261). Kierkegaard
states directly:
“I, for my part tranquilly adhere to Socrates. It is true, he was not a
Christian; that I know, and yet I am thoroughly convinced that he
has become one...I can very well call Socrates my teacher—
whereas I have only believed, and only believe, in One, the Lord
Jesus Christ” (Kierkegaard, 1962, p.41).

This move beyond the wisdom of Socrates, and the supremacy of
immanent truth, is the direct blow issued by Kierkegaard, which heralds
the point of no return for Socrates.

11

In The Postscript, Kierkegaard’s Climacus states that “the characteristic mark of
Christianity is the paradox, the absolute paradox” (Kierkegaard, 1960, p.480, pp.1967). Further, in The Anti-Christianity of Kierkegaard (1964) Garelick suggest that what
Kierkegaard means is that ‘to be a Christian is to accept the Paradox of Jesus as
Christ, man as God...this paradox is the ultimate challenge, for all attempts to
understand it must conform to the laws of judgment and discourse: identity,
contradiction, and excluded middle. Yet the Paradox violates these laws...true faith
demands that the Christian believe in the Paradox despite objective certainty that
the doctrine of God-man is false” (Garelick, 1964, pp.28-31).
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CONCLUSION
The layers of Kierkegaard’s devotion to Socrates began unfolding in the
primary thesis. The findings of this analysis revealed just how strongly
the ideas of Socrates impacted upon Kierkegaard’s reaffirmation of
transcendence, especially in terms of the revival of the Socratic notion of
infinite absolute negativity. With regard to Socrates, it is ultimately the
transcendent aspect of his subjectivity that Kierkegaard wants to bring to
light. The difficulty (or paradox) associated with trying to conceptualise
the transcendent aspect that constitutes Socrates’ subjectivity is that
while it is possible to experience the eternal intuitively, due to its infinite
nature the experience of the absolute cannot be grasped by the
individual’s finite intellect. Kierkegaard’s belief is that any attempt to try
and grasp an idea that is beyond reason can only end in failure
(Kierkegaard, 1962, p.58). Section i-B argued however, that the individual
can experience this infinite absolute negativity in a finite moment, as the
øieblikket.12 The experience of the øieblikket, or the moment, is really the
individual’s experience of the collision of the infinite stability of the
eternal with the finite flux of time. In the øieblikket the power of
absolute transcendence is experienced momentarily by the individual.
What happens within the course of this experience is that the eternal
nature of the absolute is rendered momentary in finite terms and is then
felt intuitively by the individual.
The secondary thesis of this paper placed Kierkegaard’s solution to the
Socratic problem under the proverbial microscope, and finally concluded
that Kierkegaard’s Socrates—the one that he is consistently referring to
in both his early and later works—is in truth, Plato’s Socrates. The
evidence suggested that the Socrates that Kierkegaard consistently
refers to in his authorship is always referenced to Plato’s dialogues.
What this means is that Kierkegaard’s attempt to piece together a whole
picture of the historical actual Socrates, as the personification of the
form of infinite absolute negativity, or irony, in his Concept of Irony,
simply ends up revealing his own dependency upon the Platonic
dialogues rather than actually solving the Socratic problem. The final
problem with Socrates is linked to his belief in the supremacy of
immanent truth. In section ii-B, it soon became clear that whilst
Kierkegaard had been truly devoted to, and inspired by, the philosophical
ideas of Socrates, especially in his earliest work, he eventually comes to
the realisation that it is necessary to move beyond the limited view of
immanent truth, in order to reach the higher view of transcendent truth.
12

Kangas, D. J. (2007), Kierkegaard’s Instant: On Beginnings, p.4. (p.200n14),
Kierkegaard, S. (1980), The Concept of Anxiety, p.87. The Concept of Irony, p.190. See
also, Plato’s Parmenides (156d-e), Plato’s Complete Works, (1997), edited by John M.
Cooper p. 388.
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What this shows is that whilst Socrates’ philosophy clearly impacted
upon Kierkegaard’s early work, especially with regard to his reaffirmation
of transcendence; this study has highlighted the fact that Kierkegaard’s:
1) failure to disassociate Socrates from Plato/speculative philosophy, 2)
belief in the supremacy transcendence over immanence, 3) recognition
of man’s dependency on the power of ‘the Lord Jesus Christ’, together
reveal the fractured nature of Kierkegaard’s relationship with Socrates.
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ABSTRACT
This essay aims to point out the relevance of the category of desire in
Kierkegaard's philosophy, with particular reference to the
establishment of subjectivity. The present study starts by analysing
the structure of subjectivity, as it is shown in The Sickness unto
Death, paying much attention to the thought that “a human being is
a synthesis of the infinite and the finite” (Kierkegaard, 1980a, p. 13).
One should not become either finite or infinite, but “concrete”:
nevertheless “the ultimate passion of the understanding” coincides
with striving for the absolute, with desire of the infinite (Kierkegaard,
1985, p. 37). Such desire arises intensely, although improperly, in the
aesthetical stage of the existence. If we examine the characters that
belong to the aesthetical existence, as they emerge through
Kierkegaard’s works, we notice their claim to capture the infinite in
the finite. The aesthete’s thoughts and behaviours show this demand
as the aesthete’s biggest mistake, but such is the strength of his
desire to become really relevant in the self's endeavour to go beyond
the given. The act of desiring has a crucial function in man’s existence
and that is why it must be reconsidered in its importance, together
with the aesthetic stage. Desire opens the way to an inner motion of
the self aiming at the Other and enabling to discover faith as “the
highest passion of subjectivity” (Kierkegaard, 2009, p. 110).

*****
INTRODUCTION
"Desire" and "infinite": two concepts, or better, two terms
attempting to enclose something boundless: the endless depth of
man's desire and the absolute positivity of the absence of limits that
human thought cannot fathom. The two themes of "desire" and
"infinite" recur and penetrate Søren Kierkegaard's reflection
intertwining in what is called "desire for the infinite" or desire for the
absolute. To go deeper into this theme, we must refer to the
structure of human subjectivity, such as outlined by Kierkegaard in
his philosophical anthropological masterpiece: The Sickness unto
Death. This work opens with a complex definition of the self:
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“A human being is spirit. But what is spirit? Spirit is the self. But
what is the self? The self is a relation that relates itself to itself or is
the relation's relating itself to itself in the relation [...] A human
being is a synthesis of the infinite and the finite, of the temporal
and the eternal, of freedom and necessity” (Kierkegaard, 1980a,
p.13).

Man's essence is thus a relational essence, sustained and borne by
the spirit. Reflecting on the aspects of finite and infinite, we notice
how they both are parts of man's constitution. This is the reason why
he, in becoming himself, must not favour exclusively one aspect over
the other, but rather become concrete: “To become concrete is
neither to become finite nor to become infinite, for that which is to
become concrete is indeed a synthesis” (Kierkegaard, 1980a, p.30).
The human being is thus made of poles of finitude, temporality, limit
– and this is evident – on the other hand, also an aspect of infinity, of
eternity is inherent in him; a semblance of the absoluteness he longs
for but cannot possess completely. The infinite, in fact, is not only
one of the man's poles, but is definitely the Other, the power that
placed the man and his self. In the beginning of The Sickness unto
Death, the following statement is found: “Such a relation that relates
itself to itself, a self, must either have established itself or have been
established by another” (Kierkegaard, 1980a, p.13). The two poles of
this alternative are not examined by Anti-Climacus, the pseudonym
for the work, and he goes on immediately stating that the man's self
is placed by the Other and thus it is “a relation that relates itself to
itself and in relating itself to itself relates itself to another”
(Kierkegaard, 1980a, pp.13-14). The alternative to acknowledging
this, considering one's own self as self-established, is despair,
although despair does not identify exclusively in such behaviour.
Just like Aristotle, Kierkegaard too believes in the nondemonstrability of prime principles: the being of the absolute arises
as the awareness of absolute, revealing itself as the highest passion
of thinking: striving for absoluteness, searching for plenitude as
structural motion of conscience, the will to turn everything relative
into absolute. Due to the insurmountable ontological difference
between human and absolute, such a striving will remain necessarily
unfulfilled, thus amounting to a pain, a pathos, that, in consideration
of the religious sphere of existence, features as "existential pathos"
(religiousness A) and "dialectical pathos" (religiousness B). The
difference between the two lays in the fact that in type A
religiousness, the individual feels within himself the need to find
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God; "existential pathos". Whereas in type B “the edifying is a
something outside the individual” (Kierkegaard, 2009, p.469);
"dialectical pathos". It is the message from God who came in time as
a single man, the Christianity's God. On the whole, therefore, it can
be said that religiousness features as "passion": existential pathos,
with its relevant desire for infinite, necessarily pre-exists the
dialectical one and prepares the ground for the "paradox
religiousness", a decision made against speculation and beyond
reason, and which therefore liaises first of all with the man's will and
feeling: “Kierkegaard maintains that despair and redemption meet in
the "passion for faith"” (Giannatiempo Quinzio, 1992, p.48).

PASSION AND DESIRE IN THE AESTHETIC STAGE
"Passion" is also a key-word in an apparently remote-from-religion
domain, that is, aesthetics. The aesthetic stage is generally regarded
as the first one – in a non-chronological sense – among the phases of
existence. Considering the emblematic characters who, in
Kierkegaard's works, provide a portrait of aesthetical life: Don
Giovanni, Johannes the seducer, Faust, the anonymous author of
Diapsalmata, etc. It is almost automatic in connecting them, and the
lives they lead, to the words "desire" and "passion". Let us examine
briefly just two emblematic figures of Don Giovanni and the seducer
Johannes.
Regarding Don Giovanni, in Either/Or, the question is: “What kind of
power is it, then, by which Don Giovanni seduces?” and the answer
is: “It is the energy of desire” (Kierkegaard, 1987a, p.100). In the
whole dissertation of The Immediate Erotic Stages, desire is a
constant topic developed by way of the examination of Mozart's
operas: from The Marriage of Figaro, where the "dreaming desire"
appears, through The Magic Flute, where desire wakes up and starts
"seeking", to reach, finally, Don Giovanni, who embodies the power
of the "desiring desire" (Kierkegaard, 1987a). The character of Don
Giovanni, more than an individual, is an idea, a strength, the vital
strength of desire. Don Giovanni's, extensive seducer (Kierkegaard,
1987a), typical desire could be seen as infinite from a quantitative
viewpoint: Don Giovanni is unrelentingly on the move, going nonstop from a conquest to the next one.
The intensive seducer is, on the other hand, Johannes, protagonist of
The Seducer's Diary and a character in In Vino Veritas, where he
expresses his belief regarding the myth that woman is gods'
stratagem to curb the man and his longing for the infinite. The
woman's strength lays in her charm, and yet she is a weaker being. In
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order not to get snared in the finity traps dwelling in women, it is
necessary, in Johannes' opinion, loving many women, to avoid
becoming attached to a single one: the man must “take the bait
avoiding the hook, enjoy the deceit and not be tricked” (Melchiorre,
2000, p.52). Johannes is searching for an intensive ideality
(Kierkegaard, 1987a) and takes carefully focused measures in order
to infinitize pleasure. Unlike Don Giovanni, he shies away from
immediate passion, but his desire does not lose its strength: on the
contrary, Johannes is the very best representative of that yearning
for the infinite that, though improperly directed, is typical of the
aesthete.
What Johannes' and the aesthete's identity substantiate in is the
infinite possibility. This is true with regards to love, marriage and
work – as can be seen in The Rotation of Crops (Kierkegaard, 1987a)
– as well as any choice that, as such, is rejected. Choosing, in effect,
always involves renouncing and, therefore, it "finitizes" the man. The
aesthetical individual refuses the polarity of finitude, although this is
what man is made of. The aesthete's mistake lays in the fact that he,
though willing to reject finitude, looks for the infinite inside the finite
and tries to understand and capture it by means of finite categories.
Such is the aesthete’s contradiction and it brings him to an
inconsistency and an immobility that he will defeat only by leaving
the aesthetical sphere.
Rejecting finitude, which is a part of human nature, means rejecting
this same nature, and this is, evidently, not possible. The subject –
the self – in fact, did not create himself, but was placed by the Other
and was placed in such a way that dialectics between finite and
infinite were his outstanding feature. The disharmony in the subject's
inside relationship is therefore a consequence of the disharmony in
the relationship to the power the subject depends on.
The aesthete craves the infinite, but perceives it in the wrong way,
depriving its dialectics with the finite. What he has in mind is an
infinity with fantastic, limitless, undefined traits. In the aesthete's
attempt to infinitization, imagination has a key role, because “as a
rule, imagination is the medium for the process of infinitizing”
(Kierkegaard, 1980a, p.30) and this is where the aesthete's self gets
lost. Bearing in mind that the man's task is neither becoming finite
nor becoming infinite, but concrete, the "proper" move towards a
concrete existence “must be an infinite moving away from itself in
the infinitizing of the self, and an infinite coming back to itself in the
finitizing process” (Kierkegaard, 1980a, p.30). In his yearning for the
infinite, the aesthete moves away from himself and then does not
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move back, thus causing his personality to dissolve. Such an
individual just loses himself as well as the possibility of a true
relationship with the others. As regards the love sphere, in fact, the
woman is regarded just as a collective noun (Kierkegaard, 1988):
inside her, lays a mark of universality that, anyway, is accomplished
in no woman. She represents just a hint of the infinite that a man
must be able to use, with no bonds to her finitude. Generally
speaking, then, the other human being will not be acknowledged
authentically with a self, since also in the other man the infinite is
perceived only in an abstract way.
In such a misunderstanding of the infinite and in an improper longing
for it, the aesthete's point of arrival would not be other than the
void: his life has the continuity of nothing. Such is the result of “a
false connection between finite and infinite” in the relevant search in
the immanence (Melchiorre, 2014, p 59). Relentlessly seeking an
abstract infinite, along with the rejection of the finite, the infinite as
tèlos is actually lost and the intellect experiences its inability to
capture the absolute by means of finite categories.

AESTHETICS AND RELIGION
Let us try, for a moment, to overlook the mistakes of the aesthetical
perspective and to highlight what lays deep in the aesthetical
thinking, its greatest desire: “to become aware of an idea that joined
the finite and the infinite” (Kierkegaard, 1987a, p.37). The aesthetical
stage is acknowledged to be a great, though distorted, passion for
the absolute. In spite of their being quite remote to each other, the
aesthetical and religious perspectives, both involve passion, to such
an extent that this can be defined as “a common category in both
aesthetics and religion” (Giannatiempo Quinzio, 1992, p.49).
Although keeping in mind the differences between the aesthetic and
religious sphere as far as the approach to the desire of the absolute
is concerned, the fact remains that such desire is present in the
aesthetical sphere with so strong an intensity to allow a deep analogy
with the religious domain. Even though the aesthete rejects finitude,
this makes his desire a "passion", that is, a "pain" depending on
ontological limits of existence which he must necessarily deal with.
What Christianity recommends is “precisely to intensify passion to its
highest pitch, but passion is subjectivity” (Kierkegaard, 2009, p.109),
an "objective passion" being a blatant contradiction. Kierkegaard can
thus affirm that “faith is indeed the highest passion of subjectivity”
(Kierkegaard, 2009, p.110).
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The inside situation of the aesthetic stage depicts a self trying to
move infinitely away from itself in the passionate search for the
infinite, but that, at the same time, is unable to get out of itself and
its own condition: subjectivity is thus prevented from reaching itself
authentically. The outcome of an advanced aesthetic phase is
melancholy as “hysteria of the spirit”, that is, a condition where “the
spirit requires a higher form, when it wants to lay hold of itself as
spirit” (Kierkegaard, 1987b, p.188), but due to the subject's inability
to leap over the aesthetics, the spirit’s movement to reach itself is
brought to a stop. In the aesthetic sphere, as mentioned before, the
first expression of desire is the one addressed to the woman.
The topic of relevance of desire in Kierkegaard's philosophy, not only
on the aesthetic plane, but on every stage of the existence, is
addressed by Antonella Fimiani, who refers to authors such as Gregor
Malantschuk and Sylvia Walsh in a short essay aiming at “putting
together all pieces of a phenomenology of desire in the work and
connected to the very same concept of subjectivity” (2011, p.74).
Fimiani’s dissertation is mainly based on the relationship between
man and woman. This is the first step of desire and it is significant to
understand the specificity of each stage; in fact “the stages are loving
modes and the protagonists are couples involved in the relentless
research of a sentimental balance” (Fimiani, 2011, p.74). In
consideration of the relational essence of the self, Malantschuk
connects Kierkegaard's view on relationship between sexes to the
structure of subjectivity (1980): whereas "masculine" is associated
with the infinite, "feminine" is related to the finite.
The finite and the infinite are the basic polarities contributing to the
establishment of the self. Although protagonists of Kierkegaard's
works are men, the feminine is relevant, “being a trace of a desire
phenomenology intimately reverting to the identity process”
(Fimiani, 2011, p.75). In the aesthetical stage, the woman is
relegated inside the boundaries of the finite, nevertheless she is
regarded, at the same time, as a place where the infinite can be
searched for. This happens, anyway, just in terms of "occasion": in
case of Don Giovanni “living the contradiction to love infinitely the
finite beauty” (Melchiorre, 2000, p.35), the relentless movement of
conquest is a sort of simulation of infinite; for Johannes the woman is
an opportunity to look for an abstract ideality, but nothing more than
that. This is stated clearly by Victor Eremita in In Vino Veritas
expressing a concept of desire which no real woman may fulfil:
stating that “in a negative relationship woman makes man productive
in ideality” (Kierkegaard, 1988, p.59), he demonstrates how reverting
to the ideal is possible only in a relationship that does not become
real, that does not come true, a "negative relationship" indeed. The
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opposite of such situation is marriage, where a woman does not
create any ideality for the man. The way to relate to a woman
mirrors the way one relates to the finite and infinite. What is
observed in the aesthetical sphere is “the insurmountable
disproportion between the infinity of desire and the finity of the
object it is projected to” (Fimiani, 2011, p.77).
Returning to the iconic figure of Don Giovanni, we are reminded how
it is presented as the gigantic vital strength of desire. This one,
behind a façade of explosive mirth, hides nevertheless its anguished
origin: “There is an anxiety in that flash; it is as if in that deep
darkness it were born in anxiety” (Kierkegaard, 1987a, p.129). Don
Giovanni's passion and his insatiable desire bring about, on one hand,
an exuberant happiness and, on the other, that “pain” living secretly
in the etymological meaning of the word "passion". In this respect,
we should revert to the pages of The Concept of Anxiety dealing with
the birth of sin as referred to sensuousness, stating clearly that
“proportion of sensuousness corresponds to that of anxiety”
(Kierkegaard, 1980b, p.64). Maintaining an equal value between
sensuousness by itself and the anxiety- induced sin would be wrong,
but awareness of sensuousness meant as sexual difference is a
consequence of sin. The reason lays in the human nature, synthesis
of soul and body, borne by spirit: “In the moment the spirit posits
itself, it posits the synthesis, but in order to posit the synthesis it
must first pervade it differentiatingly, and the ultimate point of the
sensuous is precisely the sexual” (Kierkegaard, 1980b, p.49). The
anguishing power of possibility that Adam and Eve have to face is
thus both desire and anxiety, and consequently “the birth of
subjectivity is outlined by that desiring experience” (Fimiani, 2011,
p.76). The line stating “without sexuality, no history” (Kierkegaard,
1980b, p. 49) does not just mean the generation of individuals, but
means also the generation of each individual self, since this provides
“experience [...] of that otherness laying at the basis of the subject
as relation” (Fimiani, 2011, p. 76).
The relationship with the woman, but also with the other in general,
is indicative of the kind of relationship that the subject has with
himself. If subjectivity is of a relational type, and this means opening
up to others, the distorted way to relate to another human being,
with the rejection of the aspects of finitude he brings along, is the
proof of the subject's rejection of his own finitude and, even more
deeply, of the hostility to acknowledge his being founded by the
Other. Such is the extent of rejecting one’s own finitude, causing the
“everlasting dissatisfaction of a superhuman desire for which the
individual is going to be a mere temporary sparkle” (Fimiani, 2011, p.
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80). The desperate stubbornness not to acknowledge the Other as
the founding power of their existence leads to “nonacknowledging”
the other human being who is limited to be “the mirrored and
idealizing projection of a narcissistic, alienated and alienating
subjectivity, condemned to a deadly loneliness” (Fimiani, 2011 p.77).
Exactly the opposite, the Eros’ meaning is opening up to the
existence-founding Otherness. The symbolic figure of such total
opening is the “sinner”, protagonist of the Edifying Discourse of 1849,
who “is turned into the emblem of a metamorphosis of desire that
goes hand in hand with an authentic experience of the Other”
(Fimiani, 2011, p.81). The other is perceived as irreducible to myself,
eros turns into agàpe in subordination to trascendence, discovering
its theological root, taking as a model the Christian concept of
"neighbour". The sinner is “an example of opening to otherness and,
thus, of the accomplished self” (Rocca, 2004, p.29), since the self
recovers itself precisely resting in the Other, who it descends from
and is the founder of its relational essence. It is deceptive believing
that Christian love deplores sensuous love seen as a natural instinct,
because, what is blamed is sensuousness meant as egotism, that is,
as denial to acknowledge the otherness and “worship of itself”
(Fimiani, 2011, p.85). On the contrary, Christian love is overcoming
the erotic: not to deny it, but to rescue it from its unavoidable
dissolution, caused by “willing to glorify life beyond finity” (Fimiani,
2011, p. 84) and so, once again, from a desire of the infinite that
would claim the cancellation of limits and, therefore, of the
ontological difference. The neighbour's otherness reverts to God's,
but is not, in this way, cancelled, but rather recovers its own
transcendent foundation, that lays in God who, in any authentic love
relationship, is – deep down – the only loved object (Kierkegaard,
1995).
Kierkegaard's journey in dialectics of love and desire, especially as far
as the notion of "neighbour" is concerned, has been criticized by
some scholars, such as for instance Theodor Adorno, who deems
Kierkegaard's posit unable to actually leave the aesthetical stage and
his distinctive solipsism (Adorno, 1933). In turn, Adorno's critique is
questioned by Fimiani for not having completely understood the
characteristics of the religious stage. Over and above the debate, the
relevance of the category of desire, in the broadest sense of the
word, stands out both in the aesthetical and in the religious stage.
Desire is characterised as striving for the infinite, acquired improperly
in the aesthetical existence and "resolved" in surrendering to faith in
the religious existence; however, living intensely and passionately in
both stages. Exactly the word "passion", as mentioned before, is used
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to both indicate Don Giovanni' s relentless desire and to qualify faith
as “the highest passion of subjectivity” (Kierkegaard, 2009, p. 110). In
the different Italian editions of Guilty? Not guilty? Quidam’s story is
sometimes subtitled “Una storia di sofferenze” – that is, “A story of
suffering” –, sometimes “Una storia di passione” – that is, “A story of
passion” – (Kierkegaard, 1993) and Quidam is just the character who
represents the attempt to leap into the religious stage.
It must be pointed out that Quidam's passion is not to be meant in an
"aesthetical" sense (Melchiorre, 2000, p.92), because his own
passion is passion of interiority (Kierkegaard, 1988), acknowledging
conflict in his inner being. This character cannot be placed into the
un-dialectics of the aesthetical sphere, but cannot either stay in the
ethical sphere or take the big step towards religiousness. His
interiority is marked by “division and contradiction between finite
and infinite passion” (Melchiorre, 2000, p.78), since he knows that
“striving for infinite represents the essential vocation, but no one
could pursue it avoiding finity” (Melchiorre, 2000, p.93), as the
aesthete would claim, and though he cannot achieve completely
such awareness.
The story of Quidam is related to Kierkegaard's personal experience
that mirrors his literary production, marked by the dialectics
between aesthetics and religion, between interesting and simple.
Simplicity is to be reached through a motion from the interesting and
then back exactly to simple. The aesthetical moment, with its
category "interesting", stands out as crucial in the itinerary to reach
the simplicity of Christianity. Aesthetics and religion, in spite of the
obvious differences, share the pathetic element that, in the religious
sphere, is more pertaining to type A but is also a necessary condition
for type B religiousness. Aesthetics and religion represent “two
passions, thus, in comparison, two poles of a radical aut-aut. And
this, once again, highlights the relevance of the aesthetic moment,
even though in its contradictory ambiguity, in Søren Kierkegaard's
existential, philosophic and religious research, since only from an
infringed immediacy can originate the absolute paradox”
(Giannatiempo Quinzio, 1992, p.153).
Passion in the religious sphere can also be regarded as suffering,
whereas the same cannot be said as regards passion in the aesthetic
phase: if suffering is a specific category of religiousness, aesthetics'
dialectics rather involves happiness and unhappiness and passion in
aesthetics is more properly "anxiety". Generally speaking, the term
"passion" recalls an aspect of passivity: this can be noticed
considering what, beyond the dialectics of the stages, is “the ultimate
passion of the understanding” (Kierkegaard, 1985, p.37), the striving
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for the absolute that must anyway experience “a suffering that would
not be possible without a specific exposition of my finity”
(Melchiorre, 1987, p.17). As already pointed out, the issue concerns
the ineradicable ontological difference between the self and the
Other, which the aesthete tries to overcome and the religious
embraces in faith: two different answers to the same desiring depth.
If desire as passion is characterized by passivity, it can, on the other
hand, acquire the significance of an activity. David Stern, analysing
the category of immediacy, maintains that this one is always
characterized by a great fragility. Although Stern makes no reference
to such line, a validation to his hypothesis can be found in The
Sickness unto Death stating: “Immediacy as such is so extremely
fragile […]” (Kierkegaard, 1980a, p. 51).
This is also true for the aesthetical sphere, where immediacy would
seem, at first glance, to play a major role. Stern also says that the
subject of the immediate aesthetical stage, Don Giovanni, “cannot
naively enjoy his natural desires and their satisfactions” (1995,
p.258). The reason for this lays in the fact that, though the passive
element is prevalent, since there is here no reflective activity,
nevertheless the desiring activity has a crucial role, but desire
indicates exactly the endeavour to overcome what is given, thus
immediacy. Dealing with the “immediacy-fragility”, Stern proves how
also desiring is an activity, an ever present activity in the human
being and playing a key role in rising from immediacy striving for
beyond: “Even the level of immediacy, in which passivity is dominant,
we find in human subjectivity that activity – here, the activity of
desiring itself – has a crucial function” (Stern, 1995, pp.257-258).

CONCLUSION
Desire is thus – in its two different features, an essential activity of
the existent, an incentive to overcome the given, an inner motion of
the self-seeking, though often improperly – the absolute that, at
times, builds and transcends it. The absolute passion of subjectivity
introduces a qualitative dialectics among the stages of existence in
opposition to the quantitative dialectics of Hegel's system and makes
life’s journey a path of freedom. Nevertheless existence is
contradiction, which cannot be escaped through mediation. In the
moment when, in the subject's relentless endeavour to harmonize
the finite and the infinite, the temporal and the eternal, necessity
and freedom, the desire accepts the limits of intellect and steers
towards acknowledging and welcoming the Other who it originates
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from. Here is faith as the highest passion of subjectivity and the self,
at last, rests transparently in the power that placed it.
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ABSTRACT
Kierkegaard (writing under the pseudonym Anti-Climacus) famously
uses this description of the self at the beginning of The Sickness unto
Death (SUD) but since this definition is rather convoluted it will be
the purpose of this essay to analyse how this concept of ‘the self’ is
depicted throughout Kierkegaard’s works and how these works
proved extremely influential to Heidegger’s formulation of Dasein. I
will start with an analysis of the opening section of The Sickness unto
Death in which the pseudonymous author Anti-Climacus articulates
his conception of the self and the importance of spirit in formulating
this conception. Secondly I shall analyse how Haufniensis’s views of
the self in The Concept of Anxiety (CA) compare with those of AntiClimcaus and show how these two similar conceptions can provide a
good outline of Kierkegaard’s thought. Next I will give a summary of
the concept of Dasein that Heidegger describes in Being and Time
and discuss how influential Kierkegaard’s definition of the self was in
Heidegger’s thought. Finally I shall aim to show how the idea of the
subjective self as a relation of the infinite and the finite persists
through Kierkegaard’s other books (namely Fear and Trembling (FT))
and how this relates to Dasein.

*****
“A human being is spirit. But what is spirit? Spirit is the
self. But what is the self? The self is a relation that relates
itself to itself or is the relation's relating itself to itself in
the relation; the self is not the relation but is the relation's
relating itself to itself”
(Kierkegaard, 2004, p.13).

Kierkegaard (writing under the pseudonym Anti-Climacus) famously
uses this description of the self at the beginning of The Sickness unto
Death (SUD) but since this definition is rather convoluted it will be
the purpose of this essay to analyse how this concept of ‘the self’ is
depicted throughout Kierkegaard’s works and how these works
proved extremely influential to Heidegger’s formulation of Dasein. I
will start with an analysis of the opening section of The Sickness unto
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Death in which the pseudonymous author Anti-Climacus articulates
his conception of the self and the importance of spirit in formulating
this conception. Secondly I shall analyse how Haufniensis’s views of
the self in The Concept of Anxiety (CA) compare with those of AntiClimcaus and show how these two similar conceptions can provide a
good outline of Kierkegaard’s thought. Next I will give a summary of
the concept of Dasein that Heidegger describes in Being and Time
and discuss how influential Kierkegaard’s definition of the self was in
Heidegger’s thought. Finally I shall aim to show how the idea of the
subjective self as a relation of the infinite and the finite persists
through Kierkegaard’s other books (namely Fear and Trembling (FT))
and how this relates to Dasein.
Anti-Climacus’s definition of the self as “a relation which relates to
itself” in The Sickness unto Death is often looked at as an example of
the overly convoluted nature of continental philosophy. However the
passage that contains it is not impossible to decipher especially when
considering other texts such as The Concept of Anxiety. Kierkegaard
distinguishes the self from a human being by arguing that a human
being is a synthesis of the infinite and the finite, it is the relation of a
finite being to the infinite world it exists in. However, to AntiClimacus a human being is not synonymous with the self, the self is
not merely the relation between two factors but is a relation which
relates to itself. Thus, a human being, as a “synthesis of the infinite
and the finite, of the temporal and the eternal, of freedom and
necessity” (Kierkegaard, 2004, p.13), has the potential to relate itself
to itself, before this relation a human being cannot be considered a
“self”. Ferreira summarises this point by stating that Anti-Climacus is
suggesting “the self is a reflexive relation – the self is a relation to the
second power” (Ferreira, 2009, p.152).
In The Sickness unto Death Anti-Climacus defines the human as a
relation between the infinite and the finite. In a similar way, in
Concept of Anxiety, the pseudonym Haufniensis argues that human
beings are best understood as a synthesis between body and soul
(Kierkegaard, 1980, p.85). If we consider these descriptions together
a picture starts to emerge. We are finite in the sense that we are
limited in body; we are necessarily limited in both space and time
(for example we cannot choose to travel to distant time and place on
our own volition). We are also limited by the unalterable past
experiences that shape our present. On the other hand we are
infinite, we are unlimited in that we are free in the mind, we can
envisage an infinite range of future possibilities for ourselves etc.
However, these factors alone are not enough to make up what
Kierkegaard refers to as the self, as Haufniensis writes “a synthesis is
unthinkable if the two are not united in a third. This third is spirit”
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(Kierkegaard, 1980, p.43). Therefore, spirit is the necessary factor
that distinguishes the idea of a mere human being from the self. If
spirit is the self and the self is the “relation’s relating itself to itself”
(Kierkegaard, 2004, p.13) then we can conclude that spirit is the self’s
relation to the infinite and the finite and thus it encompasses what it
is to be an individual.
The precise definition of spirit in Kierkegaard’s work has been widely
debated; however it is generally seen as being in direct contrast to
Hegelian notion of Spirit or Geist. Whereas Hegel’s dialectical logic is
focussed towards Geist as a systematic totality, a dialectical
progression of reason in nature, Kierkegaard’s self seems to be
focussed towards a form of radical existential individuality in which
the subjective is viewed as higher than the objective. To summarise
this point, Simmons and Wood describe that “[Kierkegaard’s] entire
critique of Hegel centres on Hegel’s apparent conclusion that there
was no singularity that could not be incorporated into the totality of
Geist” (Simmons & Wood, 2008, p.154). Therefore, to Kierkegaard,
Hegel’s system does not take into account the notion that “spirit is
the self”; it loses the idea of one being unique and alone in oneself
and thus the focus on the systematisation of totality is fundamentally
flawed from Kierkegaard’s existential standpoint.
As we have seen, the self to Kierkegaard is a reflexive relation, it
must reflect upon its own existence as the synthesis of the infinite
and the finite and it is the knowledge of this existence that is signified
by spirit. But as Anti-Climacus describes, a human is self by its degree
of reflection: “With this certain degree of reflection begins the act of
separation in which the self becomes aware of itself as essentially
different from the environment and the external world”
(Kierkegaard, 2004, p.85). Here Kierkegaard draws some interesting
parallels with Heidegger’s work in Being and Time. For Heidegger it is
the question of Being (Sein) that is fundamental to his philosophy,
our understanding of Being is both self-evident to us yet it is
something that we often take for granted as somewhat indefinable.
We seem to have a pre-conceptual idea of what Being is, yet when
considering Being we seem to have limited ourselves to the study of
‘beings’ (seinen) not Being itself, or as Yagi states we “fail to
penetrate it [Being] ontologically”(Yagi, 2009, p.65). To Heidegger,
being qua being is not an entity in itself, it must be looked at
differently from the way in which we look at beings (or entities that
are). From this Heidegger develops the idea of Dasein. He argues that
that to understand and answer the question of being we must look at
the one asking the question. Even in inquiring as to what we mean by
Being we find our own “mode of Being” and therefore our own
asking of the question of Being is where we get our “essential
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character” (Heidegger, 1962, p.27) of what it is to be. Yagi
summarises this point excellently: “The unique entity which raises
the question of Being is not a chair, a fork, or a tree; it is rather the
sort of entity that can make Being as its concern and Heidegger calls
this entity ‘Dasein’” (Yagi, 2009, p.65). In other words, Dasein is
separate from other beings (chair, fork, etc.) in that it is concerned
with its own Being. As far as we are aware a tree cannot be
concerned with the issue of its own Being (the same can be said for
other beings) yet we, as Dasein, are concerned with our own Being,
our own existence and our own selves.
This self-questioning mode of existence that Dasein possesses is very
similar to Kierkegaard’s conception of spirit that constitutes the self
as a reflexive relation. The spirit that Kierkegaard defines seeks to
move away from the objective, universal theories of Hegel and Kant
that merely limit the individual as part of the universal. Kierkegaard’s
point is that since our understanding is dependent on spirit and thus
on the self, our understanding is necessarily subjective; any
knowledge we gain (whether it be synthetic or analytic) always
involves the self. However, this may seem that Kierkegaard is falling
into the trap of the universal, if our knowledge is fundamentally
subjective (and in that sense concerned with the self) is Kierkegaard
not following the footsteps of Kant in forming a kind of
transcendental idealism? In Fear and Trembling this is exactly the
idea that the pseudonym Johannes de Silentio wishes to refute. As de
Silentio states, “the single individual is higher than the universal,
though in such a way, be it noted, that the movement is repeated,
that is, that, having been in the universal the single individual now
sets himself apart as the particular above the universal” (Kierkegaard,
2005, p.85) In the context of the self, what is important in this
statement for Kierkegaard is that we cannot integrate fully our
individual subjective experience into a universal system as this would
“exclude any non-objective ground from the self” (Yagi, 2009, p.67).
The paradox of the individual as higher than the universal is a
paradox concerning faith in that it is precisely faith not reason, that
allows the individual to step beyond the realm of the ethical into the
absolute. Faith cannot be explained within the realm of reason; to
Kierkegaard faith is a subjective decision that cannot be reached
through this kind of rationality. Indeed, he writes, “objective
acceptance of Christianity is paganism or thoughtlessness”
(Kierkegaard, 2009, p.108) by which he means that to have faith in
God as a Christian requires the true acceptance of one’s individuality,
to believe in God by means of your default spatio-temporal location
is not true faith in that you are not setting yourself apart as the
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‘particular above the universal’, you are merely a Christian by means
of the universal (as Hegel argues).
However, this passage can also be seen as a paradox of individuality,
one that allows for the self to be defined outside the ethical. As
something subjective cannot be defined within the objective, the
universal is not what to look towards when making a subjective
individual decision. In other words, similarly to Heidegger’s Dasein,
we are not selves or beings separated from the world but we are
fundamentally involved in our own existence, to confine the self
within the universal as Hegel and Kant try to do is to deny our very
nature. Therefore, the fundamental insight of Kierkegaard’s writing
that was later so seemingly influential on Heidegger’s existential
analysis was that Kierkegaard saw the self as something other than a
category of thought. For the self (as a subject) to be it must exist.
Existence is therefore a way of being rather than a mere category of
thought and this is precisely why the self should not be limited by the
universal.
Another interesting comparison between the self and Dasein arises
when considering the ability to envisage or project other possibilities
for itself. Dasein, for Heidegger, is a form of being that is in a
constant state of relation to itself (much like the self is for
Kierkegaard) through a form of willing or un-willing projection that
Heidegger calls “the power of reticent self-projection” (Heidegger,
1962, p.352). Just as Dasein is concerned with its own Being, it is only
through this form of self-projection that it is possible for it to be
concerned with its own non-Being. Dasein is unique in the sense that
in its own existence it is also aware of the possibility and, indeed the
necessity, of its non-existence. More specifically it is a fundamentally
important issue for Dasein that it can envisage the inability to project
its “possibility-for-being” (Heidegger, 1962, p.181); it can anticipate a
future in which it itself does not have the possibility to exist. While
other objects i.e. chairs etc. simply are, Heidegger’s Dasein and
Kierkegaard’s self-reflecting self exist and only those beings that exist
can anticipate their non-existence. In other words it is only those
beings that exist that can die. Thus for Heidegger this death is not
merely something that is coming to Dasein in the future, it is
something Dasein knows as a strong possibility and it is for this
reason he defines Dasein as a “Being-towards-death” (Heidegger,
1962, p.294). This anticipation of death is what allows Dasein to see
itself as a relation of the infinite and the finite in the sense that it is
Dasein itself, as a temporal finite being, that must project its own
mortality (amongst the infinite other possibilities it could envisage) to
truly become itself.
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In conclusion, we can see how Kierkegaard’s influence allowed
Heidegger to formulate an existential analysis of the self without
being bound within the confines of religion. However, that is not to
say that Kierkegaard’s thought, theological as it is, is not extremely
important in its own right and indeed as a revolutionary driving force
behind the existentialist movement of the twentieth century. Thus
the essential point that is picked up on by both Heidegger and
Kierkegaard is that the self is something that is fundamentally
subjective, it is something that the universal theories of Hegel and
Kant seem to ignore, yet it is something that is essential to each and
every individual. In summary, as Haufniensis states: “this is the
wonder of life, that each man who is mindful of himself knows what
no science knows, since he knows who himself is” (Kierkegaard,
1980, p.79).
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